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FRONTISPIECE

Obtique aerial photogrraph of the Experimental Trough
(centre of picture) taken on June 8th, ]',975, (fifteen
days after 2I4 sheep were first depastured there),
from an altitude of ca. 350n and facing in a northerly
directíon. The two pairs of aerial markers to the
right of the photograph provide scale. The markers
are 5m apart within each pair; each pair is 135m
apart. Íhe radiality of the sheeptracks emanating
from the trough can be seen clearly. The vehicular
access track can be seen in the foregroundi the
line along which the pipeline was laid mns obliquely
along the top of the photograph. The conuron large-
canopied trees are myalls (Acacia soudenii). A Iow,
chenopodiaceous shrub-steppe spreads uniformly over
the area. The ground surface is clothed. by dense
tussocks of short (ca. 30cm), dead, short-lived grass
(bluish-green) except in tfie brownish haloes around
the myall trees where the grass abundance is much
reduced, and so the soil surface can be seen.
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SUlllIlARY

Man has grazed. domestic flocks on rangeland vegetations for
millenia, but studíes of the very first impact of these activities
upon pristine vegetations are extremely rare. There are probably

few areas which provide a better opportunity to study this than

arid areas of South Australia which until relatively recently were

devoid of ungulates of any kind. This thesis reports such a study

for cheno¡nd shrubland. In many respects the data obtained are

the first of their kind for Australia or possibly anywhere.

A watering-trough fed by a pipeline was established in a near-

pristine part of an arid-zone cheno¡nd paddock (Railway Padd.ock,

Middleback station, 32o 57's, L37o 24'E) 2okm NW of whyalla, south

Australia. Sheep were depastured there under normal station

rrìanagement from May 1975. The changes which took place in many

varíables associated with vegetation, soils and animals were monitored

in the vicinity of the trough (the piosphere of Lange 1969) over the

ensuíng 2.5 years. It was predicted that under the gradient of

decreasing stocking pressure with distance from the trough, these

variables would develop correspond.ing gradients in tÌ¡eir values, the

direction of the gradients depencling on whether the value of the

variable increased or decreased with increasing stocking pressure.

Accordingly the trough site was selected. to be as free from any

natural concentricity in the pattern of these variables as possible.

The varíables were rrcnitored under two strategies and initial
readings were taken before stocking com¡nenced. First, detailed

measurements were made of many variables at regular (ca. 3-nronthly)

intervals at síx main sites up to 80Om from the trough, and at a

control site in an,adjacent paddock.



Ungrazed controls were maintained at each site by a sheep-proof

exclosure at leasÈ 16m x 34m ín síze. Second, an overview of the

experiment was obtaíned by scoring on three occasions an extensive

grid of permanent quadrats extending up to 1,000m from the trough

for fewer, but key,variables. Ttris was supplemented with aerial

photographs.

Data were also gathered in one survey around another trough

j-n a separate paddock, fífteen months after the trough was installed

by the lessee.

llhe results showed ttrat during the fírst 2.5 years of stocking

ttre piosphere predictions were borne out with respect to sheep egesta

de¡nsition, sheep-track intensity, soil compaction, Iichen cover of

thett¡ree ta.xa studied., frequency of bare ground, the biornass of

bluebush, (Mairearn sedifoLid , saltbush, (AtxípLeæ ues¿cavíÃ) and

short-lived grasses and the percentage of saltlcushes flowering. The

predictíons \dere only weakly supported by dust fallout and the

destruction of short-lived plant ¡npulations. The predictions were

not demonstrated by changes in size of Chenopodiun uLicinm bushes,

or the emergence of. Erodiwn seedlings.

Mæt'ubiun ÐuLgare invaded the imnediate vicinity of the trough

within the fírst six monttts showing the onset of the development

of ¡npulations of "increaser" species.

The details of the piosphere gradients and the rates at which

they developed are discussed. Many points bearing on features of

the system studied r¡rere revealed and are discussed in the text' ê.9.,

evidence of grazíng-induced vigour in saltbush and bluebush, and the

marked preference extrilcited by kangaroos for the exclosures.



Tnrc ancíllary matÈers were investígated. First a non-

destructíve, visual biomass estimation technique h¡as refined.

and tested, and shown to be superior to the câpacítance probe

ín arid shrublands. The use of the latter for shrubs vras

examined, apparently for the fírst tíme in Australia. Second,

some aspects of haloes (areas of much-reduced grass abundance

extending up to 3Om or so from myall trees) r^/ere quantif ied.

In particular the boundaries of the haloes did not change.

The haloes hrere functionally stable; e.g. the grass biomass,

and densities of seedlings of grass and Ero&Lum species were

consistently lower than in adjacent non-halo areas.

All investigatíons accomplished in ttris thesis and Èhe

results obtained are discussed in relation to the Australian and

world Iiterature.
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1.1

I.

CI.|APTER T

fntroduction

Reasons foz' und.ertakirq the reseavch

stoddard et aL (1975) defined rangelands as

"those areas ... unsuited to cultivation
and which area source of forage for free-
ranging native and domestic aníma1s, as
well as a source of wood productsr water
and wildlife"

Much of the worldrs rangelands have been subjected to grazing

by domestic stock for a tong time, in facÈ millennj-a in the

Middle East (Bokonyi 1976). This stocking and associated

activities of man have changed the vegetation and landscapes

from the pristine conditions. Tn some cases these changes have

been dramatic because of extreme over-use. Examples are

desertification in ÌIorth Africa (cloudsley-Thompson L974, Hare

Lg77) and the creation of the dust-bowl in the Great Plains of

Èhe U.S.A. in the early part of this century (Beru:ett et aL 1938,

Ratcliffe 1936). The gross effects of stocking on vegetation

have been well studied, Examples are Breman and Cissé 0977)

for the African sahel, Gupta and Saxena (1971) for West Rajasthan,

Nicholson (I970) for Scottish mountains. Ellison (1960)

extensívely reviewed this sr:bject particularly for American

rangelands.

Hovtever, tlre course of stocking-induced changes from the

prístine conditions before the very inception of grazing has been

poorly documented for rangeland.. This is because grazj-ng

conrnenced so long ago. Moore (L976) made Èhis ¡nint in reviewing

the article by crisp and Lange (L976) who documented the stocking-

induced ag.e-structure changes evident in ttre populations of

an arid-zone shrub at Koonamore, S.A.' a century after the

ínitiation of sheeP stocking.
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He pointed out that
ttsome controversy surrounds the degree of

. influence exerted by rnanrs grazing animals
on t}re vegetation of the arid parts of the
world ... because there is a paucity of
factual ínformation -.. regarding the history
of vegetational deveJ-opment" lwhich has
occurred over such a long period] .

In Australia, domestic stock have been grazed on rangelands

for only a relatively short time (1OO - 150 yrs.) and prior to

white settlement ungulates were completely absent. Since

settlement some marked degradation has occurred (f,eigtÌ 1974),

¡nrticularly in the chenopodiaceous strrublands on easily erod.able

soils (Condon and Stannard 1956, I957a, b and c for New South

Vùales; Ratcliffe 1936 for South Australia). This has resulÈed

in a marked reduction in carrying capacity in these areas

(Heathcote 1969). However Perry (L977) considers that the

condition of the rangelands has now largely stabilized.

In South Australia the shortage of water retarded the

development of much of the chenopod shrublands east of Burra and

west of Pt. Augusta (Barker L97O, L972), and, together with the

Iarger paddock sizes (Fatchen 1975) this meant that the excesses

of the N.S.W. situation were largely avoided in these parts.

Consequently areas of chenopod shrubland can be found in South

AusÈralia which are near-pristine. These areas are far more

pristine than would be expected from the sununary of rangeland

degradation given by Newman and Condon (1969).

Ttrese areas thus afford the rare opportunity to study closely

the very first impact of grazing domestic sÈock on rangeland

vegetation. lltre work reported here comprises such a study. It

is part of a wider Botany DeparLment programme in which the

effects of sheep stocking are studied from the ¡nínt of view of

the long-term fate of the vegetation, as distinct from animal

production or applied rangeland management.
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L.2

L.2.1

In this context it is important to know about Èhe very fir:st

inpact of stocking on the rangerand envirorunent' Because <¡f

the uniqueness of this study, the data gattrered are the first of

their kind for Australia, and possíbly for anlnarhere.

Ttre remainder of thís Chapter provides the context for this

study¡ the Chapter concludes with a more detailed statement of the

project's aims and of Èhe general approach used to achieve them.

Intv,oduetion to the area of study

The original work described in thís thesis was conducted on

Middleback staÈíon, (32o 57's, I37o 24'El , 2okm N.w. of v,Ihyalla,

S.4., at the junction of the Tron Knob and Iron Baron railways

(see Fig. 1.1) .

Vegetation

Middleback station is sítuated on the southern limit of the

South Australian chenopod shrublands (shrub-steppe) which form

part of the winter-rainfall arid rangelands, one of the four

principal rangeland tlpes of Australia (Perry 1967). 872 of South

Australia is rangeland, and its southern }i¡nit is approximately

the 250mm rainfall isohyet (Perry 1967). Thesechenopod shrublands

are so named because of the dominance of low (ca. Im), rounded,

partly spreading, tomentose or mealy-Ieafed., drought-deciduous

shrubs of the family Chenopodiaceae. AltJ:ough these shrubs have

relatively high salt contents (l,ange L9671 most are not true

halophltes (Adamson and osborn 1922). Their high nitrogen levels

(Lange Lg67) and moderate palatabilities (section 3.7.4.1) nake

them a valuable souïce of forage. The understory is comprised

of ephemeral and short-Iived, semi-perennial plants. Unlike the

usual American context, good management is aimed at preserving

the shrubs since their reruoval usually results in a cormnunity of

ephemerals and short-lived species (Ratcliffe 1936).
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L.2.2

These planÈs are nuch less able to support domestic flocks in a

drought and provide adequate protection against erosion (Ratcliffe

1936, t'larshall 1970). (ftre exception to this is the much-studied

Riverine Plain, N.S.W., tlhere, in certain areas, the remova] of

the shrubs by over-grazíng has resulted in a more productive, and

stable perennial (Danthonia caespitosø Gaudich) grassland (Moore

1953, WíIliams 1974). In the Middleback area the shrub-steppe

is overtopped by an open woodland of scattered western myall

(Aeacia soudenií, ¡{aiden) . Accordingly Specht (L972) classified

the vegetation as "Iow woodland". Other descriptions of this

vegetation type can be found in Jackson (1958) ' Jessup (1951),

Wood (1937) and Crocker anil Skewes (1941). Leigh (1972) and

Wilcox and l4orrisey (L977) give descriptions and photographs of

the major forage shrubs.

Ttre vegetation, soils and clirnate of the experimental site

are descrilced in Chapter 2.

Hístory

The history of the settlement of the S.A; rangelands has been

reviewed in detail by Barker (1972). Nob1e (1975) outlined the

history of Middleback Station. Ítre lfhyalla area was settled later

than rmst southern arid. areas due to the shortage of water.

Lincoln Gap, 50km North of flhya1la, was the first to be taken up

in 1857; the lease which included what is now Middleback Station

was taken up ín 1868 (Richardson 1925). The Roopena group of

properties (Middleback, Roopena, Ncnowie and Tregelana Stations)

came under the control of the Nicolson family in the first part

of this century and have remained so ever since. Middleback

and Roopena Stations are now Íìanaged together and form a total

area of 6ookm2.
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I.2.3 Marngenent

The cheno¡rcd shrublandshave been used nainly for wool

production on permanently settled "statíons", in contrast to the

nomadism cofltrnon in many arid zones (Ratcliffe 1936' Cloudsley-

Thompson L977). In recent years, many sheep were replaced with

cattle on account of low wool prices (Fatchen 1975). However

Middleback Station has always been used for wool production

exclusively.

The management practises of the pastoral industries in

Australia have been reviewed in a book edited by Alexander and

ÌVilliams (1973), and. in particular for the wool industry by

Chapman et aL L973- Middleback Station, like n¡cst of the South

Australian rangeland, is leased from the Crown under the provisions

of the Pastoral Àct, 1936-1976. This sets a mini:num stocking rate

but also requires the lessee not to stock the lease at such levels

as "would have the effect of depreciating the ordinary capacity

of the land for depasturing stock".

The Station is divided into fenced paddocks varying in area

from 5OO to 5,000 ha. Sheep are unshepherded, and set-stocked

in these padd,ocks (a flock of sheep rernains in the one paddock

during the annual rnanagement cycle - see section 2-5-2) -

Approximately IO,OOO sheep aïe run, giving an average stocking

rate of ca. 17 sheep kma. The Nicholsons have practised what is

known as the "Waite Mod.el" of, station management (Waite:1896; see

also MacFarlane 1966), characterized by snall paddocks, each with

an approximately central water ¡nint, and with a small nurnber

(ca. 2OO) of sheep on each water (A-D- Nicolson, pers. com') '

Both paddock size and nr¡rùcer of sheep per water is gnaller fot

Middleback'than for other properties in the district.
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Water supPlies are troughs fed with water reticulated from a

reliable well in the north of Roopena Station, or dams excavated

ín the dry water courses. The lessees claim that this management

strategy optimizes economic return, a clairn supported by

Ratcliffe (1936). A consequence is that tJle shrul:-steppe is onJ-y

relatively tightly grazed, and is generally regarded as being in

very good condition. In addition, some of the Míddleback

paddocks have effectively been grazed only for four decades, since

before ttren they were renþte parts of very trarge, undivided

paddocks.

Reseaych

The chenopod shrublands have been studied extensively.

Deniliquin in tJ e Riverine Plain (the site of a C.S.I.R.O.

research statíon), Yudnapinna Station (the site of a large-scale

grazíng experiment run beÈween 1938 and 1951) (lrloodroffe 1941,

Trumble and Woodroffe 1954), and Koonamore (the site of a 50 year-

old exclosure experiment into tÌ¡e ability of the country to

regenerate after over-grazing) (osborn et aL 1935, HaLL et aL

L964, Crisp 1975, all occur in this formation. Ratcliffers (1936)

study into soil-drift included large areas of chenopod shrubland.

Middleback Station is particularly well studied as the

result of research conductedthere by members of this Botany

Departf,nent under the guidance of Dr. R.T. Lange. This research

includes work for higher deg.ree theses on stock-ind.uced patterns

in populations of vegetation (Barker L972) and lichens (Rogers

1970), and computer simulation of sheep grazlng (Noble 1975); and

work for honours degrree theses on population structures of major

tree species (Purdie 1969, Lange and Purdie 1976), on tlre diet

selection of sheep (Andrew 1973), of rabbits (surley 1975) and of

locusts (Coleman 1975), and on the management of the neíghbouring

Whyalla Conservation Park (Lewis L974).
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Iange and Willcocks (pers. con.) studied closely a whole-paddock

grazíng system over several years. Much general knowledge has

also been accumulated from several student field courses in

rangeland ecology. The extent of thís work rests on the

co-operative hospitality extended by the lessees - an important

factar in the success of field-stud.ies.
The piosphez'e eoneept
Definitdon 

ì

A crucial point to the understanding of grazj-ng interactions

in these arid strrubtands is that the sheep do not graze the

¡nddock uniformly. Rather the lack of surface water and the

d.ependence of domestic stock on the man-made water supplies

(MacFarlane and Howard, L974) causes the stocking pressure to be

greatest near the r¡rater point and to attenuaÈe wittr distance until

it is alnpst beyond the normal limit of. grazi.ng. Ttris idea is

central to the philosophy of the "waite model" (section 1.2.3) in

tlrat it is not the number of sheep per unit area peT se which is

rpst important buÈ rather the nrunber of sheep grazj-ng from a

watering ¡nint. As a result of this stocking gradient ttre

environment (vegetation, soils etc.) becomes modified accordingly.

Lange (1969) called this the "piosphere" (based on the Greek for

"drinking zone"). He described the sheep track and egesta

patterns for a piosphere just north of Midilleback. Based ort tlris

work, Barker (L972) and Rogers (1970). looked for and found

piosphere patterns in populations of perennial vegetation and

lichen respectively. The first investigation of the piosphere

phenomenon reported for the chenopod shrublands was that of

Osborn et AL (L932) at Koonamore. They recognized four zones of

stocking pressure at successive distances from water, and made

com¡nrisons of vegetatíon between them. However, their discrete

approach masks recognition of the underlying contínuous gradient

(cf . Lange 1969).
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The resulËs of these studies are discrrssed ín more detail in

Chapter 3.

Thus, in contrast with otìer systems where vegetation

change is ascriJced to an overalt stocking rate (animals areít)

and comparisons are made between paddocks and across fences (e.g.

Wilson et aL 1969 at Deniliquin), in this system the salient

comparisons are rnade within a paddock between areas of different

stocking rates according to disÈance from water. Piospheres have

been recognized in ottrer systems as well; by Weir (L97O) for

native animals and waterholes in Wankie National Park, Rt¡odesia

and by Valentine (1947) for cattle and water points in forest

rangeland.

The piosphere concept has been used as a basis for research

into ottrer aspects of rangeland ecosystems. Jessup (1951)

assígned palatibitity ratings to the main forage plants in the

N.W. of South Australía on their abilities to persist close to

waÈer. Fatchen (1975) detected differences in impact between

cattle and sheep on the shrublands near Koonamore. C'oodall (1967)

used the concept to increase realism in a computer simulation

of an arid-zone paddock. The "waterhole system" for the

utilization of tropical rangelands ín Northern Australia (Downes

1965) also embodies piosphere principles.

EnuironmenfnL uaria.bLes and the píosphere gzvdient

The piosphere is part of an ecosystem, and therefore within

ít there are many mutually interacting, dlmamic processes. In

¡nrticular it is clear that the effects of stocking will be

registered by changes in many features of this grazing-ecosystem.

TÏ¡e salient feature of a piosphere ís the gradient of

stocking pressure outwards from the water poínt. It ís therefore

self-evident that those varíables whích are affected by stockÍ-ng

will be more affected closer to the trough, and less affected.

further ar¡tay.
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Thus there is a general piosphere hypothesis which can be

apptied to each such variable; namely, that within a piosphere

there will be a gradient in the value of the variable with

distance from water, the direction of the gradient d.epend.ing on

whether the value is stímulated or depressed by stocking.

The variables affected by stocking have been studied for a

variety of contexts. These variables includ.e soíI compaction

(s1lison 1960), soil erosion (natctiffe 1936, Marshall I97O) ,

redístribution of soil nutrients (Hilder 1964), modification of

arthropod populatíons (King and Hutchinson L976), alteration of

the rate of dung and litter decomposition (Cowling L977), change

in the sex ratio in favour of the less palatable sex (Graetz and

WíIson L978), rnodification of the age structures of plant

populations (Crisp and Lange 1976), and an increase in seedling

establishment (McConnell and Smith L977).

llhus, followinq Langers (1969) circumscription of a piosphere,

Barker (1972) hypothesized that the perennial vegetation rvould be

patternecl concentrically around an arid-zone water point as the

result of long-term stocking even in moderately stocked country.

After careful study, supporting evidence was found. By similar

reasoning Rogers (1970) looked for and. found similar concentric

patterns in lichen populations around several sheep troughs.

Tb date, vegetation incid.ence, density and biomass, lichen

cover, egesta deposition and sheep track pattems are the only

variables studied closely for chenopod piospheres. Clearly,

however, sjmilar hypotheses can be propounded v¡ith regard to the

rnany other variables affected by grazi-ng but not yet studied for

chenopod piospher=-s. A selection of these variables and the

corresponding hypotheses are discussed in Chapter 3.
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?the r piosphere-þApe sy stens

The piosphere is a particular case of the effects of the

concentration of ani:nal actívity arouncl a point in an ecological

system. Other such examples and the animals involved are: camps

where sheep shelter against the cotd in the New England region

of New Souttr !ùales (Hilder 1964), natural salt-Iicks and. elephants

in Southern Africa (weir 1972), river channels and hippopotami

(Lock 1972), woodland nesting sites and rooks (Vüeir 1969) ,

'marine reefs and various marine animals which shelter in them '( -

ogden et aL 1973, DahI 1973, Vine 1974), protective shrubs and

the desert ca.\rlr (Macz,ocaUia austraLis) in Argentina (Rood 1970)rar:l

dhapparal or sagebrush stands and small animals living within

them (Bartholemew 1970, Halligan 1974). Other examples are the

increase in animal diversity around protective shrubs in the

Namjjc desert (See1y et aL 1977) and around coral reefs harbouring

cleaner fish at Eilat, Israel (slobodkin and Fishelson, 1974) .

In each case the magrnitude of the environmental variable affected

(i.e. nutrient im¡rcrtation in girzzard, grit for the rooks, ani:naI

diversity for the last two cases cited and vegetation variables

for the rest,) attenuated with distance from the focus.

Aims of the stuÅy

llhe general aim of this study was implicit in its title;

namely, to study the first impact of depasturing sheep in aricl,

chenopod shrubland.

T'he foregoing introduction shows that

(1) the first im¡nct of tÏre stocking of domestic animals on

rangelands had been little studied;

(2) Middleback station provided the opportunity to study this

initial impact in an important Australian rangeland type;

(3) the piosphere provided the conceptual framework for such

a studY; and
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(4) there v{eremany nore va::iables involved in piosphere.

pattern than had been studied by previous workers.

['herefore the approach adopted to achieve the general aim

was to install a watering trough in an effectively-pristine part

of Middleback Station and to rncnitor closely the changes in many

variables over the fírst tl¡to years of stocking.

The specific ajms of the project were:

(1) to examine the general piosphere hlpothesis (namely' that

tÏ¡ere will be a gradient in the values of a stocking affected

variable with distance from water) with respect to many

stocking-af f ected variable s

a) by obtaining quantitative data on the course of changes

with respect to variables already studied for mature

píosphereq and

b) by obtaining the first quantitative data on other

variables judged to be important whích appeared not

to have been studíed before in chenopod piospheres;

(2) to deduce the rate at which the first changes in these

variables occur.

As a consequence of these aims it was hoped to contribute

to an understanding of the processes involved in piosphere

development.

}utLine of thesis

Chapter 2 contains a description of the study site before

experimentation and gives other information relevant to the

experiment. The varial¡Ies chosen for study are discussed, in

Chapters 3 and 4. In particular, in Chaptet 4 a refined

technique for the non-destructive estj:nation of shrub forage

biomass is proposed, tested, and compared against the capacitance

probe.
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The design of the experiment is detailed in Chapter 5, and the

resuLts are reported in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. Ancillary studies

(a survey of another newly-installed trough and, a quantífícation

of some aspects of the halos of bare ground around myall trees)

are reported in Chapteæ9 and I0 respectl-vely. llkre total
results are discussed. and. the major conclusions are presented in
Chapter 1I.
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CHAPTER 2

Description of the EæperimentaL Site

InLzo&,¿ction

lDris chapter contains a description of the experimental

site which, together with other information given, provides

the context to which the fieldwork may be related..

SeLection of the site

The nature of tle project (a study of the initial

development of an arid-zone piosphere) constrained the choice

of the experimental site. Clearly it had to be as pristile

as possíble. It was desirable that Èhe vegetation be tlæical

of its formation and. free from major influences (such as

watercourses) which had confounded analyses of piosphere

patterns in a prevíous study (Barker L972). Ttre site needed

to be large enough to permit the depasturing of a normal sized

station flock, and situated if possible in ttre northern to

eastern part of the paddock to allow sheep to gtaze into the

wind unrestricted by fences. The cost of installing the

trough was also an important consideration.

An e:ç>erimental site in the N.E. corner of Railway

Paddock (Middleback Station, South Australia) was selected.

Fig.2.Ia) shows tJ:e site before experimentation. It was

situated just north of the Middleback Homestead complex

^lFi.g. 2.2) and thus was easily accessible. Fig. 2.3 shows the

paddock in more detail.

22
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Before my experimentation the N.B. corner tended to be

grazed only lightty and intermit,tently because of the position

of the man-made watering points (a permanent water supply from

a trough in the N.w. corner (installed. in 1938) from which

sheep would graze in a south-westerly direction along the

watercourse, and an intermittent supply from Railway Dam

situated in t]:e watercourse in the south of the paddock).

The claim that the north-east and east parts of the paddock

lvere rarely grazed is supported by the fact that the lessees

rarely bothered to rmrster there because of the scarcity of

sheep (4.D. Nicolson, pers. com.). The vegetation at the site

was typical of the non-watercourse country on Middleback (see

section 2.3.4). lltre size of the paddock (6.2 lqn along tkre

longest (N.w.) axis, 4 km at its widest perpendicular wi.dth,

1340 ha) gave scope for experimentation. Given the short

duration (2\ years) of the experiment, the marked changes were

expected to occur mainly within 800 m of the trough. Since

the watercourse was more than l lsn from the very N.E. corner

of tJle paddock, its presence v¡as not considered to be a

serious drawback. It was convenient to install a trough at

tlre site since the le.isees had wished to lay a pipeline from

a pennanent v/ater supply 2.4 km N.W.,through the site to the

Chimney Yards 0.9 km further on.

DeserLption of the paddock artã síte befoz'e eæpetLmentation

CLirnate

lttre site is 100 km S of Yudnapinna Station and therefore

the analysis by Jackson (1958) of the meteorological data

recorded there from 1939 to 1955 is relevant. Daily rainfall

records are kept at the Middleback Homestead 7.4 km S.S.E-
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The site is arid. At Yudnapinna mean ar¡¡rual temperature

averaged 17.9oc, and ranged from a mean maximum in January of
g3.soc to a mean minimum in July of 3.9oC. The average free

water surface evaporation $ras 246cm yr-l with an average maximum

of 1.194cm day-r in January. The mean annual- rainfall at

Middleback is approximately 21cm yr-r (Station records). It is

thus about O.IX the average annual evaporation. Average

rontlrly rainfall is distriJcuted evenly throughout the year

(Yudnapirura data) but rainfall is highly erratíc; for example

Middleback recorded 10.6cm in 1970, but 50.7cm ín L974, a record

wet year. very heavy falIs, effective for plant growth, tend

to occur j¡r sununer, and ineffective light falls in winter

(Yudnapin¡ra data, and Noble L977 for Koonamore, S.A.).

The Comnpnwealth Bureau of Meterology daily wind direction

records for both 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. for the V{hyalla Post Office

(Station 018103) show that there are distinct summer and winter

wind patterns. In summer (October to March) the winds are very

pronouncedly from the South and South-east. In winter (May to

August) the winds are cormonly from the North to North-west.

April and September are transitional between these patterns.

Topogz,aphy

Relief in Railway Paddock trends gentlyr downwards from the

eastern and north-eastern parts (91 m a.s.I.) and from the

western parts to the dry water course in ttre middle (76 m a.s.l.

in the north, 65 m a.s.I. ín the south). lltre site is al¡nost

level as can be seen from Fig. 2.Ia. The intermittent sÈream

Iínes in Fig. 2.3 indicate the direction of surface water

drainage. From the experimental site this is towards the

south-west.

I'he Randell Fault line, which runs along the eastern
edge of the wash,has a throw of about 5 metres, and is a
minor díscontinuitY.

1
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SoiLs and exos'Lon

lltre paddock líes witlin the DD2 mapping unit (clominated

by brown calcareous earths rvith a gr:adational texÈure profile;

Gcl.) but close to the BB2 Mapping unit (dominated by shallow

calcareous loamysoíls with r:niform texture profiles; Um 5.II)
(Atlas of Australian soils, Northcote, 1960). Soils from

sites within 20 lsn of the paddock have been described in

detail in the "Soils Data" handbook of the 9th lnternational

Oongress of Soil Science, Adelaide, 1968. lltre genesis of these

soils was described by Jessup and Vüright (f971) . Ítre soj.l at

the site is a brown calcareous earth (GcL.22) with carbonate

nodules appearing at about 20 cm or lower j¡r thre profile.

Active waÈer erosion was occurring only along the track

in tJre south of the wash. lltre soil surface was disturbed

close to ttre original trough in the N.W. of the paddock by

years of sheep watering. However, the soil at the site was

covered wíth a well-developed lichen crust (see Rogets 1972)

and only indistinct sheep-tracks were present (e.9. see

Fig. 2.I) .

Vegetation

llhre vegetation of tJ-e paddock is a low scattered

woodland wíth a perennial chenopod shrr:b steppe understory

(Wood et aL L947, Jackson f958) . Ítre woodland is dominated

by western myatl (Aeacia soùde.nü ¡¿aiden) . Scattered trees of

false sandalwood (Myoporun pLatgcarp*n R.Br.), small groves

of bullock bush (Heteyodendron oLeaefoLiun oesf -) and larger

groves of black oak (Casunvina etista'ta Mig. ) are important

components. The shrub steppe is dominated by various

proportions of bladder saltbush (AtrípLeæ UesícariA l{eward

ex Benth.), blue bush (Mairearta sedífoLía (F. Muell.)

p.G. wilson) and. Cheytopodiwn uLíeínun Gandoger.
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These are low rounded shrubs to 1 m high. Other important

shrub specíes are black-bluebush Maív'earn pArtnida.ta, (Benth)

P.G. vüiIson, M, ttg'binatn P.G. Wilson, and native boxthorn

(Lyciun austraLe F. Mue1l.). ftrere is a scatter of tall

shrubs (to about 3 m high) , particutarly EremophiLa, scopd.Yía.

1n.ar) F. Muell., varieties of Cassia nemophiLa À.curut ex

vogel and Eæoearpo.s aph7Llus g.sr.

The composition of this dominant perennial vegetation

compares well with the species lists given by Barker (L972)

for other paddocks on the station.

In addition to tJ:e perennials there is a suite of short-

Iíved species (grasses, forbs and. small soft plants of

allied type) which germinate and grow after effective rain.

Vfhen abundant these supply the major forage (Noble L977).

The major species are the grasses' speargrass (Stipa nitidn

Summerhayes et Hubbard) and, DantVtonLa caespitosa Gaudich,

both of which occur as scattered, dense tussocks up to 50 cm

high; the chenopods Bassia obLiquieuspis Ar¡derson and

Maiz,earw scLeroLaevpides (f'. ltuell.) P.G. wilson; and

Erodíwn species (mainly E. cAgnovan Nees var. gLanduúoswn

@rolin) . Due to the record l^ret years preceding this study

(section 2.5.L) there were considerable quantities of standing

dead grasses and otlter short-Iived species at tl¡e site

(Fis. 2 .t) .

lfhe myaIls and blacl<oãks seem to have a major effect

on the vegetation. Beneath the myall canopies chenopodiaceous

shrubs EnchtyLaena tomen'Losa R.Br., RhagodLa spinescens R.Br-

var . deLtapVtyLLa F. Muell. and Att"ipLeæ uesícarLa are

dominant.
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llkrere is a rnarked visible reduction in grass grrowth (densj-ty

and biomass) both r¡nder the myall canopies and j¡r imperfect haloes

extending up to 30m or so from the edge of the myall and bl-ack-

oak canopies, which thus gives rise to considera]¡le variation

in qrass biomass over short distances. Tþese haloes are easily

visíb]e in aerial photographs (see Frontispiece). {|e proportion

of non-canopy ground surface occupied by these haloes varies with

the density of the myatls and blackoak groves, but, as judged

from aerial photogrraphs, is usually less than t]lat for the non-

halo areas. In this thesis the halo and non-halo areas are

called "bare" and "grassy" areas respectively- Fig.2.Ta) and (b)

are examples. Some of the diffelences between these areas are

quantified in drapter 10.

In the dry watercourse the woodland is more open' and tall

shrubs such as EremophíLa Longifolia 1n.er.) F. Muell. are more

abundant. .. Maíreana pAï'anidata,, Lyciwn aust?ale ana Rhagodia

spinescens var. deLtaphyLLa dominate the shrub layer, and

AtripLeæ stipitnta Benth. is comnpn on the edges.

Appendix A is a list of species records accumulated at the

e:g>erimental site by careful observation over ttrree years.

MøwraLían Egesta

At the experinental site sone old, sparse and scattered

sheep dung was found (mean density 3.56 pellets m-2).1 Ttris

represented an occasional foray by a few sheep during the last

year or so. Fresh kangaroo dung (mean density (fresh + o1d)

5.6I pellets m-2 ) and fresh scratch marks indicated that

kangaroos \^tere present in numbers judged to be nrcderate for the

statíc:. Rabbit dung (average 9.29 pellets m-2) occurred close

to warrens which were well-scattered and were estimated at less

than one per, five ha. Rabbits were judged to be in low numbers.

Íhe densities quoted in this seetion aYe from the døta
&Lseussed ín Chøptez' B.

I
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Discussion

the foregoing descriptions reiterate the point that

before experimentation the site was arnost ungrazed. and about

as close to pristine cond.ition as was possible to obtain.

lttris is cruciar to the relevance of tÌ.e experiment. such sites

are uncommon, even in the south Australian context which

has had lighter stocking levels than comparable areas in N.S.W.

due to the scarcity of surface water (Barker L972).

fnstaLLatíon of the trough

It r^7as a key feature of the experiment that iåe trough

not be located at the cent¡re of strong pre-existing

environment:.l patterns (such as watercourses) which would.

confound the analysis of the developing piosphere patterns.

(However in this present study of one site over different

times it would be possible to control partfy for this using

baseline readings. Such control is not possible with the one-

off surveys used by Barker 1-972).

A provisional trough location in the N.E. corner !{as

determined on logistic Arounds (distance from both the proposed.

pipetine and the existing access track). Reconnaisance

indicaÈed that there rvere no strong environmental patterns

emanating from this point. This was confirmed by the analysis

of data gathered from the experimental site before

experimentation. (fhis data is presented and discussed in

Chapter I as part of a block of results).

The pipeline, reserve tank and trough were installed at

t]:ís location (see Fi9.2.3) in April 1975 by the lessees and

myself. fhe bore-water contained approximately 6700 ppm

dissolved salts, well within the tolerance range for sheep

given by Jones et aL (1968).
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Backgrotmd informatíon dttning the erpenimentaL period

RainfaLL

The npnthly rainfall for Middleback Homestead from 1974

to L977 is plotted in Fig. 2 -4. Annual rainfall declined

over the duration of the experiment from the end of the r:ecord

wet year ín 1974. On 24th February, 1976 40 rnn fell at the

site, 25 nrn of it in 15 minutes during one thunderstorm. This

caused considerable sheet flow. fhís fall \^¡as not recorded.

at the Homestead and. demonstrates the tocalized. nature of

single raj¡rfall events.r

Itre short-lived species germinated and grew to maturity

only once during the experiment, as a result of ttre rains from

July to October 1975.

Stoekirry rate and paddock mana,gement

lvtiddleback Station runs South Australian strong-wool

Merino sheep (Pattie 1973) under set-stocking (continuous

grazing with a year long grazi-:ng seasorr') management. Ttre

ar¡rual cycle of management is as foll-ows. The sheep are

allocated to tfie paddocks after shearing (¡{arch). Lambing

occurs in June, lamb-marking in August, and the rams run with

the ewes from late December until shearing.

The origÍnal trough in Railway Paddock was turned off

after shearing in March 1975, Railway Dam \^ras fenced, and the

sheep were depastured on the new trough from 23rd lulay, 1975.3

fuototype arw.Log anÅ, euent recorders obtained fz,om
ùLuision of SoiLs, C.5.f .R.0. wey,e instaLLed at the
site to measLlï¿e the time-co?,,tîse of z,ainfalL, uínd-
speed and uind dLrection. Foy uar'íous technieaL
veasorls they failed, ard. few reLí.abLe data (of ahich
the rainfaLL dnta of 24th Febz,uø2,y, 7976 æe a. part)
uez'e uLtímateLy obtained.

TerminoLogA of Heady (L970).

BB7 sheep uere depastured at the originaL trough fon
one ueek dtu,ing shearing in 7976.

2
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llhe stocking history during the experimental period is
gíven ín Table 2.1. Although tJ:e trough provided the only

permanent water supply, the sheep drank from surface water

in the watercourse after hear4¡ rainfalls. This resulted.

in partícularly líght grazíng pressure around the trough

between August and. November 1975.
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CHAPTTR 3

Reuieu of VariabLes and Techniques

Intz,oduction

In section 1.3.2 tÌ¡e general hypothesis was proposed that,

in (chenopod) piospheres, for each feature of the environment

affected. by stocking pressure there will be a gradient in the

value of the related variables which will extend out from ttre

trough along the gradient of stocking pressure. Examples of

such features and varial¡les were given in that section.

Because of constraints of time, labour, capital and

equipmenÈ it was obviously not possible to study all the major

features, nor to nroniÈor with the same inÈensity all of those

chosen. The features studied \^tere egesta deposition, sheep track

patterns, líchen cover, dust fallout, soil compaction and various

variables relating to the higher plant populations including

density, frequency and, especially biomass for important species.

lt'hese variables and the techniques for measuring tl:em are

discussed in this chapter, and specific hlpotheses relating to

them, testable by the present study, are proposed. Biomass is

díscussed at much greater length in Chapter 4 on account of the

extent of the investigations undertaken into its measurement.

One of the features initially chosen for study was

invertebrate populations. Although apparently little-studied in

cheno¡nd rangelands under sheep grazJ-ng, there was evidence from

other regions thät the populations of a wide xange of invertebrates

were affected by stocking levels (Weese 1939' Smith 1940, King

et aL L976). Thus one would expect gradients in tJ-e abundances

of at least some of these taxa along the piosphere stocking

grradient.
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The feasibility of studying some of the invertebrate populations

by the use of pitfalt traps was examined.. However, it soon became

apparent that time constraints would not permit the sampling of

these invertebrate populations along with the other features. In

view of the more direct relevance of the other variables to the

prevíous piosphere studies (osborn et aL L932t Lange 1969, Barker

L972, Rogers 1970 and Fatchen 1975) these preliminary investigations

were not continued. The data obtained are reported in Appendix B.

Egesta depositíon

The distribution of egesta is important for two reasons,

FirsÇ egesta (together with urine) contains significant amounts of

key nutrients (N, K, Ca, Mg, P, S -Pieper L977) and thus its

distribution is a guide to the degree to which nutrients are

redistributed through the paddock (Rixon I97O, HiLder 1966) .

Second, the distribution and amount of egesta can yietd information

about densities of grazing animals without disturbing them (Riney

L957, for wild animals in New Zealand) .

For domestic sheep the populatíon size is normally known and

what is of interest is the amount of time they spend grazing

different sites in the paddock. Since the probability that a sheep

will defecate is approximately constant over the dir:rnal cycle

(Blaxter et al 1956), and because egesta persists for some time in

tåe field (monttrs or even years in the arid.-zone) , the amount of

egesta at a site is a measure of the cumulative time spent grazing

there (assumed. by Ares and Leon (L972) for cattle; demonstrated by

general observation by Rawes and Welch (1969) and by detailed

measurement by Lange and V'Iillcocks (M.S.)). Similarlyr Caughley

(1964) observed that kangaroos defecated nainly whilst gtazíng, and,

using frequency of egesta pellets, he showed. that red and grey

kangaroos extribited different habitat preferences in arid S.!'l .

Queensland.
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The consequent accumulation of egesta around places where

gxazjrng animals congregate has been reported for native game and

watering points at wa¡rkie NaÈional Park, Rhodesia (weir 1970) , for

sheep apd sheep camps in the N.s.vt. tablelands (Hililer 1966) and

for sheep-grazed. chenopod piospheres (Lange 1969, Lange and Willcocks

pers.comm).

Lange (1969) reported a linear decline from ISOm (44 pellets tño)

to 1600m (11 pellets ñ2) from a trough in a particular instance'

Analysis of Hilder's rav¡ data shows that, for a much smaller

paddock and starting from the sheep camp, there was a reciprocal

relationship between dung and distance.

Both Caughley(L964) and Riney (1957) scored frequency of

pellets in 5 circular (4.h'?) ploÈs. LanEe (1969) scored density

in 20.1 x O.3m quad.rats. Lange and Willcocks measured the rate of

egesta deposi.tion by harvesting fresh dung in 120m x 2 m quadrats

at about monthlY intervals-

Ttre working hypotheses were that egesta deposition would be

highest near the trough and declirre with distance from it, and

that thìs pattern would. exist from the very inception of gtazing.

For various directions from the trough the relationship of egesta

deposition on distance v¡as expected to be the same in general form

but different in magnitude. lttris would be due to ttre distortion

from perfect radiality of the pattern of gtazíng pressure by the

influences of paddock geography and prevailing winds on sheep

grazi-ng behaviour.

Sheep traeks

Mature sheep track patterns have been descríbe'cl for chenopod

piospheres by squires (1974) for a site on the Riverine plain; by

Llrnch (Ig74) 24Okm east of Broken Hill and in detail by Lange (1969)

for a siÈe on Lincoln Gap Station, near Middleback station.

3.3
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Ithe pattern tends to be radial near water, with a dense,

rrniform network of interlocking tracks sharply incised through

the liche.n crust. Fr:rther away the pattern is inf luenced. by

paddock geography and environmental features such as hills and

blackoak groves (personal observaÈion, Lange 1969t Llmch 1974).

Track iltensity (6.8kn hál for Líncotn Gap) was independent of

distance from water at least up to 2km from the trough. Tracks

obtained maximum cross-sectional dimensions of about 70cm wide by

10cm deep. Taking the average as 15cm x 2cm, a¡rd assuming the bul-k

density of surface soil to be t.4gm cõl (section 6.5.3) , the a-bove

track intensity means that the sheep tracks occupied 10% of the

surface area and represented 2.8kg ñ¿ of surface soil displaced.

In view of the fact that the bulk of nutrients for plant growth

are contained in the top 10cm of these soils (Charley 19'72), the

development of sheep tracks is of major importance in piosphere

development.

iÍhe particular hlpotheses for the present study were that the

sheep track pattern would be radial from the trough, but

distorted in particular by the north, north-eastern and eastern

fences (see nig. 2 -3) . What was to be discovered was the rate at

which these tracks were cut in, both as to their density and depth.

Lichen crust

The líchen crust (Rogers I97O), well developed at the site as

an almost continuous carpet over the soil (FiS. 2.Ii c.f. Rogers

1974), is an important component of the ecosystem. Alga- and

Iichen-crusts stabíLize arid soil surfaces without decreasing (and

perhaps increasing) the rate of water infiltration, and tJlis

markedly reduces soil erosion (Fletcher and Martin L949, Shields

et aL 1957 in Anerica¡r contexts). Ttrese authors also showed that

micro-organisms associated with the crust supply nitrogen to the

soil, for which evidence has also been found i¡r the present

context (Rogers et aL 1966).
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The trarnpling of sheep and the development of sheep tracks

wíIl destroy part of this crust. Rogers and Lange (1971) scored

the frequency of lichens inten 15cm x 20cm quadrats at various

points in two piospheres near the experimental site. They found

that there hras a radial gradient from the trough in the compositicrr

of the lichen populations due to the destruction of species

populations near the watering points by the stockíng pressure.

No species showed an increase under grazing which is contrary to

the results for higher plants (Barker and Lange 1970) where

t,increaser" and ttinvader" species (Dyksterhuis L949) become more

abundant near water and "decreasert' species become less abundant.

lltre hypotheses for the present study were that the freguency

of lichen species would, decrease near the trough, tlrat this

decrease would. become less with distance, but that frequency would

not increase either with d.istance or in quadrats protected from

grazLng, and that the d,ecrease would be differenÈ for different

s¡:ecies.

SoiL eornpa,ct¿on

Soil compaction due to trampling has been measured as an

increase in soil bulk density (Eltison 1960 for domestic stock)

as an increased resistance to a penetrometer (Litldle and Grieg-

Smith 1975 for humans, Crisp 1975 fox sheep at Koonamore) and as a

decrease in infiltration rate or an increase in surface run-off

(Lock 1972 for híppopotami and Johnston 1962 , Rauzi 1963 ar¡d

Rauzi and Smith ]-:973 for domestic stock). For some systems at

Ieast the d,ecrease in infiltration rate is exacerbated by a grazing-

induced decrease in vegetative cover (Ke1ly and V'talker 1976,

Tromble et aL L974).

Stock-induced soil compaction seens not to have been studied

in ttre present context save Crisprs (1975) singte comparison

between a gtazed site and, an adjacent site ungrazed for 50 years'
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Hotrrever, Barker (7972) suggested thaÈ the invasion of Ittaireøna

pynønidat'a into piospheres might. be due to the hydrological effects

of subsoil compactíon.

For thís study the hlzpotheses \^rere that penetrometer readings

and bulk density of the surface soil would become elevated in

gtazed, areas near the trough whereas depth of rainfall penetration

would. decrease.

Dust faLLout

The coveríng of bushes with dust raised. by stock is often

seen in arid areas, especially near watering points. Irühen it is

particularty dry in tJle !,lhyalla area it is not uncoÍmon to see at

a distance red, dust,plumes raised by sheep corning into water.

Tlhis "dust pressure" appears not to have been studied either

as to its amount and rate of its deposition, or its effect on the

bíota, since no reports of such studies coul-d be found. The

literature is maj¡rly concerned with pollutant dust and principally

on economic vegetation (e.9. plant growth in soil contaminated

with airborne pollution, Beauchamp and Siitam I97L¡ a review of

the effect of air poll-ution on vegetation, blilliams an<l Ricks

L973 ¡ a review of the effect of cement dust on vegetation,

Darley 1966 ; the effect of quarry dust on native plants, Manning

L97I , Eastern and Gale 1975). These studies showed that the

physíological effects of dust (apart from those toxic effects due

to its special nature) were varied. úùilliams and Ricks (1973)

stated that dust particles prevented complete closure of the

stomates and thus resulted in increased gas exchange. Ttris might

increase detrimentally the transpirational load for arid plants.

However, heavy coaÈings of cement dust decreased photosyrrthesis

in bean leaves due to shading (Darley 1966) and probably also

retarded gas exchange in olive leaves (Sheikh et aL 1976).
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Casual obseryation shows that Lhe very heavily dusted

bushes on the edges of the Station's tracks persist and are

apparently healthy. A.D. Nicolson (pers. comm) said that prior

to the sealing of the Ïron Knob road, sheep woul-d not graze near

the road on the downwj¡rd-side where the vegetation ulas very

d.ust1r, Now that the road is sealed, and as a resu-l-t the

neighbouring vegetation is no longer dusty, sheep graze right up

to the fence. This suggests that dustrnay in fact protect bushes

from being grazed,.

A study of the effect of such dust on bushes would be a major

task in itself. For this project I wished to monitor (apparently

for the first time) the weight of dust fallout at various

dista¡ces from the trough to test the hypothesis that dust fallout

would be highest close to the trough and decl-i-ne with distance

from it as a direct result of the stocking pressure gradient,

Common techniques for measuring the amount of dust on leaves such as

washing the dust off or microscopic examination of the leaf surface

were judged. unsuitable for the small hairy foliage of the

dominant shrubs. Some analyses by nre of whole, milled leaves by

x-ray fluorescent spectroscopy (Hutton and Norrish 1974) showed

some promise in distinguishing elements in the dust from ttrose

present in ttre leaf as transpiration residue. (See Appendix C for

details). Po\irered suction traps, which give very accurate dust

figures (Dr. Grygorcewicz, pers. com.) were too expensive and

there was no mains power available.

Tt¡e best practicable approach was to use a simple fallout

trap, e.g. a glass plate (Morley et aL 1967) or a large funr¡el

(S.a. Department of Public Health' Dr. Grygorcewicz, pers. conun.) -
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These are cheap, and provided they are placed level and as far as

possible from wj,nd-flow disturbances, Iike trees (Staple and Le Hane

1955, Dyer 1968), they are sufficiently accurate for the present

purpose (Dr" Grycorcewicz, pers. com.).

Vegetatì-on

Short-terrn us. Long-tenm chætges

In tJ:is study I have considered the vegetational changes in

chenopod piospheres as being of the two kinds recognised by

Fatchen (1975). fhre first kind, the short-term changes, are those

occurring to plants of the pre-existing plant pópulations. lltrese

are changes in biomass (Graetz and tr{ilson 1978) , viþour and for

short-lived taxa, density, which, in ttre main' result from selective

grazi-ng (and the reaction of the plants to this) and trampling.

The second kind are the long-term changes, namely the development

of populations of perennial and short-lived taxa in different

abundancrês, proportions, structures and. distributions from those

expected in pristine conditions. These long-term changes result

from the death of pre-existing perennial plants and the

establishment of new ind,ividuals.

In the present (peren:rial) context, without over-stocking,

these long-term changes are likely to take several years at least

before becorning apparenÈ. 1lt¡us the present study is concerned

mainly with the short-term changes.

Prepíous studies of uegetatíon in chenopod piospheres

Previous studies of vegetation change in chenopod piospheres

have involved both long-term and short-Èerm changes.

osborn et aL (lr932) studied the reaction of saltbush to

sheep grazíng around watering points near Koon¿tmore during and

immediately after a drought. They defined four zones at successive

distances from water as follows:

,l
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A, the sacrifice area to 400m; B, the heavily grazed. and. trarnpled

zone to 1650m; C, a lightly grazeil zone to 3300m; and D, a virtual-ly

ungrazed. zone mcre than 6400m from water. They compared the B, C

and D zones on density and vigour (degree of foliation and degree

of wilting). Using the D zone (ungrazed) bushes as a reference,

they reported Èhat the bushes in the B zone were more healthy, and

fewer of them were completely defoliated. Tkre bushes in the C zone

were denser but more had spaïse,wilted foliage. osborn et aL (1932)

claimed that tJ:is was due to over-crowding in the C zone on the one

hand and tJ e invigorating effect of pruning on the B zone bushes

on the other. The over-crowding in tl¡e C zone ll¡as attributed to the

lighÈ trampling pressure there which provided a favourable seed

bed but failed to remove moribund plants.

Fatchen (1978) reinvestigated oreof these transects and found

that after a further 45 years of grazing by sheep and cattle,

almost atl the saltbush had been renoved over the entire length of

the tra¡sect and ttie Maineana a.strotrícha population had. been

reduced by over 703 in numbers, and the modal bush diameter class

reduced from 31-40cm to 1l-20cm. Total shrub numbers had dropped

by about 90%.

These results accord with the fact that saltbush is less

resistant Eo grazing and trampling tJlan the more robust and less

brittle bluebush species (Ratcliffe 1936).

Barker (1972) & Barker and Lange (L969, 1970) analyzed

frequency data for perennial species from a large number of sites

at various distances from long-established watering points. Using

the Influence Analysis (Lange 1968), Barker demonstrated that the

perennial plant populations exl¡ibited an approximately radial

pattern around water poínts which corresponded with the expected

pattern of stocking pressure.
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Her results for the Middleback area show tltat, of those species

present at the experimental site, bluebush, saltJcush and, Bassì.a

obL'iquicuspis decreased near the water point, whereas

B. patentieusp'ís, Mairearn pAvØn¿deta, M. h'Lrbina,ta.' EnchyLaena

t:omentosa , Rhagodicr spínescens var. deLtdphyLLa and Marrubíwn

ouLgare increased.

When the water was a dam located in a watercourse, the radiai,

stock-induced vegetation gradient was confounded by the urrderlying

influence of the watercourse. This demonstrates the advantage of

studying piospheres from water troughs which are placed arbitrarily

with respect to existing vegeÈational patterns.

Fatchen (1975) compared the effects of sheep and cattle

stocking on a chenopod shrubland near Koonamore over a two-year

period by reference to matched sheep-stocked and cattle-stocked

paddocks. He measured both biomass and density,of major pasture

species (both perennial and short-lived) and looked for differences

Ín ttre regressions of principal components (Noy-Meir 197f) on

d.istance from water. He found that there were differences in the

short-term stocking effects between cattle and sheep, but that

these were obscured during periods of pasture growttr follovring

heavy rainfa1l. Ttris applied particularly to biomass. some of

tl1e taxa involved in Fatchen's sheep-stocked paddock occur also at

the experimental site in Railway Paddock. Of these, evidence was

found that the densities of Stipa nitidn, Bassia oblíquieuspís, anð,

Maireana seLerolaenoídes increased with distance from water, and

Etphorbía drwrrnonãii and. Maíz,ear¡a eæcauata decreased with distance.

Thus, in sununary, the study of Barker (1972) \^/as concerned with

long-term changes. that of Fatchen (1975) with short-term changes

and that of osborn et aL (1932) with both kinds-
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Diuersi'bg

RecenÈIy Ares (1972) and Ares and Leon (1972), who worked in

grassJ-and, advocated the use of species diversity and related

measures (c.f. Pielou L975) for herbivore-vegetation studies

because such measures are independ.ent of tl:e particular grazing

context and species compositions. However, in perennial vegetation

changes in species d,iversity will be expressed in the long-terrn,

and thus diversity changes are not central to this study. In

passing however it is interesting to note tl:at no study appears to

have been made of diversity within long established chenopod

piospheres. Beta-diversity (Pielou 1975) should increase compared

to the pristine situation along the stocking gradient from the

water as a direct consequence (see Píelou 1975) of the gradient

in plant populations reported by Barker (1972). Further, on t}re

theory thtìt predation (grazing) maintains higher diversity by

preventing monopolization of the major environmental requistes

by a few species (Paíne L966, Parrish and Saila L97O, Yodzis 1976) ,

there maybeapeakin alpha-diversity at some point along the

gradient intermediate between the very heavy grazLng near the

trough and very light grazing distant from it. Ellison (1960)

suggested the possibility that the creation of open spaces in

rangeland (Ellison was probably referring to grasslands) communitles

woutd enable an increase ín species díversity. fndeed, V'líIliams

(1974) attributed. a 25% increase in tJle nrunber of species in

quadrats in a Danthonia eaesp¿tosa community in the Riverine

plain after drought-breaking rains to tJ.e

". ..opportunity for germination and
estabLishment on bare ground" I created
by the droughtl .

Eaetov,s inuoLued ín short-terTn uegetation change

Clearly there are many factors contriJcuting to botJ. short-term

and long-term changes, and especially the latter (e.9. see Grubb

1977 for a discussion of the factors involved in tJ:e regeneration
niche) .

3.7 .4
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No one process segms= _ to be overriding (Holmgren and Hutchings

L972') and in particular long-term change car¡roÈ be predicted from

dietary preference alone (Fatchen 1975, Graetz and Wilson l-978).

Not all species are i.nvol.ved in the piosphere pattern (as judged

by the statistical significance of the response) (Barker L912,

Fatchen L975). In fact, Ellison (1960) concluded that "in spite

of aII our study and thought ... we have very little real

comprehension of what is perhaps one of nature's simpler mysteries".

Four factors which seem to be of particular importance for

the short-term changes are now discussed.

SeLectiue gva,zíng

Leigh (1974) has reviewed. the dietary studies conducted for a

wide range of herbivores in arid areas of Australia. Sheep diet

selection in chenopod pastures has been studied principally by

workers at the C.S.I.R.O. Riverina Laboratory, Deniliquin, using

aesophageal-fistulated sheep in small pad.docks, and is reviewed by

GraeiLz and. lfilson (1978). As anticipated by them, sinuílar

results have been obtaíned at Middleback both from sma]l, grazed'

enclosures in which dietary intake \"¡as estimated as the daiJ-y

difference in availal¡Ie forage biomass (Andrew 1973, Nob]e L975'

and further unpr:blished work) and from egesta cuticle analysis

(Lange and Barker, Pers. com.)

These studies show t]¡at sheep are generalist herbivores

(sensu !{estoby 1974) but ex}ribit marked food preferences. Short-

lived plants comprise the bulk of the diet even when they are

minor components of the pasture. Shrubs act largely as a drought

reserve and are eaten significantly only when the preferred short-

tived species are absent. It is because of this that these

shrublands can be stocked continuously. At Middleback the short-

lived grasses are the nost preferredf especially when green, ancl

otlrer s:nall soft taxa (Bassia sPP., small Maíz'eana sPP., ErOdium spp.)

are highly Preferred.
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As a rule saltbush is the nrost preferred of the shrubs and b-lue-

bush is eaten when lit-tle erse is availabre. This concurs with

Leighr s (1972) assessment. Female saltbushes seem to be the more

preferred which accords with the results of. Graelz and Vtj-lson (1978)

for the River:ine plain. Threy used. this fact to e:<plail 'the increase

in the male:female ratio near a watering point.

frænpLíng

Some forage will be removed. non-selectively by trampling.

Laycock et aL (L972) reported that up to 40% of forage was removed

this walt in tall-forb rangeland. Howeverr. comrnon observation shows

that there seems to be littte direcÈ trampling loss for the

chenopod shnrbs under mod.erate stocking levels due to the way the

sheep tracks pass by the bushes. However, at very high levels,

trampling eliminates the bush almost completely (Ratcliffe J:936¡

the A zone of osborn et aL L9321.

Pruw|ng - induce d uL gout,

There are several re¡nrts in the literature that moderate

levels of defoliation caltse an increase in plant vigour and growth.

Ferguson (1973, in McConnetl and Smith 1977) advocated. the

mechanical topping of stagnant bitterbrush to increase browse

production on deer winter ranges where the food supply was critical.

McConneII and Smith (L977) reported an increase in forage

production on bitterbrush individuals which had been heavily grazed.

during spring and early summer. In the present context the claim

of pruning-induced vigour in saltbush by osborn et aL (1932) is

supported by Leigh (1974) in his review of work at Deniliquin. He

stressed. however that severe or complete defoliation of saltbushes

results in a high mortality. Trumble and Woodroffe (1954) reported

an j.ncrease in vigour of bluebushes under moderate stocking levels

at Yudnapinr¡a. Ratc1iffe (1936) pointed out that the increase in

vigour is manifest only after rain, which was the case in both the
local studies.
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Stocking effeets at the genn¿natùon LepeL

There are several claims in the lite::ature that an increase in

density of some species und.er stocking was caused by the creation

(by trampling) of soil surface microhabítats more favourable for

seed germination and seedling establishment. Examples are Osborn

et aL (1932) for saltbush (reported in section 3.7.2) and McConnel.l

and Smith (1977) for bitterbrush in the U.S.A.. Good.Ioe (L9691

quoted i-n Cowling 1977) claimed that in Rt¡odesia (moderate) grazing

"prepared a seedbed by converting the top-hamper to litter and by

chipping but not compacting the soil surface". Under "very heavy"

grazing at Yudnapinna, Trumble and Woodroffe (1954) reported a 24Oe"

increase in bluebush density due to seedling establíshment

following sigmificant rainfall. It is possible however that they

mistook for seedlings shoots emanating from underground stems

(tange, pers. comm.) . EIIison (1960), however, concluded that tJre

grazing-induced seedbed effect could not be verified experimentally.

Vühether or not the seedbed effect really exists, it is cl_ear

(see e.g. Grubb L977) that the changes which take place in the soil

surface due to stocking will affecÈ both the density of germínating

seedlings and their survival. Ihis is likety to be more detectabLe

for the short-lived species than for the peren:eials (which were the

examples quoted al¡ove) due to ttre higher seedling densities of the

former.

Øndrat size arñ. shape

Barker scored density in a 20m x 1.5m (65' x 5') quadrat and

frequency in 13,5r x 5r contiguous sub-quadrats. Fatchen (1975)

used 20m x 2m quadrats for density of the large perennial species

and lOm x Im quadrats for the small short-lived taxa-
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An elongated quadrat was used by both because it Ís easier to

score ancl reduces trampling by the operator (Fatchen L975) and

the resultant estimates of the mean density are rxcre precise (i,e.

the variance: mean ratio is lower) than for less elongated quaclra'ts

if tfie vegetation is not randomly distrilcuted (Grieg-Smith, L964,

p.29, Davies 1931, Pidgeon and Ashby 1940).

In order to judge ttre appropriateness of the above quadrat

sizes I conducted the following investigation around the point

where the trough was to be located. Five 20m x 4m quadrats were

laid 25m in various directions from this point, and each was

divided into 80,Im x lm contiguous sub-quadrats. Density of

higher plants was scored for each sub-quadrat of a quadrat. A1l

five guadrats were used for saltloush, bluebush anð. Cherøpodiwn

ulicinwn¡ the remaining taxa were scored in three quadrats only.

For each species the data was pooled.

Density and mean area (t,/density) were calcufated (Table 3.1)

and frequency histograms of number of individuals per quadrat for

successively large quadrat sizes (FiS. 3.1) were derived by

amalgamation of contiguous Im2 sub-quadrats.

The mean areas of 2.5-3.0m2 for the two major forage shrub

species (saltbush and bluebush), (Table 3.1) and the high fr:equency

of 8m x lm quadrats with no individuals of many species indicated

that a quadrat size of at least 39¡2 was indeed warranted'

Hypotheses

The formulation of specific hypotheses is more difficult in

respect of vegetation variables because of the strong influence of

erratic rainfall on them.
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Nevertheless it was expected that the discernable long-term

vegetation changes would be sma11 and limited to an increase in

nortality raÈe in the most palatable species (saltJrush) close to

the trough and, Íf rainfall permitted, the establishment there

of "invader" species. The general hlpotJresis (as outlined in

Chapter 1) applies with respect to the short-term changes.

Specifically it. was expected that the biomass of the tltree principal

forage taxa (bluebush, saltJcush and short-lived grass) would.

decrease with d.ecreasing d.istance from tJ:e trough, and that this

gradient would be accentuated by the effect of increased. vigour

at moderate grazing levels if rain fell; that tl¡e destruction

of populations of short-Iived plants (if they appear) would

increase as distance from trough decreases; and that the number

of germinations of short-tived taxa would change along the stocking

gradient as the soil surface microhabitat became altered by

grazíng.
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CHAPTER 4

Forage Bíomass and íts Measuyement

In'broduct'ion

Forage biomass in the present context is the weight of
plant material edible to sheep. For the short-lived grasses

tJ:is is all the above-ground material; for shrubs, it is the

leaves ancl soft branchlets. llkre forage component, when green,

approximates the photosynthetically active material. ft is
therefore one of ttre nrcst important varia¡tes to consider in
tJre grazing context. In this thesis "biomass" will mean

"forage biomass".

Notwíthstanding its importance, biomass has not been

measnred in some grazing studies (e.g. Barker L972) on tÌ¡e

gror.rrds tt¡at its measurement is too difficult or time consuming.

Instead, some workers have used. related and nore easily

measured variables, such as cover and density (e.g. Osborn

et aL 1932). Ho\¡/ever Pechanec and Pickford (1937) stressed

tJlat density and cover values are not readily understood. by

pasturalists.

Because of its importance, I have devoted a chapter to my

extensive investigations of tectrniques for measuring biomass,

even though this is secondary to ttre rnai¡r work of t}¡e thesis.

Reuíeu of fecVtníques

lltris project involved repeated measurement of shrubs

without disturbance by tJ:e observer over an extensive area.

Destructive sampling (Milner and Hughes 1968 for grassland,

Whittaker etaL 1974 forforest) and certain techniques devised for
uniform grassland.s [e.g. the reflectometer (McNaughton 1976),

ganma ray attenuation (Unger 1968)] were thus utsuitable.
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Ilre photographic ranking method developed by Noble (1977)

reguires a long photog::aphic record and thus is also

unsuitable.

TÞctrriques which appeared. to have potential were

(a) linear measuremen

(b) the capacitance probe. and

(c) quantified estimation by eye, as

detailed below.

(a) Linear measurement

It has been shown recently tfr.t t¡ete is a close linear

relationship between volume estimates (height * longest length *

perpendicular width) and biomass for big sagebrush (Rittenhouse

and Sneva L977 | Uresk et aL L977). The relationshíp however

may not be as close for dj-fferentially-grazeð. bushes (as would

exist around a piosphere) but the authors did not comment on

this.

(b) llkre capacitance probe

This device h/as developed for use on grasslands (Neal and

NeaI 1973) but. recently promising results were obtained using

it to measure shrub biomass (Morris et aL L976).

(c) Quantified estimation by eye

Tt¡e basic technique was published by Pechanec and

Pickford (1937) and used for herbaceous pastures. Operators

trai¡red on destructively harvested. plots r:ntil ttrey could

estimate biomass directly in grams. 1lt¡is was modified by

Hutchings and Schmautz (1969) who estimated biomass in r:nits

of a standard plot, which was then harvested. Its weight was

used to convert unit scores to a weight value. The Comparative

Yield Method (Haydock a¡rd Shaw 1975) is a further refinement.
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Bíomass was estimated in units of a 5- or 9- point linear
scale d.etermined by preselected standard. plots, and weight

varues were determined by harvesting either the standard pJ-ots,

or other estimaÈed plots.

lrloodroffe (1951) described what is probably the first
adaptation of the technique for shrubs. operators were trained

until they could estimate biomass directly in terms of lO to

100 gram (fw) units. The often-quoted results of tJ:e 1ong-term

grazing experiment at Yudnapinna (Trumble and l{oodroffe 1954)

are based on ttris technique.

Leigh and Mu1ham (1966)

"... assessed [biomass of chenopod pastures]
by eye using a weight estímate method
símilar to tJ.at suggested by pechanec and
Pickford ..."

and presumably so did Squires (L976) who estimated biomass

"... by eye". Neither gave substantial details.
fhe technique has been refined by workers at Adelaide.

ÌItrey estímated biomass as the total of equivalents of a sma1l ,

hand-held leafy branch (tl¡e "unit") and converted this total
to a weight value using information about ttre uniÈ. In this
thesis, this is called the "Adelaid.e" technique. Initialty
the conversion factor was the biomass of the unit. Nob1e (1975)

refined this by using the average forage weight of several

"co-units" (Ieafy branches judged to have the same biomass as

the unit) on the grounds that this better reflected the

operator's í,mpressioyt of t]¡e r:nit biomass. Tt¡is technigue has

been used successfully in several nnjor studies (Fatchen L975,

t{oble 1975) and in several short-term i¡rtensive grazi-ng

experiments (Andrew 1973, Noble 1975 and subsequent unpublished

work)
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fntz,odtLct'Lon ln the ínues bigatíons

It would have been a major task outside the scope of this

thesis to develop an entirely new technique. Tl¡erefore the

two tectrniques which appeared most apt were closely

investigated, viz the Adelaide technique and the main objective

alternatíve, the capacitance probe. Data to assess the former

were gathered regularry throughout the project. Tkrey perrnitted

a much nore extensive and d.etailed examination of the basic

technique and conversion method.s than has previously been

reported. As a result a new conversion method was developed.

The probe was investigated twice; first using an early model-

probe (the only one then availa-ble), and. later using a new and

¡ncre sensitive model.

fhe remainder of the chapter details these investigations.

TLre salient poinÈs only are presented since the scope of this

thesis does not enable the many interesting but secondary

details to be pursued.

Cvíteria for assessment of techniques anã. methods

lltre properties used as critería for evaluating the two

techniques were:

(a) Acctæacg i.e. that the calculated biomass value is close

to the true value obtained by destructive sampling.

(b) Addttiuìty i.e. that the biomass calculated from a single,

total score for a group of bushes equaÌs the sum of tÌ¡e

i¡rdividual calculated biomassesi viz, the conversion relationship

is lj¡rear through the origin. Its importance is that it
enables totalled raw scores to be converted.

(c) tlnifoz,mity i.e. tÌ¡at consistent results are obtained.

throughout the day.

(d) GeneraLity i.e. that the technique is applicable across

the range of bush variation present.
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(e) Confid.ence Limits i.e. that ttre technique permits their

calculation so that the precision of the calculated biomass

value can be assessed.

(f ) SirnpLicity

The AdeLaide technique

Introduction

The two existing methods used. respectively ttre unit
biomass ("Method 1") and the average co-unit biomass ("Method 2")

as the conversion factor. It seemed obvious that the most

accurate conversion would be based on the relationship between

tlle total of units per bush and actual bush biomass. Data

necessary to examine this relationship were gathered' and as a

consequence a ne\^¡ "Method 3" vtas proposed and compared with

Methods 1 and 2. Saltbush and bluebush were the species used.

SymboLs

ftre following symbols are used:

T estimated total of units in a shrub

Tam T for a reference bush (morning calibration)

Tþm T for a reference bush (evening calibration)

Tav average T for a reference bush = (Tam + fpn) /2

S biomass of a shrub (g dw)

S calculated biomass of a shrub (g dw)

u biomass of the r:nit (g d\¡") 
ld-c,nu-t p *3;s.ro

C average biomass of the co-r¡r¡jlts (g dw) )

Cam average biomass of morning æ-units (S e)

Cþm average biomass of eveni¡rg co-r:nits (g dw)

B slope of linear regression through the origin of S

on Tav for the reference bushes on a given d.ay

. (S tu unit.r)

Bam slope for regression through origín of S on Tam

Bpm slope for regression through origin of S on Tþm
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Fíe1.d pz,ocedures

1- On each field trip, a reference area near the experimental

site was fenced. In it a reference set of I - L2 bushes of

each species was chosen to encompass the range of shrub size

and leaf variation present.

2. At ttre beginning of each day the following calÍbration

procedures \À/ere carried out

( í) a mít (section 4.2 (c)) was chosen so as to be lOea

to 2Oe" of average bush biomass and typical of the

predominant habit, leaf shape and density. It was shaken

to dj.slodge loose leaves.

( ii) 5 - 10 co-un¿ts (sectíon 4.2 (c) ) were chosen so as

to span the range of habit and leaf variation present.

(iii) T was determined for each reference bush by noving

the.unit aror:¡d close to the bush and. counting appropriately.

. Ttris is the basic technique.

3. T was similarly determined for bushes at the experimental

site.

4. Calibration steps 2(i-i) and. 2(iii) above were usually

repeated aÈ Lhe end of the day.

5. When all biomass measurement-had been completed (typically

three days) each reference bush was harvested and the forage

dry weights of these, the units and. the co-units were

determi¡¡ed.

ResuLts

The basic tec\miqtæ

llLre obvious first question to ask is whether with respect

to nominated bushes, repeated estimation at different times of

tl:e day with the same unit yielded the same T values. rhe

ans\^Ier clearlY is Yes.
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llhere was a very high and sigrnificant correlatj.on between Tam

and Îþm (SattlcushzT4TT = o"9'74, p(O.OO1; bluebush:t469 = o.g7g,
Hou-leYer

P<0.001) .n cr. paired t-test showed that þm was slightly but

signíficantly greater than Tam for both species (table 4. t) .

This was due probably to the unit being slight1y smaller at the

end of tlle day from accidental leaf loss and wilting. llhe mean

difference between Tam and 1}>m (Iess than 4% for both species)

was within tlre range of conmonly accepted. errors for field

techniques.

Because T \,ras estirratedconsistently aÈ both ends of the

day, the wtiformity property clearly holds. Ttre technique is

aLso sí.nrpLe.

Ihe reLatíonshþ betueen S ard. Tau

Tav ulas used. because there Ì^/as very good agreement between

Tam and fpm. In Fig.4.1 four daily examples are plotted for

both species. These show that the bioLogical relationship

between S and Tav was closely linear through the origin and,

therefore additive. This is confirmed by the summary of aII

linear regressions of S on Tav in Table 4.2. First the high r2

values show very good fit to a linear relationship and second,

in al-l cases t}re intercept (ßu) rvas small in comparison with

maximum bush biomass, and usually not significantly different

from zero.

Since the bushes \¡/ere highly variable, the closeness of

this relationship d.emonstrates ttrat Ehe genevaLíty property

holds.

The foregoing suggests that the best way to convert T

into a biomass value would be to use the slope of the linear

regression through the origin of S on Tav for the reference

bushes. lltrís is called Method 3.
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The conuersíon methods

fhe three methods have the following respective

equatíons:

Method I : 3 = U * T ..... 4.L

Method 2 : 3 = C * T ..... 4.2

Method 3 : 3 = B * T ..... 4.3

tlnífonnitg, generaLity and. addt tiuíty hold as a direct

mathematic consequence .

Aecwacy holds automatically for Method 3 given tJ-e

consistency of estimating T (section ¿.S.¿.t) and the close

linear relationship betvreen S and Tav (section 4.5 -4.2) .

It follows from the equations above therefore that if

Methods I and 2 are accurate, U and C respectively must equal B.

(Values of these for the days plotted i¡r Fig. 4.1 are given

in TäbIe 4.3).

Table 4.4 shows that the mean values over all days of

botl¡ U and C were significantly less than B by up to 2I%, and

there was a wide range in this discrepancy. Methods I and 2

are therefore inaccurate.

Confidence Limits can be calculated readily for Method 3

using i¡rformation from the regression which determined B. The

formula (see Appendix D) has given confidence limits varying

from t4.8e" to 113.8% of the calculated biomass va1ue, with

most in the range +54 to +83.

No such formula is possjJcle for Method 1 (because U is a

single value). Very approxi:nate confidence limits can be

calculated for Method 2 using the variance of the co-unit

biomasses, on the strong assumption that this reflects the

variance of S.

SitnpLicifu is assessed in regard to time requirements.
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It took one person two to tfiree minutes to choose a unit

or co-unit, Iess than five minutes to do a calibration run on

the reference bushes, and about 20 second.s to estimate T for

a tlpical bush. Harvesting a reference bush averaged about

five minutes, stripping took about two minutes for a unit or

co-unit, and averaged approximately twenty minutes for a

reference bush, and dry-weighing took a-bout 30 seconds per bush

or co-unit.

fhe methods differ also i¡r the time required to obtain the

respective conversion factors of which B is the most difficult

to calculate.

Discussion

Method I is the least satisfactory, si¡ce it is pre-eminent

only with regard to simpLic¿tA.

Method 2, although equally inaccurate, is an jrnprovement.

Ihe variance of the co-units gives an indication of the error

of the calculated biomass value, leaf variation is incorporated

Ínto tJ:e conversion factor by the way in which the co-units

are chosen, and stripping errors are averaged over several

co-units which, unlike the unit, are undamaged by field use.

Method 3 gives accurate and precise calculated biomass

values. It is the nost superior with regard to all criteria

except sdrnpLicity, although it is by no means complicated.

Its main drawback is the time required, but as the

estimation period increases, the fixed time costs (harvesting

and stripping) become relatively less. Assuming L2 co-units

per day (6 morning, 6 evening) and I0 reference bushes, the

manual labour tíme required for I'rytttod 3 becomes less than

that for Method 2 by about the fifth day.
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Before using a ne\^/ unit in the fiel_d j-t is probably

desirabl-e to choose some co-units (for Method 3) or to measure

some whore bushes (Methods I and 2) because these procedures

familiarize the operator with the unit.

It must be pointed out that the foregoing analysis is based

on the reference bush data only, and that ttre merits of

Method 3 rely on the assumption that r is estimated. consistently

for botÏ¡ reference and field bushes. It could be argued. that

there might by psychologj-cal factors causing ttre operator to

treat the two groups of bushes dífferently. TLr_i-s assumption

of consistency between reference and field bushes could be

tested conclusively only by comparing the S and 3 values for

field bushes for which T had been estirated without the operator

knowing that the bushes might be used for a test. fhis, for a

single research student, is nearly impossible.

Ho\^rever, a partial test is possible using the data for 59

bluebushes and 61 saltbushes for which T was estimated. rapidly
(these bushes were used to test tJre capacitance probe; section

4.6). For both species there was good agreement between 3

(obtained using groups of between 4 and 16 randomly chosen

individuaLs as "reference" bushes) and S (minimum.r = O .9I2) .

Thus the estimation.of T is consistent within the field bushes

and tJ:e choice of reference bushes is not crucial. However,

this still leaves unanswered the question of whether the

regression of S on T has ttre same slope for both (consistently

estimated) field and reference bushes. There is no strong

reason to suspect that this should not be so (within the errors

of the technique) especially in view of the consistency of the

results obtained for each of t]:e (different) reference sets.
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The cqacitaytce pnobe

fntv,oductí.on

The capacitance probe consists of an aïray of insulated

metar prongs beneath an insurated metar prate. rt meters an

electrical capacitance which varies with the amount and r,¡ater

content of vegetation between the prongs.

Its use in Australia has been confined to herbaceous

pastures for which it was deveroped (Johns and lvatkin 1965,

Jones and Haydock 1970). Recent use on shrubs in America showed

that the probe senses mainly the forage biomass and is

relatively insensitive to the woody sÈems (carpenter et aL L973,

Morris et aL 1976). The present study is the first examination

of its use in Australian shrublands.

MateriaLs and MetVtads

The probes used had 16 prongs, 90 cm long in a square

4 x 4 arrangement and r¡¡ere manufactured by custom scientific

Electronics Pty. Ltd., Brisbane.

T\n¡o daÈa sets were obtained using the most sensitive scale.

In August L974, 19 bluebushes of high water content were

measured with an early model probe, and in September 1976, 59

bluebushes and 61 saltbushes of low water content were

measured wittr a new rncdel. Bushes were chosen to span tJ:e

range of sizes present, but in L974 onLy bushes which would fit

within tJ:e probe were used.. Extraneous vegetation was

removed. Tn 1976 several shifts of the probe were made to

cover the larger bushes, and on both occasions repeated

readings were made for the single-shift bushes. ff necessary

the bushes were tied with string or the probe was supported

by wooden chocks.

T for each bush was estimated twice in 1976 using the

Adelaide technique (section 4.5.3) .
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All bushes were harvested to ground level and separated

into three components: for bluebush, forage, stems with a

primary bark, stems with a secondary bark, and (for l-9j6) dead

wood; for saltbush, forage and woody stems. AII data were

converted to dry weight (8ooc, 48 hours).
SymboLs

Symbols additional to those defined in section 4.5-2 arez

p a single meter reading (arbitrary scale)

n the number of placements of the instrument needed

to cover the bush

P the surmned or average probe reading per bush, as

appropriate "

ResuLLs ard. dis cuss ¿on

ReLat¿onshí,p betueen biomass arÌå. meter z,eadLrq

lfhe raw data are plotted in Fig. 4.2 and, the results of

the linear regression for singte-placement bushes appear in

Table 4.5, The graphs indicate a generally J-inear trend

through the origin for botJ: species and both times. Íhis trend

is supported by the regression analysis for L974. However,

f.or L976, with a larger sample size and. conseguently nrore

powerful tests, there is evidence of non-Iinearity and of a

significaltly non-zero intercept for both species. Thus the

relationship is not additive. Further the S values predicted

from these linear regressions for 1976 were not accurate

(Table 4.6) .

Because of this non-additivity, the multiple-placement

bushes were íncluded into the regression by mr:ttiplying a

significant intercept by n, and by replacing P2 with Infj for
i:1

a significant non-linearity. fhe results for all. data appear

i¡r Table 4.7. For bluebush the relationship appears to be

additive ¡ f.or saltbush there is significant non-linearity ald

a significantly non-zero intercept.
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Nej.ther MorrÍs et aL (L976) nor Carpenher et aL e-973)

took up the question of additivity for their shrub read.ings

which they combíned by subtra.ctíonrbut the 12 values reported.

by Morris et aL (1976) for single, nursery-grown four-winged

saltbush plants (0.95 for fresh-weight, 0.90 for dry weight

and 0.96 f.or total water yield) are much higher than those

reported here and indicate strong linearity at least.

The deviation from a simple additive relationship is

probably largely due to the contrjlcution to total capacitance

of the dry matter and \^/ater yield of the non-forage components.

lltre probe is particularly sensitive to water (Johns and Vlatkin

1965, Jones and Haydock 1970) and i¡rdeed the 12 value for the

linear regression of P on total \¡rater yield was higher than

that for P on total above-ground dry weight in ny studies (but

not detailed here). Yet for some bushes in 1976 the forage

contrfüuted only 19å of the total bush water yield.

Direet coTftpav¿son uith AdeLqLde technique

When the Adelaide technique was applied to the same bushes

in 1976, the results of the regressions of S and T were as

satisfactory as those reported in section 4.5.

The relationship was strongly linear, and the only

sígnifícant intercept was small (2.3% of maximum bush bio:.nass)

and its significance reflects the close fit of the data to the

regression line. This demonstrates the superiority of the

Adelaide technique over the capacitance probe in this context.

Dtscussion

fihe use of tJ:e capacitance probe suffers from several

drawbacks. Ihe relationship between S and P is more complicated,

and tÌ¡e fit to a linear relationship less close than for that

between S and T.
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ConsequenLly aecuracy would be less and confidence Limits

would be hard.er to calculate. The drlmess of the bushes mad.e

the 1976 trial a severe but, in view of the site's aridity,

not unfair test.

The probe is deficient in generaLitX. Ta1l bushes ()I n)

will not fit beneath it, and some very small bushes did noÈ

register a reading. Extraneous vegetation and d.ew, rain and.

variations in bush water content will affect the meter reading

(e.9. a 4L.a increase was obtained after light rain in

August L974).

SírnpLicity is also deficient. ftre operator must understand

the physics involved. fhe necessity to use chocks, to tie-up

bushes, and to make several placements of the probe increases

the measuring tíme (average 150 sec. compared with 20 sec. for

Pechanec - Pickford). Ttre probe is cumbersome and hence more

tiring to use tt¡an a few hand.-held samples.

Other drawbacks are the cost of the probe (approximately

$700) and the slight damage done to each bush during

measurement.

ConcLusions

Using Method 3 for converting total units to dry weight,

the Adelaide techliique gave accurate and precise shrub biomass

values and satisfied the other criteria as weIl.

By comparison the pasture probe yielded data which did

not fit a li¡rear relationship as close1y, and the actual

relationship between S and P seemed dependent on bottr species

and bush size. The probe was considerably more dífficult to

use.
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It is d.emonstrably true that the Adelaide technique

(Methoil 3) is superior to the capacitance probe in this
context. Fr:rther, although I have not tested a1l ottrer

published techníques, I believe that, in a fie1d, where the

currenÈ literatr:re still reports biomass estimated !,by eye"

and with no reference to accuracy and precision, this
technique is ttre best available.
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CI-IAPTER 5

EæpertmentaL Desí,gn and Methods

Intz,oduction

This chapter d.etails the design and physical layout of

the experiment and describes the techniques used. The

justification for the techniques rests on the information

detailed ín the preceding chapters and is not elaborated here.

Eæpenímental design

fhis project concerned the monitoring of changes which

occur in the initial development of an arid-zone piosphere,

and it required the detailed measr:rement of many variables at

regular intervals.

Previous workers (Lange L969, Rogers and. Lange I97I,

Barker 1972, Fatchen 1975) sampled extensively around the water

point up to the limits of grazing. They scored. a large number

of quadrats for a few variables only and, except for Fatchen

(1975) theírs were one-off surveys. The large sample sizes

which they used. enabled them to discern the piosphere patterns

from the background variation.

Such an approach was not practica-ble for the present study.

To sample in detail much beyond 800m or so would have been

unnecessary since it was anticipated that most of the discernible

changes would occtlr within this limit, and to sample extensively

even within this range would have been totally beyond available

man-hours given the nurnber of variables involved. Therefore the

following approach was adopted. Six "main sites" \^rere established

along one transect through the trough up to 800m from it.
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These sítes were sampled at three-monthly interval.s, and the

variables vrere measured with an Íntensity and compleÈeness

judged sufficient to support comparisons between them. For dust

and egesta, additional quadrats were located along a transect

through the trough perpendicular to the transect of the main sites.
This framework provided the butk of the data- In additíon, an

overview of the experiment was provided in two ways. Aerial
photogr:aphs were obtained, and an extensive grid of quadrats

extending up to 1000m from the trough was sampled on tl¡ree

occasions for fewer, easily-scored. variables. permanent quadrats

were used throughout to reduce variability.

The experiment was controlled in three v¡ays. First, a

sheep-proof exclosure at each main site provided a control for

the cumulative effects of sheep stocking. second, sites courd. be

compared with respect to distance from the trough on the general

hypol*resis that there would be a gradient in the values of the

variables with distance from water. Third, a ',control', site was

set-up ín an area of similar light stocking history in ttre N.E.

corner of Overland Paddock (see Fig. 2.2). It \^¡as 3.7km S.E. of

the trough and. thus was like1y to receive similar local weather.

The stocking level at this site was not expected to change

significantly during the experimental period. Thus it provided

a comparison with the experimental site as a whole, reflectjng

what might have happened at the experimental site had I not

stocked sheep there.

ftre positions of the main sites and grrid quadrats are shown

in Fig. 5.1.
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Intenaipe sønpLí,ng

Loeation of main sites

The main sites were located 50, 100, 2OO, 4OO, 600, and

gOOm ftom the trough along a "North-South" (19So¡ axis.

This dírection was judged tikely to be the main direction

of, grazLng (4.D. Nicolson, pers. com.). thus this was the

direction in which the discernible grazíng effects would extend

the furthest a¡d the rate of change of these grazj-ng effects

wíth distance would be teasÈ. A reconnaisance showed that this

transect Ì¡¡as comparatively uniform in shrub vegetation, and. in
particular it did not cross the Randell fault (sparse of

vegetation) nor intercept watercourse vegetation. There were'

of course, differences between the sites, including differences

in densities of the major shrubs (see Section 71.1) due to inherent

background vâriability. This was unavoidable.

llk¡e sites were not points but comprised an area sufficiently

Iarge (approx. 0.5ha) to acconmodate the exclosures and quadrats

as detailed in the next section, and it was for this reason that

the transecÈ predicted to have the smallest gradient of stocking-

induced chanqe was chosen. Consequently the 100m site was

located north of the trough to give sufficient separation from

the 50m site. This will be referred to as 100m'tlortH';the rest

as ttSouthtt.

Arrøtgement of pennqnent quadnats and eæeLosuves

The techniques used for scoring the various variables are

detailed in Section 5.3.4. Underlying many of these was a system

of permanerrt sheep-proof exclosures and. permanent nested guadrats,

which is now descríbed. The significants of the "bare" and

"gtrassy" aread (section 2.3.41 \^¡as not fully appreciated at the

start, so the areas v¡ere sampled equally at each site.
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Each main site contained a 34m x 16m sheep-proof exclosure

straddling both "bare" and "grassy" areas. The width was

increased to 21m at the 600m and B00m sites due to the sparcity

of saltlcushes there. Two "additional" exc,l-osures were erected,

one near the trough, and one at the control site, to províde the

possibility of increasing the sample size in ungrazed areas at

these points.

Vf,íthin each exclosure there v¡ere:

- t\^ro 3Om x 0.3m, Iml permanent vegetation quadrats (one

ttbarett, one ttgrassyt')

- one 3Om x 1m permanent egesta quadrat on the bare,/grassy

boundary.

Outside the exclosure t]¡ere were!

- two (one "bare", one "grassy") 3Om x 0.3m, lmr3ml

vegetation quadrats.

- an "extra" vegetation quadrat to increase the number of

bluebushes and/or saltbushes sampled (not required at the

20Om and 4OOm sites). The sizes of these quadrats varied

according to need.

- a 3Om x 2m egesta quadrat, on a bare/grassy boundary.

Tn adfliüion, from lrlovember L975, egesta quadrats were located

at 2oom North (i.e- xorth from the trough on tÌ¡e main 1990 axis)

and along an "East-West" transect through the trough perpendicular

to the axis of the main sites at 100, 200,30ùn East and 100, 2oo,

500, 800m Vüest.

As far as possible tJle quadrats were Iaíd perpendicular to

the expected radius from the trough and randomly within the

constraint of acconrnodating the exclosures and quadrats into the

bare and grassy areas at each site.

ttre figures separated by a cofltrna indicate the widths of
the t¡ested quadrats.

I
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The 30m x 3m and "extra" vegetation quadrats were rnapped for

the shrubs so that individual bushes coutd be identified"

Fig. 5.2 shows the arrangement of the nested quadrats

within a 30m x 3m vegetat-ion quadrat, and ind.icates the in/out

rules employed. Fig. 5"3 is a map of a typical main site (200m).

CoLLection of the dnta

Most of the data were collected during major field trips

at three-monthÌy intervals beginning May 1975 during which most

variables were scored. Due to shortage of time in May 1975 the

initial exclosure datavere gathered in June L975. The collection

times for the various data which are not d.etailed in the text,

are given in Table 5.I.

Tecfuiíques

Egesta deposití,on

In order to determine the age of the egesta, fresh pellets

of each species (rabbits, kangaroos and sheep) were laid out at

several sites in February J-976 and. photographed regularly

throughout the following nine rnonths. This showed that dung

could be classified into age less than three months (i.e. "fresh"

egesta dropped since the preceding field trip) and age greater

than three months (i.e. "ol-d").

All egesta present in the quadrats was picked up, and a 30cm

border around each quadrat was cleaned of egesta (which was

discarded at a distance) to reduce the likelihood of it rollirg

on to ttre quadrat. Later the egesta from the quadrats was

separated by species and age and deterrn-ined for dry weight (8OoC).

Sheep traek deueLopnent

Sheep pads in this context are clearly marked tracks of

constant use, easily dífferentiated. from the scuffing of the

surface crust rnade by occasional, inter-track wanderings (see

Frontispi€c€r âDd r.ange 1969) .
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sheep tr:ack .rnterrsity lvas measured as the number and width

of such permanent tracks intersecting the baseli¡re of both
ttbaret' and t'grassy" unfenced quadrats.

SoíL erosion

rt ís crear from the discussi.on in section 3.3 that tirere

would be considerable soi-l removed as the resul_t of the

formation of sheep tracks. The quesl-ion remains however of
whether there wiLr also be erosion from the soir surface not

covered with sheep tracks, due to the action of wind accentuated

by a stocking-induced decrease in vegetation coveï (see

Marshal-I 1970) .

Iherefore, soil surface profile was measured using a pair

of short (30cm) permanent "erosion stakes" driven vertically rScm

ínto the ground. A standard bar was laid horizontally across

them, and. the distance from the ground measured by ruler at 5cm

intervals along it. The positions of any sheep tracks which

developed were also recorded. Two pairs of such erosion stakes

were installed perpendicular to the radius from the trough at

each site, one in a bare area, and one Ín a grassy area. A

further six were installed. over nev¡ sheep tracks 7Om S.E. of the

trough one month after sheep were depastured. there. The pegs

were sufficientry well implanted. not to be knocked out by animals,

but not so deep as to prevent their moving in unison with any

sub-soil heave that might occur. Deep implantation can render

such erosion stakes ineffective where soil heave occurs.

(J. Hutton, C.S.I.R.O. Soits Division, pers. conun.).

Líehen crust

The lichen crust involves many species (Rogers and Lange 1972.)

lvhich are hard to differêntiate from each other. Therefore

three-easily recognisable taxa were chosen for study.
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The first v¡as a blue-green algatr-lichen complex which appeared

as a distinctive blackish stain on the soil . It r^ras ubiquitous

and formed an almost continuous carpet. It was always present

at a site if there Ì\ras any lichen crust present at all . Ttre

second u/as a whitis\ crustose DLpLosehisf,es species which was

very comþn but which did not form a continuous carpet. Third

$ras a less comnrcn, yellow-green foliose ParrneLia species.

(Identification was by R.Vt. Rogers, pers. cormn.). The algal/

lichen stain anð. DipLoschistes sp. can be seen in Fig. 2.1(b).

lltre incidence of each taxon was scored in I20 continuous 0.25m x

0.3m t'bare" and "gtrassy" vegetation quadrats. Each sub-quadrat

rüas scored also as to whether it was under a bush or in the open.

SoiL eoïIpaction

(a) Penetrometer readings

Three qets of penetrometer readings ü/ere obtained, all

within 100m of the trough. Each set was obtained over one or two

days so that the cond.itions such as soil moisture content were

constant. Different soil moistr¡res strongly influence the

readings (Fawcett L977).

In l.tovember 1975 a small push-tlpe spring penetrorneter

(Davidson 1965) was used to obtain readings for the soil surface

(and sheep tracks) 5m and 50m from the trough and in the adjacent

exclosures (50m and "Add,itiona1" - see Section 5.3.2). Between

25 and 182 readings $¡ere taken at each location.

In September L977 a fallíng weight penetroreter (9.1kS (201b) '
5.tcn (2") drop) with a blunt-ended stem 15.9nm diameter (Glick

and Clegg 1965) was used (see Fig.5.4). A reading was defined as

the nurnber of blows required to drive the penetrometer through

a 5.Icm (2") depth íncrement, and up to seven successive íncrements

r,{ere Íreasured at each point (i.e. up to a depth of 14").
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No readings were taken l-ess than 50cro from the base of a bush

because of the effects of these bushes on soil properties

(charley 1972).

Replicates (ranging from 14 to 66 depth profiLes) \.vere

obtained from the exclosures near the trough (50m, Additional)

and from grazed. locations 2m, 10m and 50m from it.

The access track to the trough afforded an interesting

comparison with the stocking effects. The track was new and

poorly defineil when I first visited the trough in 1974, but had

become well-defined with pronounced r¿heel-ruts by September 1977.

The track on the approach side (east of the point used to park

the car) was driven over more often than the track to the west.

Thus ít was predicted that the wheel-ruts woulcl be highly

compacted, and in particular that the wheel-ruÈs on the eastern

side would be more compacted than those on the \^rest. Four soil

profiles were taken in wheel-ruts on each side of this parking

spot, and a further seven were taken from tÌ¡e relatively

undistr:rbed. ground in between the two wheel-ruts.

Readings (as defined above) were also taken for the top

5.Icm increment at 0.5m intervals along a 60m S.!rl . Lransect from

the trough. In January 1978 a class of students supervised by

myseÌf used similar penetroneters (2.27k9, IOcm drop) to obtain

readings for the top 5cm increment along several other transects

radiating up to L00m from the trough.

(b) BuLk dernity

In September 1977 the bulk density of the top 5cm of soil

was determined by the sand-fillmethod (Freitag L97I) for points

along the transect of the penetrometer readings, and at I points

(4 bare, 4.grassy) in the 50m exclosure.
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(c) RainfaLL penetration

In September 1977 a brief thunderstorm, resulting in an

abrupt 2.5nun prec-ì.pitatj.on onto dry soit,l provided the

opportunì-ty to measure raínfall penetration. Thirty minutes

after the rain ceased, the depth of the wetting front was

measured by ruler in small excavations at various ¡nints al-ong

the same penetïometer transect, and aL 24 {tZ fare, 12 grassy)

points ín the 50m exclosure.

Dust faLLout

One d.ust trap (an open 19 Z. plastic drum2' Iined with a lm2

black plastic sheet) was placed. at each main site and additionally

at 200mN, 50mNE, SOmNIll, 50mSE, 50mSW and along the east-west

transect containing egesta quadrats (Section 5.3.2)) at 100m,

2O0m, 30Om East and 100m, 200m, 400m, 600m, 800m West in

December 1975 and one at the control site in February L976. Each

trap was installed l-evel and as far away from trees as possible.

The traps were installed in December L975. The plastic

sheets were not collected every trip either because there was

insufficient dust to allow accurate measurement or because the

traps contained rainwater. fn all there were five col-Iection

periods.

In the laboratory the part of the sheet which overlapped the

outside of the drum was cut away and the collecting surface was

photographed., weighed,- sponged. free of dust, air-driecl and.

reweighed- Ttre weight of dust was obtained. as the differerìce

between these weights, after adjusting for the weight of non-dust

material (e.g. insects) .

This occured. several days after the penetrometers and
bulk d.ensity readings were made.

Drums v¡ere obtained by courtesy Adelaide and lriallaroo
Fertilizers Pty. Ltd. (¡fr. Heading) .
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5.3.4.7 Forage bionasa of saLtbltah ønd bLuebush

Bj.omass was rneasured using the AdeLaide technique - Method 3

(see Section 4.5) for all bluebushes anól saltbushes in the

ey;closures anil in the 30m x 3m and "extra" vegetation quaclrats.

This gave at least fifty bushes of each species in both grazed

and ungrazed areas at each main site. Additionally the biomass

was measured of each saltbush and bluebush rooted within 50cm of a

lOOm transect radiating at 89o from the trough.

5 . 3 .4. 8 Percentage of saLtbushes fLoaer'íng

Because saltbush flowerheads are at the very tips of shoots,

gxazLng renoves them. fn September L976 the saltJcushes were

flowering pro1ifically, and the protected saltbushes appeared to

be flowering more. Fenced saltbush vegetation then looked much

more different than the biomass difference would account for,

especially at the heavily-grazed. 50m site. Bfuebush has a

different growth habit and does not show this effect of grazíng

on flower production.

The effect of grazing on saltbush flowering was quantifíed

on two occasions in which the bushes v¡ere flowering prolifically.

In November l-976 each saltbush in the exclosures and shrub

biomass guadrats was recorded as to whether iÈ was flowering or

not. llhe same \^ras recorded in September L977 for at least 30

grazeð, and 30 ungrazed saltbushes at each site including those

in tJ:e quadrats.

5.3.4.9 Lírpar dimevtsions of Chenopodíwn uLicinwn

Chenopodium uLicinwn is not very palatable to sheep (resul-ts

of unpublished grazLng experiments) and its forage biomass is

hard to define on account of its s¡nall, sparse, closely appressed

Ieaves and rigid, alnrcst spiny stems. It is, however, a major

component of the shrub-steppe at the experimental site-
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Therfore linear rlimensions (longest length, Iongest pe::pendícular

width anô height, consid.eríng only the living stems) (Uresk

el; aL L977 , Rittenhouse and Sneva 19'17) \^/ere measured for each

bush in the exclosures and in the 30m x 3m "bare" and. "grassy"

vegetatíon quadrats to follow possible grazing effects on this

species.

Bíomass of shoz,t-Líued g?ass

The above-grround biomass of the short-lived grasses (Stípa

nítida anð. Danthonid. eaespì,tosa) present in the 3Om x lm

vegetation quadrats (both grazed. and protected) was measured

using the modified Adelaide technique of Fatchen (1975). The

bionnss was estimated per IOm x 1m sub-quadrats in units of a

hand-held tussock, and. the unit scores \^¡ere converted to a weight

value by harvesting destructively some calibration qtradrats.

Fig. 5.5 is an example of the linear relationship obtained betweon

g dw and units. When practica-ble the biomass of various

components (green grass,/dead grass; Stþa/Danthonia) was

estimated separately as detailed in the presentation of the

results (Chapter 7).

Marrubium uuLg are í.nuas ion

Before experimentation, I[.uuLgare \tas observed to occur

in the experimental site only in one location approximately

500m S.E. of the trough. No individuals or seedlings \^¡ere present

at the trough site.

Seedlings of this species were discovered adjacent to the

trough (but nowhere else) in Novernber 1975. TLre positions of

these were recorded and their heights (and lengths and widths

for the larger plants which developed nrore than one axis) \^¡ere

n¡¡nitored.
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Density of aLL s'Ltoz.b-Liued tana

There was only one significant input of these species

resulting from the rains between May and October: 1975 (see

Fí9. 2"4). Density of these was scored in the 3Om x 1m grazed.

vegetation quad-rats in November L975 when tf¡ese plants were

mature, green and fl_owering, and for bot)t grazed and exclosure

quadrats ín February 1-976 when they were mostly dead. This was

as much recording of these plants as time alÌowecl .

SeedLíng emevgence of shoz.t-Ldued Wa.ss artd ørodiwn

The densities of the seedLings of two taxa were record.ed

in the 30m x O.3m vegetation guadrats as soon as practicable

after their emergence. ftre density of. Eyodiwn (mainly E,cygrnrum

var. gLanduLoswn) seedlings vras scored in }4ay 1975 and September

1977. fhe density of grass (stípa nít¿dn and. Danl;honía caespitoso.)

seedlings was scored in August 1975. Although grass seedlings

\¡tere present in May 1975 and September 1977 they were too small

and hard to see to be scored reliably.

Phofugnaphic r.ecords

Standardised photographs (colour, black and white and (some)

false-colour infra-red) were taken of exclosures, quadrats, the

soil sr:rface and particular bushes. These provided. a perrnarenÈ

record of the condiÈions prevailing during each of the field

trips, and were used as an aíd in the interpretation of data.

They also served as an ttinsurance policy" against the loss of

other data.

By way of example, the photographic series for síx-monthly

intervals from two photo points are presented in Appendix E.

Orre is of a grazed quadrat (200m "g'rassy"), the other is of an

exclosure (50m, S.!f. corner looking diagonally to the N.E. corner).
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Other information, inclucling saltbush, bluebush and grass

biomass and líchenc<>ver, is presented with the photographs 'bo

provide the opportunity to visualize the relationship between

data and field appearance.

tueruiew of l;he erpeví'ment

As explained in Section 5.2, other information was gatJrered

on a more extensive scale than that just described in Sectíon 5.3

to provide an overview of the experiment. This was of two kinds;

ae::ial photography, and data from an extensive grid of quadrats"

Aer,íaL photogt:øphs

In November );974 a grid of 60 aerial markers (see Fig. 2.1b)

was laid out around the trough to serve as reference points and

to provide scale. Markers were at 135m intervals along 7 parallel

transects, each 280m apart as shown in Fig' 5.I.

Verticle colour aerial photographs (9" x 9" contact prints;

scaleca.l:5000) were obtained courtesy of the B-H.P. Company

through Mr. I.C. Ross, Chief Surveyor, at approximately six-

monthly intervals from March 1975.

oblique low-level (180m to 370m att.) colour and false-colour

infra-red 35mm transparencies were taken of the whole grid every

six months and of the trough and main sites more frequentl-y, The

Frontispiece is an example. Dr. R. Goyne of Whyalla kindly

provided and. piloted the aircraft.

Aerial photographs can show up aspects of a field experiment

ilifficult to discern at ground leve1 (Harris and Haney 1973). As

with the ground photographs (section 5'3'4'I4') the aerial

photographs provided an invaluable perrnanent record and have been

used for mapping purposes and as an aid in t].e interpretation

of other data (e.g. the appraisal of the bare versus grassy

phenomenon, Ch.10).
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Çrid cytødz,øts

The aeriaf marker grid just descrj-bed provided a convenient

basis for collectinq data extensively around, the trough so as to

detect the development of piosphere patterns. Ttre regular grid

was appropriate for this purpose (Grieg-Smith, 1964, p.95) and. the

markers were easy to relocate.

One 3Om x 0.3m, 1,5m1 perrnanent quadrat was placed 20m in

a rand.om direction from each aerial marker. Quadrats which

landed beneath myal-l and. black-oak canopies were randomly

relocated. The long axis of the quad.rat'was aligned perpend.icular

to the rad.ius from the trough.

These quadrats \^rere scored on three occasions as follows:

(a) May 1-975 (before sheep were depastured at the trough) for

- density of sheep, kangaroo and rabbit egesta in the 30m

by 0.3m quadrat

- frequency of the three lichen crust taxa in the 60

c.ontiguous 0.5m x 0.3m sub-quadrats of the 30m x 0.3m

quadrat

- density of Erodium germinations, Bassía obLíquict,tspis,

Maireana scLev'oLaeno'Ldes and density and biomass of the

short-lived grasses in the 30m x 0.3m quadrat

- density of all other vegetation, and biomass of bluebush

and saltlcush in the 30m x I.5m quadrat.

It¡e ten quadrats in transect I were not scored due to lack of

time.

(b) Febnuør'y 1976 for

- frequency of sheep, kangaroo and rabbit egesta, uprooted.

grass tussocks and grass tussocks judged to have been

"substantially-grazed", in 60 contiguous 0.5m x 0.3m

subquadrats of the 30m x 0.3m guadraÈ.

t Nested quadrat
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- biomass of the standing short-Iived grasses,

stratified as recently dead (golden, result of JuIy -
lüovember 1975 growth, and old dead (grey, result of

1974 growth) in the 30m x 0.3m quad.rat.

- biomass of saltjcush and bluebush in the 30m x 1.5m

quadrat.

Sheet run off from the freak downpour of 24 February 1976

(Sectíon 2.5.1) banked egesta and uprooted.-grass against

bushes. Thus the frequency data could not be collected

for Tra¡rsect 1 or Transect 2 sites 3-10.

(c) May 1977 for

- biomass of the saltbush and bluebush ín ttre 30m x 1.5m

quad.rat.

ArmLysís of the data

ltre way in which each set of data was treated is detailed

as part of the presentation and discussion of results in the

next three chapters. Computer facilities were used extensively

in analyzing the data. lVhere possible the routines of the

"Statistical Package for the Social Sciences" I were used, and

other programs were written in FORTRAN by me as need.ed.. Sokat

and Rohlf (1969) was the principal statistical reference book

used. Dr. W.N. Venables (Statistics Department, University of

Adelaide) gave expert ad.vice on several statistical rnatters.

Version 7.O., SPSS-6000 supptied by Vogelback Computing
Centre, l{orth-Western University, Evanston, fllinois.
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ResuLts: Vav,iabLes EæeLusiue of Higher PLants

Egesta deposition

The mettrodologry for this is given in Section 5.3.4-I.

Ege sta pnes ent before eæp erimenta-Lion

The quantities of egesta harvested from the main site

quadrats (fenced and unfenced pooled) immediately before

experimentation are shown in Fig. 6.1. The egesta of each of

the three animal species was nowhere in abund.ance (maximu¡r =

2.2gm2 ) and most of it was old, notably of sheep of which there

T^ras none fresh at four of the six sites in Railway Paddock. On

a weighÈ basis kangaroo egesta was most abundant. The relatively

large amount of fresh sheep egesta at 200m most probably was a

chance event, the result of an occasional foray. The relatively

large amount of rabbit egesta at Èhe 800m site was due to a buck

heap there. For no species was the al¡undance of egesta

concentrated around. the trough location. At the control site,

egesÈa levels were still low, kangaroo less and sheep more than

the average for the main sitesin Railway Paddock"

These data reinforce the point stressed in Chapter 2 that

before experimentation, the experimental site had been grazed

only lightly by sheep.

Sheep egesta, deposition dtu'ing eúperímentation

OnIy the fresh (i.e. age less than three nonths) egesta has

been used in the following analyses. Since the egesta quadrats

were harvested at three-monthly intervals (with one exception,

Ìüovember 1976 - NIay 1977) the egesta depositions have been

expressed on a g(dw) m? (3 rnth)-l rate basis.
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The average rate of egesta deposition for the per-iod from

the end of Novenber 1975 (i"e. the February 1976 harvest) to

Nlay 1977 is plotted in Fig.6.2 for each of Èhe unfenced quadrats

at the experimental site" There was a very high average rate of

deposition at 50m f,rom the trough, and this fell away rapidly

with distance to about 200m. TLrereafter the decline was mar:kedly

less and linear with distance from the trough. An exceptíon to

this is the 300m East quadrat- *reá. flowwashed exbraneous qestathere

sometimes; also it was near the N.E. fence which may have caused

a higher sheep stocking pressure than would otherwise have been

the case. For the 200m - 800m South quadrats, the linear

regressíon of egesta deposition on d.istance from water was

y (smo (3 mth)-t ) = 3 .246 -' 0.0o323(m)

For the 200m - 800m l{est quadrats it was

y = I.953 - 0.00125 (rn)

Extrapolation of these relationships predicts a zero egesta

deposition at 1005m and l-562m respectively which I observed to be

\^rong, since egestaæul-dtefound. tlrere; the true relationship must be

asymptotic with distance from the trough. The linearity of the

decline from 200m to 800m accord.s with the results of Iange (1969)

for a site 45km North of Railway Paddock, and the rapid increase

closer than 200m is of similar form to the data of Hilder (1964)

for egesta deposition adjacent to a sheep camp in the New England

tablelands. fkre relative values of the egesta deposition rates

indicate tl:at overall the sheep tended tn graze more South and

West than North and East. Ttris sup¡nrts the predictions of the

lessee based on his experíence of other troughs in the area.

The results for the rate of egesta deposition during each

collecü.-onperiod are plotted in Fig. 6'3-
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The average patÈern just described (ví2. very high values at

50m declining rapidly with distance near the trough and

thereafter much more slowly) held for each period, al-though

there were small differences in detail in the relative values

of adjacent quadrats. Some of these differences are probably

not significant (in the sense that there is a sampling error

associated with each value). Nevertheless, these differences

are evidence that the pattern of stocking pressure varied

slightly between collection periods as would be expected from

the numerous factors affecting sheep behaviour. For instance,

in May 1977 there was considerably more egesta collected from

the western quadrats than from the southern. A freshl.y shorn

flock new to the paddock was involved. It appears that this

flock exhibited a special tendency to graze to the west, ancl

this was observed by me at that time. ln facÈ, since thei.r

allocation to the paddock in March 1977 1iuhey had created

several new, major sheep tracks westward along the access track

from the trough. It is of particular significance that the

inrnediate pattern of egesta deposition (August L975) was of the

same form as the average pattern for all times. This v'¡as

predicted in Section 3.2-

Although the general pattern of deposition was reasonably

stable, the amount de¡nsited at any of these sites in any tÌ¡ree

month period was not constant. These can be seen in Fig. 6.3

and more clearly in Fig . 6.4 where the egesta deposited is

plotted over time for each main site. The pattern of egesta

deposition with tíme was broadly similar across the sites as

would be expected from r-he consistency of the patterns in

I'ig.6.3.
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T'he small deViations from this pattern at BOOm are due to tl:e

sampling errors under low deposition rates. The least amount

of egesta was deposited in the period August 1975 to November L9'i5,

which corresponds with the good falls of rain received then

(FiS. 2.4). This enabled the sheep to drink from surface water

ín the wash in the south of the paddock, and few came in to

drink at the trough. Several factors probably contriJcutedto the

low values for Î{ay 1977. First. the flock allocated to the

paddock after shearing at the end of March 1977 was only 75% of the

normal size (Table 2.I) . Second, these sheep exhibited a marked

westerly grazing behaviour and consequently less egesta was

deposited on these south quadrats (see above). Third, there was

a complication inÈroduced by nr-issing the February 1977 dung

collection period.

The gross variations in the amount of dung deposited. have

obscured any annual pattern which may have been present d.ue to the

dropping and growth of the lambs (Section 2.5.2).

At the control site (see Fig. 6.4) the egesta deposition

remaíned low and the pattern over time was different from that

for the sites in Railway Paddock.

The depositíon of egesta by other spec¿es duu,ing eæper¿mentation

As a consequence of harvesting all the egesta from the

quadrats it is possible to examine t}re patterns of egesta

deposition by otJ:er anj:nals within the new piosphere.

.1 Karryaroo egestq.

The rate of kangaroo egesta deposiÈion in each of the fenced

and unfenced quadrats is plotted for each site in Fig. 6.5. The

pattern of egesta deposition over the quadrats varied w-ith time

and. there rllas a wide variation between botL quadrats and collectior:

periods in the weight of egesta harvested.
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With the except-.ion of August 1976 .ege.sh.a deposition was not-

narkedly concent,'(ated aronnd the trough, and at no time was the

pattern símllar to that for sheep egesta.

fhe grazed and ungrazed quadrats afford an interesting

comparison. The amount of egesta collected in the grazed.

quadrats was least for the first three months and varied

consíderably over the duration of the experiment (FiS. 6.6). The

amount deposited in any exclosure was often greater than that

for the corresponding unfenced quadrat, especially after

February 1976 when some exclosure quadrats received markedly more

egesta (by up to 400 x for the 50m exclosure in August L976).

ftris dramatic preference for the exclosures may have several

explanations. First, kangaroos are known to be highly selective

grazets (Chippendale 1962) and it may have been that the

exclosures, being ungrazed and untrampled by sheep, provided

better pickings. ft is also possible that t]¡is difference in

preference is an avoidance of the sheep by the kangaroos. Lange

and Willcocks (pers. com.) found that in a two-year series of

observations, kangaroos and sheep consistently tended to occupy

different parts of Wertigo Paddock, about 10km to the south.

Similarly, Lange (pers.com.) measured the al¡undance of egesta in

the Koonamore Vegetation Reserve and in adjacent sheep paddocks,

and found. that kangaroo egesta was much more prevalent in the

fenced reserve (where sheep could not graze) than in the adjoining

sheep paddocks. It should be poínted out that although some of

the exclosure values reported in Fig. 6.5 are very high relative

to the gtazed quadrats, the absolute values for the exclosrrres

are of the same order as for the sheep egesta deposition rates

(FíS. 6.4). However, the values for kangaroo egesta do represent

a signíficant stocking pressure for some exclosures at some times,

and thís is a point whÍch will be referred to later in reference
to grass biomass,
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RctbbiL egesl;a

RabbiÈ egesta depositiorr(Fig. 6.7),was much lower than that

for sheep and kangaroos. Overall the amount depositeddeclined over

the course of the experiment (FíS. 6.6), and within the linits of

sampling error, a similar decline appeared to occur at the conLrol

site. This probably represents a decline in rabbit nrmbers

associated with the increasing aridity of the site during the

experimental period foll-owing the wet years of I973 and 1974

(FiS, 2-4). No doubt these data reflect fundamental differences

in tJ-e nature of rabbit populations compared with kangaroo arrd

sheep populations in the Middleback region. Rabbit populations are

markedly episodic (natctirte 1936) whereas sheep and kangaroo

populations are relatively stable.

FromFig.6.7 it is clear that (as opposed to the sheep

results) there was no marked consistency across sites and times

overall. However, there was some consistency in the data for

particular quadrats through time. For example, at the 600m South

site the fenced valueswerealways many tinres higher than unfenced

when appreciable values l^¡ere recorded. This probably reflects the

partícular relationship of these quadrats to the home ranges of the

particular r^/arrens j-nvo1ved. Consistent wíth this, the piosphere

gradient which was exhi-bited by sheep egesta deposition is not

exhibited by rabbit egesta at any time. However, in May L977 Elne

only guadrat to have a significant amount of rabbít egesta was the

5Om exclosure and this was the first substantial collection from

thís guadrat since August L975- This may indicate that rabbits

were coming into the trough for water at this time in response to

the very dry conditions, though none \^/ere seen there by me -

Emu and foæ egesta

Since only trace amounts of emu and fox egesta were collected

(average O.OOO8 gdw (3 mth)-l and O.OO8 gdw (3 mth)-r respectivelY),

these data are not discussed. The egesÈa of no other specíes rvas

noticed.
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Sunnaty and concLuoians

The egesta of all species was in low abu¡dance at the

experimental site before experimentation and for none was the

pattern of the egesta focused on the trough site.

During experimentation, sheep egesta was the dominant kind

de¡nsited. As predicted, the pattern of de¡nsition, which in

retrospect hras shown to be stable, wás established immediately,

and ít reflected the piosphere gradient in stocking pressure from

ttre trough. The deposition rate wiÈhin 100m of the trough was

very much higher than would be predicted from the linear trend,

from 2OOm to SOOm from the trough. The details of the deposition

pattern \nlere not constant however. The arnount deposited at each

site varied between collection times but this variation was

generally consistent between sites. ftre relative amounts of

egesta deposiited on adjacent sites varied slightly from the

average pattern at the different collection times. Ttrese deviations

from the average pattern indicate real differences in ttre usage of

the paddock by the sheep at various times'

Neither kangaroo nor rabbit egesta e>ùribited the piosphere

pattern disptayed by the sheep, nor were t].e displayed trÞtterns

as stable as those for sheep. Kangaroo egesta was the IIþre

abundant, and. markedty so in some exclosures at some times.

As judged by the amount of egesta deposited' rabbit nuribers

fell over the course of the experirnent, probably as the result of

increasing drlmess at the experínental site'

Sheep traek ìnteræitY

lltre nrethodology for this is given in section 5.3.4.2.

Examplesofthesheeptrackswhichdevelopedcanbeseenin

tJ:e Frontispiece and in Appendix E'

6.2
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The daÈa for bottr "bare" and "grassy" quadraÈ baselines (see

Fig. 5.2) at each main site were pooleéI, and the results are

plotted in Fig. 6"8 . Ttre associated regressions are given in

that Fígure. There were no tracks emanating from ttre trough

before experimentation- After one year there were 24 tracks

intercepting the 60m of baseline at the 50m site and this

declined almost n¡cnotonically and linearly with distance from the

trough (r' = 0.752 for the fitted linear regression) to 5 tracks

per 6Om at 8OOm. Because of the approximately-constant width per

track (Fig. 6.8), Èhe length of intercepted baseline as track also

declined linearly É = .8441 from 6.35m per 6Om (10.6% of total

baseline) at 50m to 0.95m per 60m (1.6?) at 800m. After two years

tJ.e nr¡riber of sheep tracks per baseline was about the same at

5Orn (25) but had increased at siÈes further from the trough,

particularly"up to 4O0m from it. The declíne was still linear,

however, (r" = 0.783). Although the average width per track was

not greater than in l4ay 1976, it was nore constant (Fig. 6.8c)

which proba-bly reflects the better sheep track definition

consequent on npre working of the tracks by the sheep (see e-g-

Appendix E). simitarty the length of baseÌine i¡rtercepted was

greater for each site, and again showed a linear decline

(r' = 0.778) with distance from ttre trough

At both times no more than two,poorly-developed sheep tracks

\dere recorded at the control site.

Tt¡ese results apPear to be in conflict in those of Lange (1969)

for a mature piosphere 45km North. He reported that track

íntensity (miles miles-2 ) was effectively constant up to 1800n

from water. Although his statistic is different from the two used

here, ttrey all should be positively related.
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Lange's piosphere was well established and, as juitged from his

rig. 2, the track intensity was consiiterably higher (60.1 tracks

per 6Om intercept-average of 6 non-myatl t¡ansects across his

right-most photograph) than those reported here. Many of these

were probably little -used. Flowever, rny field observatíons showed'

that the degree of use of sheep tracks changed during tfie course

of the experiment. Some cfwhich had been well used were relatively

little used later on, and, Oiee Ðe?ga. IÈ would appear then that

the track pattern at the experimental site was far from mat¡re

after two years stocking and that track intensity will continue

to increase. However becauge of the disuse of old tracks, the

pattern reported here for the new tracks of l,lay 1976 may well

reflect the paÈtern of sheep track usa.ge (as opposed to total tracks

present) by the sheeP.

In suÍElary these resulÈs show thaÈ both nrmiber and total width

of sheep tracks intercepted per 6Om of baseline showed a decreasing

trend with distance from the trough and thtls conformed to the

general piosphere hlpothesis. lltris pattern !ìIas strongly developed

after tire first yeay, and the increase in development in t]-e

following year lìras relatively sma1l, but the track pattern $¡as

still far from mature-

SoíL evosion

Ttre methodology for this ís given in Section 5'3'4.';'

The initial data for all but the "control" site erosion

Stakes were recorded by a volunteer assistant. This was because

I had more to do that I could handte myself in May 1975. Despite

all efforts iÈ proved impossible to relaÈe his data to data

recorded sr:bsequently even though all data was scored to a standard -

set of instructions.
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Cgnsequently the readi¡gs f,or AugusL I975 have been used as a

basell"ne for cornparison instead of the May 1975 data. Although

less satisfactory for monitoring change from the initial situation,

observations at the time. and inspection of photographs of the

ground slrface subsequently, showed that th.e lichen crust was stiII

intact then and. there was effectively no soil. erosion apart from

the sheep tracks.

Gross lowering of the soil surface due to erosion will be

revealed as an increase in the mean distance from the soil surface

to the horizontal bar for the points not in sheep tracks. These

mean values, expressed as the difference from August 1975, are

plotted for the main site stakes in Fig. 6.9 and. for the

additional stakes 70m S.E. of the trough in Fig. 6.10.

These results show that d.ifferences in mean values v/ere small

in all cases (max. = 4nun) and within this narrow range there was

considerable variation in values over time for nrost pairs of

stakes. Ttrese were of the same order as for the controL stakes

(Fig. 6.9) and thus it is not proper to ascribe significance to

them (i.e. the variations may either be due to the associated

err.or of measurement which is to be expected when differences are

so fine and measurement is by ruler and in a field context, or

represent a natural background variation). The exception to this

was'Additional'pair No.4 of Fig. 6.10 where the mean distance

increased monotonically with time by 5nrn between June 1975 and

I4ay L977. There was however no visible stocking effect to explain

this.

Í'hese results are consistent with field. observations and

photographs of the ground sìrface which indicated no gross sheet

erosion between sheep tracks as judged by the persistence of at

least some lichen crust there after t$/o years (see Section 6.4).
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However within approxinately thirty metres of the l-rough the

sheep tracks coalesced to become spaLially continuous, and gave

the impression of sheet erosion there.

In summary, there was no significant loweríng of the non-

sheep track soil surface within the first t\^¡o years of this

piosphere, and thus there \^/as no piosphere gradient developed

for this varia-b1e.

Lichen c?ust

Ttre methodology for this Section is given in Section 5.3.4.4.

The lichen crudt data can be lookecl at in two vtrays. I'irst.

the nunlcer of quadrats away from bushes and bare of lichen can be

used as an index of bare ground, and the effects of stocking on

this investigated. Second, the stocking effects can be

investigated for the three individual taxa themselves.

Baze ground

For each site the data for "bare" and "grassy" quadrats were

pooled and the data for the sub-quadrats beneath bushes were

discarded (because sheep donrt walk there). Ttre number of these

sub-quadrats not under bushes and htith no lichen at all (in effect

with no black aLgaI/Iichen stain) is plotted. over time for each

main site in Fig. 6.11. No correctionwasmade for the exclosures

since tJ:e numbers of such sub-quadrats remained uniformly trivial

in all cases. At 50m there hras a marked increase in this statistic

with time after l{ovember L975, and t}re increase at other sites

became less marked and developed later in time as distance from

the trough increased untit there r,{as no increase at all at 800m.

The control site showed only a small increase over this time.

The number of such sub-quadrats was Iow initially for all sites,

and reiterates the point made in Chapter 2 that the lichen crust

was well developed before e><perimentation - '
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The tj.me lags before the increase stems from the nature of

lnc-tdence - increase in the frequency of bare ground cannol- become

apparent unLil there has been complete removal of lichen cover

in some sub-quadrats. The increase in "bare groundtt was not

monotonic particularly for the 50m site. Ttris is not due to

rapid growth and subsequent removal of lichen crust; rather ít

reflects the difficulty of detecting accurately and quickJ-y trace

amounts of lichen, and the smothering of sparse lichen cover with

dust raised by stock at times of heavy stocking pressure (e.9.

August L976) together with the uncovering of this sparse crust by

rainfall (November L976 - see Fig . 2.4) .

IndLuiduaL Líchen- crus t ta.æa

The data for each of the three taxa (algaI/Lichen stain,

Diploschístes sp-, Paz'meLia sp.) were treaÈed as follows for each

site. For each collection time t].e data for the "bare" and

t'grassy" quadrats were pooled and the frequency of occurrence

determined for each of the grazed and ungrazed quadrats. The

frequency for the unfenced quadrats was adjusted for the frequency

of the fenced quadrats by calculating a "Sca1ed Frequency" as

follows:

Scaled FrequencY =
frequency ( unfenced quadrats) . Correction

Factorfrequency (fenced quadrats

where the correction factor =

averaqe frequen cy (unfenced euadrats) for May '75 o August '75
average frequency (fenced quadrats) for Mayr 75 & August | 75

Ttris has the effect of starting all graphs approximately at unity.

Tlhe average values for the first two collection times \^¡ere used

to reduce ttre effect of experimental error on tÌ¡e value of the

correction factor.
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The fssqsency f,or unfenced quadrats, the freguency for fenced

quadrats and the Scaled Frequency are plotted for each site over

time ín Figs. 6.I2a, b for the aTgal/l-l.chen stain and the

DipLoschístes sp. respectively, and for 1'lne Panmelia sp. in

Fig. 6.13 for the sites where it occurred.

Íhe aLgaL/Lichen stain and the DdpLoschistes sp.

fkre algal/Iichen stain was more alcundant than the DLploschistes

species, and initially it occurred everlrwhere with a remarkably

constant frequency (ca.230/240 sub-quadrats). By contrast there

was much greater variation in initial frequency of Dip\oschistes

sp., even between fenced and unfenced areas at the same site.

Further, the uncorrected frequency values for DipLoschistes

showed greater variation.

Itris taxon, being less conunon and present as small discrete

units (see Fig.2.1b) ' was more easily missed in a sub-quadrat,

especially if present in a trace amount and obscured by dust-

Because of tþis, and l'¡ecause the frequencies are smaller, the

Sca]ed Frequency values also show greater fluctuations than do

those for the stain.

1he frequency of both the ai'gal/Líc,hen stain and, DLpLoschistes

(FiS. 6.L2a, b) remaíned constant or decreased slightly in the

fenced sites but did not increase.

For the stain, both frequency for unfenced quadrats and

Scaled Frequency shows that there was a marked, steady decline in

abundance with time at tJ:e 5Om site after November 1975, and this

decline became less and, was initiated later as distance from the

trough increased until there was no significant decline at 600m.

Ttre frequency at the control site remained constalt over this

time. This complements the picture obtained above for bare ground

as expected since absence of lichen in effect meant absence of

this stain.
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fhe D[pLoçchistes sp. showed a relativety nore marked

decline (both frequency and Scaled f'reguency) at greater distances

from the trough. At the control site frequency fluctuated but

showed no strong trend away from horizontal with time. Scaled

Frequency did not decline with time, but increased pronouncedly

as the result of small d.Ífferences between fenced and. unfenced

quadrat frequencies combining to form a marked trend in their

relative values. In contrast to the algal/lichen stain, the

decline at the 50m site began immediately after stocking and was

inítiaIIy rapid. this is because Diploschistes was less co¡nmon

and present as small discrete units, and so less stocking pressure

was required to remove it completely from a sub-quadrat than was

needed. to remove all of the stain. The DipLosehistes species is

thus a more sensitive indicator of stockinçf pressure.

The ParmeLia sp.

The frequencies for fenced and r:nfenced quadrats which were

not zero over all times are plotted in Fig. 6.13. This shows that

the frequencies \^rere everlntrhere low. Initially, this taxon was

most abundant at 400m, and the Scaled Frequency was calculated for

this site only and is also plotted in Fig. 6.13.

Since PaymeLia was sparse and occurred as small díscrete thalri

the scoring of it was subject to the saîte sources of errors as was

t']lne DipLosehistes scoring reported above. fhe scale of Fig. 6.1.3

exaggerates the fluctuations, however, which are of the same order

as thosef or DipLoschistes.

llhe unfenced frequency of E}:e PaymeLia sp. decreased over time

at the 4OOm site after August 1976. At the 800m site the initial

relatively high frequency value gives the impression of a rapid

initial decline; in view of tJle fluctuat-ions in frequencies in the

other quadrats and the fact that the frequency in ttre 400m unfenced

quadrats did not decrease unLil August 1976 this decline may be

spurious.
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The frequency of ?az,tneLda sp. increasecl in both 100m and.

400m fenced quadrats" This was due to the detection of very small,

scattered thalli v¡hich either may have been present but unseen on

previous occasionsr or may have represented a genuine population

increase " ftre slope of the linear regression of frequency on time

was significantly non-zero and positive for 100m excl-osure but not-

for the 400m due to the fluctuations within the first year. Ttre

frequency did not increase at the 200m exclosure, nor did

ParrneLia appear in any other exclosures initially devoid of it.

The cornbined effects of an increase in frequency (fenced)

and a decrease in frequency (unfenced) at 400m produced a marked

decline in Scaled Frequency after August L976-

Swwnaz,y artd concLusions

The results presented support the hlpothesis that the

abundance of lichen crust would decline with nearness to ttre

trough. First, the area of bare soiL (as indexed by the frequency

of sub-quadrats in t]:e open wi'út no lichen crust) increased.

steadily at the 50m site, and the increase became less as d.istance

from the trough increased. Second. the frequencies of each of the

two ubiquitous lichen crust ta.xa (the algal-/lichen stain and the

DipLoschistes sp.) decreased steadily and markedly near the tr:ough,

and the decrease became less marked, and began later, as distance

from the trough increased. At the only site where the ParTneLia sp.

was eVen nroderately abundant, the frequency of it too decreased.

Only the ParrneLia sp. showed an increase in fenced quadrats, but

because of clifficulties in scorj¡tg this taxon, this increase could

not necessarily be taken to indicate a real increase in populatíon

size.

SoiL eornpa.ctí.on

ftre methodology for this Section is given in Section 5.3 -4.5-

6.5
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ILand*heLd. puah petæ-trorneter (Noperríber 1-9 75 )

It was found that even at uagrazed poirrts many of the readings

were off-scale for the particular instrument use<l. (>4.5 kg cni2),

thus making the calculation of accurate means and variances

impossible. Therefore -r-he results were plotted as percenLage

frequency histograms and are given in Fig " 6-I4 along with the

corresponding sample sizes. The resul.ts for the 50m exclosure

(Fig- 6.14a) are used as a bench mark for comparisons. The surface

soil 5m from the trough (Fj-S. 6.14b) was very highly compacted

since al-t. 25 readings were off-scale. By contrast tlte frequency

distribution for points 50m south dung quadrat baseline (nig. 6.14c)

was very sinrilar to that for the exclosures. Flowever other

readings taken in this quadrat and stratified into streep trad< and non-

sheep track points (Fig. 6.14d, e) show that the floor of the

sheep tracks was much more compacted than tfie surface of adjacent

non-sheep track points, because of the predorn-inance of off-scale

values in the sheep tracks.

Irnpact penetrometen (Septemben 1977, Januarg 1,978)

TLre read.íngs for each depth for points of equal stocking

pressure (same distance frorn the trough or fenced) were averaged,

and are plotted as depth profiles in Fig. 6.15. The sample sizes

are shown in ttre Figure. Again the results for the exclosures are

used as the bench mark for comparison. The profile for the

exclosures (Fig. 6.I5a) increased monotonically with depth. the

surface 5.Icm being least compacted. By comparison the profile

2m from tl:e trough (Fig. 6.15b) sho\nls that the top 5.1cm increment

was consideraLrly more compacted, but by the third increment the

aveïage reading was similar to bench mark.
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Rcaclings further dc¡rvn in the profi-l-e were lower and this \^/as

probab]y drre to the hiqher water content of th-is soil (I7 "9e" of dry

(lOSoC) weight at 25cm depth cornpared with a-n average of 8.3%

(range = 'l "3l-% - 9.642) for the exclosures) . The top depLh

increments were Ij-kewise more compacted at locations 20m and 20m

from the trough (Fis. 6.15c, d) but to a lesser extent than at

tJ-e 2m location. By 5Om from the trough (FiS- 6-15e, f) the

profile \'v¿ìs scarcely Ctifferent from bench mark-

TLre profiLes for the access track are pÌotted in

Fig. 6,I5(g, h, i). Compared with the exclosure the wheel-ruts

were more compacted over the whole profile, and the average

val-ues for the east track were higher than those for the west

track, as predicted. By contrast the profile for the middle of

the track between the wheel ruts was little different from that

for the exclosures. This shows that compaction effects are

quite local-ized.

The readings for the srrr-face 5.Icm increment for the points

along the 6Om S.Vü. transect are plotted in Fig. 6'16' Íhe

readi:rgs became lower with increasing distance from the trough,

but there was a wide scatter about this trend " !'Ihen a linear

regression was fitted (readings on metres from the trough) the

slope was negative (-0.13) and highly significantly non-zero.

(Fis. 6.16). However close inspection of Fig. 6.16 suggests that

tl1e decline terminated at belween 35 and 40m from the trough.

Thiswas supported by the student results of January 1978, plotted

aS means of contiguous groups of four successive points in

Fig. 6.17. In eachof the four transects the rnean values near the

trough were high (although the actuaf values differed between

transects) and d.eclined with distance from the trough to a

constant level of approximately 20 híEs/surface increment at

about 30 metres from the trough'
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BuLk densi'by (Septetnber 1977)

llhe bulk densities were expressecl on a dry weight (l-05oc)

basis and a::e plotted i.n Fig. 6.18. Bufk density declined frorn

1.58 g cCl 5m from the trough to a background level of 1.37 g cil

at approximatety 30rn frorn the trough, althor.rgh there was

considerable variation about the line of best fit as judged by

eye. Six of the points from the exclosure clustered around the

value of I. 37 g cõr. The other t\^/o are markedly higher arid of

the same order as the values very close to the trough, for no

obvious reason. ÍÏris raises the possibility that the declj-ne

coul-d be a chance event due to background variation, though this

would seem urilikely in view of the consistency of the decline.

RainfaLL penetration ( Septentbez' 1977 )

ftre depth of the wetting front beneath the soil surface (mm)

is plotted agailst distance from the trough ín Fig. 6.19. Rainfall-

penetration \^tas lowest (5mm) 2m from the trough a¡d increased

rapidly with distance up to 6m from it; thereafter the values

showed a slight positive increase with distance (slope of linear

regression from 6 to 60m = 0.113rnmr/m ) but tltis was not signif icantl¡.-

different from zero. The mean value for this range was l9.2nun

(standard devíation = 4.3). The mean values for the bare and

grassy areas of the exclosures \¡Iere not significantly diffei:ent'

and the mean value (bare and grassy pooled) was 24.9 (standard

deviation = 5.6) , which is the equi-valent of a point 77m from

the trough using the regression above as predictor-

DLs eus siort and concLusions

Although sites beyond 100m from t].e trough were not sampled

the results for all compaction effects (penetrometer readings,

bulk density, rainfall infiltration) indicate that the major

discernible effects were confined to within approximately 40m of

the trough after 21 yeats of sheep stocking, and that the degree

of compaction increased rapidly towards the trough from that limit.
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Thus within this srnall area the, general hypothesis that soil

compaction would íncrease near the trough \¡/as supported. Flowever

the fact that the penetroneter readings for the wheel ruts of the

access track were about twice those adjacent to the trough

índicates that there i.s considerabre scope for a further increase

in soil compaction around the trough with continued. sheep stocking.

These conclusions support the unqualified statement by

Lee (L977) that although

". .. compaction of surface soil due to stock
is weII known in ttre higher rainfal-I areas
there is, however, little evidence of significant
effects in arid and semi-arid. regions, except
perhaps in small areas around watering points,
gateways and other places where treadíng is
concentrated. "

Dust faLlout
TLre methodology for these results is given in Section 5.3.4.6.

Some traps failed to yield valid data at some times due to

the loss of the plastic sheetsor the overturning of the buckets,

presumably by wind and a¡rimals. TÏ¡erefore these data could not be

included. The valid data were converted to a g m-2 mth-l basj.s and

are given in Table 6.1, are plotted by the proportional circle

technique of Flanneryt lRobirr"on and Sale 1969, p.125) on a

geographic map in Fig . 6.2O, and are plotted against distance from

the trough (without reference to direction from it) ín Fig.6.2l.

Tt¡e first question to consider, given the novelty of the data,

ís how consistent are the traps? That is, is the pattern of the

amount of dust trapped reasona-b1y constant over the traps even

though the overall amount of dust trapped at the experimental site

night vary between tJ:e collection periods. To exann-ine. this, tJ:e

correlation coefficíents were calculated for the dust faflout values

for each trap for each possible pair of collection períods.

For a faltout value of x, the radius of the circle is
proportional to 1(0.57 * 1og x)

1
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These are given in Tabl-e 6.2. I'he correlations are significant

a.t at least the 5? level for each pair of tímes except those

i.nvolving the period tOth February 1976 - 15th August 1976.

I'he fal-lout values for this period were much lower than for any

other (Table 6.1). Consequently neasurement errors would have

been relatively high and in any case rrlost of the dust was proba-bIy

natural background.. Thus, with this exception, the pattern of

dust collection amongst the traps was reasonably consistent

during each col-Iection period.

Gross dust fallout values (as judged by the average value

per properly-functioning trap - rable 6.1) varied wi-dely over

the five colleclion periods. It was smallest for the first two

collection times, and was a maximum for the period 15th August 1976 -

l4ttr January L977 in both experimental site and control site traps.

Dust fallout varied considerably between sites. With the

exception of the anomalous period 10th February 1976 -

l5tlr Augusí 1976, the 50m S.W. trap collected most dust. This was

in tJ:e middle of the n¡cst heavily trampled area ttrrough which the

sheep most commonly approached the trough. TLre bushes there

appeared. noticibly dusty, and more so tJ:an any others in the

experimental site. The other traps 50m from the t-rough collected

Iess dust than tl¡e 50m S.Vü. trap, and often -less than traps more

distant. Again this is consistent with rny field observations.

The palt of dust around the 50m S.W. trap was very localized; even

bushes less than 5m away in the exclosures appeared very much

less dusty.

Figs. 6.2oand.6.21 show that the relaLionship of dust fallout

wÍth distance from the troughwas neither close (i.e. little

scatter around a trend line) nor particularly decreasing.



OnJ.y the data for l4th JanuarTr 197, - Ath laay 1977 shov¡ed a

signi-ficant negative slope for a linear regression of ciust fallout

on clistance from the trough (-0.0036 gm-2 mttfi per Inetre from the

trough, ¡(O.OS) and the slope was still significant when the high

value for the 5Om S.w. was removed from the data (0.0027 grm-2 mthá

per m., p(0.05). When dust fal-lout was regressed against the

reciprocal of dístance a significantly non-zero (P<0"05) and'

positive slope was obtained for the periods 21st December 1975 -

lOth February 1976 and 14th January L977 - 4th May L977, but the

? values were low (0.41I, 0.307 respectively).

If dust fallout is determined principally by stocking pressure

then sheep egesta deposition might be a better ordinator than

distance from the trough since sheep egesta depositiotl is a more

direct measure of the stocking pressure (Section 3-2) -

Dust fallout is plotted against sheep egesta deposition in

Fig. 6.22 for those locations where egesta quadrats and dust traps

were in close proximity, and using the collection intervals whích

best coincided for both variablesl. The large egesta va.lues at

5Om S.W. (off-scale in Fig. 6.22\ makes the relationship non-

linear, and without this data for 50m S.W. the slope of the linear

regression of dust on egesta was not significantly positive for

any of the collection periods. However, transforming al1 the

egesta values by both natural logarithm and square-root gave a

closer and linear relationship than that for dust on distance, but

only a marginal improvement for the regression of dust on the

reciprocal of d,istance (on the same data set) (Table 6'3).
st fallout on
ta depositon consístently gave a better fit to a linear

regression for each time (as judged by the 12 values) than that

for dust on ln(egesta).

Egesta collection periods did not match dust collection
períods exactly. The following best matches were chosen:
2l/L2/75-L2/2/76 dust, Feb. '76 egesta; LO/2/76-15/8/76
dust, lulay '76 + Aug. '76 egesta; L5/8/76-L4/L/77 dust,
Nov. '76 egesta; L4/L/77-4/5/77 dust, May '77 egesta"



The significance of these resutts is hard to assess parbicu-lar1y

with the smarl sampre size, since the croseness of the rerationship

between dust fallout and either egesta deposition or distance

was dependent on ttre particular transformation used. As an

ordinator for proilucing a linear relationship, egesta was hretter

than both In (egest.a) and I/distance, and l/distance \^ras slightly

superior (higher 12 values, significance of differences of slope

from zero) than ln(egesta).

In summary, dust fallout as measured by these Èraps was

highly variable over time, but with a consistent pattern over

sites within collection period.s of non-trivial dust fallout, and

did not show a strongly increasing trend in value with closeness

to tl¡e trough. However ttre 50m S.!V. trap collected. most dust and

this accorded with field observations of the dustiness of the

area around it. OnJ-y to this extent was the hlpothesis that dust

values would decline with distance from the trough supported.
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CI]APTER 7

Resul,ts: Ilþher PLant Var.iables

Forage bionass of saLtbæh and bLæbæh

Main sites

The methodology used to obtain the raw data is given in

Section 5.3.4.7. The quadrats referred to in the present

Sectíon were all unfenced.

The density of saltbush and. bluebush varied initially

betvreen main sites and to a lesser extent between quadrats

(FíS. 7.1). This variation was referred to in Section 5.3.1,

and was unavoidable. The densities of the two species did not

change significantly over the first tÌ^ro years of the stocking

as predicted (Section 3.7.1). None of the bluebushes died.

The maximum saltbush nnrtality for an unfenced quadrat was 3rl19

(for 5Om "grassy") and one of these bushes was very sma1l

anl¡hray; some saltl¡ush seedlings germinated in some quadrats

but their contribution to biomass was trivial. Thusubiomass
a

was produced by an effectively-constant set of bushes.

Rcn dø,ta

Thebiomasses (gdw) and the associated 95% confidence 1i:nits

of each species were calculated (see Appendix D) for each

exclosure and. quadrat. For each site the total biomasses for

all the quadrats (t'bare", t'grassy", and "extra") were sununed,

and the biomass for each of the fenced and unfenced areas was

expressed on a gT*'basis by dividing by the total area of the

exclosure and quadrats respectively. Confidence limits were

converted to a gmz basis similarly. This gave conservative

confidence limits for the unfenced areas (w.l¡. Venables,

Consultant Statistician, pers. com.) .
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For a first look at the results the average grm-2 biomass

was calcurated for the rnain Railway paddock excl-osures for each

time, and is plotted for each species in Fig. 7.2 together with

ronthly rainfarl. This shows that, overaLl, biomass fructuated.

duríng the course of tJle experiment, and. markedly so for

bluebush. For bluebush the maximum val-ue was 1.75x the minimum;

for saltl¡ush it was 1.58x the minimum. The two rarge bruebush

peaks (lüovember L975, November L976) followed immediately upon

substantial rainfalls in the previous month or so. sartbusir

also peaked. at these times, and again in'May 1976 which

corresponded with a relatively small peak for bluebush. This

was probably a response to the intense d.ownpour at the

experimental site in February 1-976 (see Secti:on 2.5.I) which was

not recorded at the homestead.

1lt¡e results for each site separately are plotted for each of

the fenced and unfenced areas over time in Fig. 7.3, together

with the associated confidence limits. The comparison between

field appearance and biomass may be seen in Appendix E. Fig. 7.3

shows that there \^7ere small differences between sites over time,

but the sequence of changes \r¡as generally the same for all .

Further the confidence limits show that the sampling errors \^/ere

relatively small (as pointed out in Section 4.5.4.Ð and that

the peaks and troughS were indeed significantly-different from

each other. Tab1e 7.1 shows that the range of values re¡nrted

here are of Èhe same ord.er as those obtained by Noble (1977) for

!üertigo Paddock (10km South) and for KoonaÍþre although saltbush

values are smaller at the Railway sites but higher at the control

síte in Overland (fig. 7.3) due to different bush densities.
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The maximum net primary productivity, conservatively assessed

as the rate of change of bionrass over time for periods of very

high growth rate (Nob1e L977), \^¡as at least 10 gm-2 mttil (I0Om

exclosure, August-Noveniber L976) but the true value was probably

more than twice this in view of the fact that effective rains

díd not faII until October (FiS. 7.2) .

Clearly the fluctuations in biomass prevent al-l but the most

pronounced grazing trends from being observed in the raw data.

Thus, for the quadrats, the npst consistent and largest relative

biomass decline occurred for saltbush at the 5Om site, and the

overall decÌine became less with distance from the trough, until

beyond 400m the biomass actually increased. There were no

significant overall biomass declines for bluebush; rather, at

all sites except lOOm, biomass in the quadrats increased. în t]¡e

exclosures saltbush biomass remained reasonably constant or

declined slightly (markedly for May L977 at the control- site)

rìrhereas bluebush biomass increased everlnohere.

Thus the general piosphere hypothesis that biomass would

decline near the trough \^ras supported by the raw saltJ¡ush data.

Data adjusted for uea.they effects

It was clearly necessary to adjust the raw data so that

weather-induced biomass fluctuations hiere smoothed out, in order

to discern the grazíng effects more clearly from graphs. Tru¡nble

and !'Ioodroffe (1954) overcame the problem of bluebush fluctuations

"by correlation and regressionsl'. However they gave no details

and their analysis does not even indicate the exact method they

used. Attempts to discover ít have proved fruitless (Lange,

pers. com.) although an approxirnation was d.iscovered. (Noble 1975);

their adjusted data were "essentially the dífferences in biomass

between the grazed and ungrazed trials".
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The method adopted here was as follows. For each time

and for each site the relative biomass was calculated by

dividing tÌe quadrat biomass by the exclosure biomass. This is

akin to the Response Tndex used by WiLliams (1974) to study the

effect of gi-razing on plant density in grassland. However the

initial relative biomasses were not close to unity at each site,

and tJ:is reflected background differences between the partj-cular

areas contained in tåe quadrats and exclosures. To set the

ínitial relative biomasses to unity, the Scaled Relative Biomass

(SRB) was calculated by dividing the relative biomass for each

tirne by the initial relative biomass. That is:
Biomass (unfenced) initial biomass (unfenced)ADÞ :
Biomass (fenced) initial biomass (fenced)

SRB is plotted for each site over time in Fig. 7.4. Three points

need to be made with respect to this statistic before d.iscussing

these results. First, the SRB values have associated error terms

as a result of the sampling errors associated with the biomass

data (FiS. 7.3). Thus small fluctuations are probably not

significant. It was not ¡rcssible to calculate accurate confidence

tinits easily. The method of Fieller (1954) \¡/as a possibílity

but it involved more accurate estimates of variance than were

available. An alternative \das attempted. The upper 95%

confidence limit for each unfenced biomass was divided by the

Iower for the exclosure, and conversley to obtain tlle approximate

upper and lower limits respectively for relative biomass. These

were then scaled by the initial relative biomass value' as above.

These limits were excessively wide and extremely conservative

(w.N. Venables, Consultant Statistician, pers. com.) and were

not plotted. Second, the initial l4ay 1975 biomass values for

the exclosures were actually obtained one month after the

initial quadrat biomasses (see Section 5.3.3).
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Since there r¡/as some rainfall before and during that tirne

(r'iS. 7.2) it is likety that there rvas some growth then also.

Thus for each site the initial relative biornass value as

measured was probably slightly smaller than the true vaLue which

would have been obtained had the exclosures been measured in

May. This would have the effect of raising the SRB for a1l-

subsequent times by the same' but unknown, proportion. Third,

because there were only eight biomass measurement times a¡rd six

sites, statistical tests for trend over time at each site, or

over sites at each timer v¡iII not be very powerfut. For these

reasons the SRB values will be discussed in terms of their clearly-

discernible trends on1y.

Fig. 7.4 shows that up until November L976, SRB for sal'Ebush

in general trended downwards with time up to 200m from the trough,

and at more distant sites the trend was horizontal or increasing;

for bluebush the overall trend was decreasing up to 400m from the

trough and thereafter horizontal. For bottr species for nearly

aII sites SRB increased (markedly so for saltbush at the control

site) between the last two readings (i.e., from Nove¡nber 1976 to

Iaay 1977). This distorted the above trends when looked. at over

the whole two-year period. The rise was aln¡cst certainly due to

tlre effect of grazing on the degree to which the droughted

bushes \^¡ere stressed (almost no rain from October 1976 to May L977 -

Fig. 7.2¡ average percentage soil water on a dry weight (Iosoc)

basis for three depths up to 25cm over 168 cores (8 per site) was

LO.262, [standard deviation = 1.91%]). These shrubs are drought

decid.uous, and the bushes in t]¡e exclosures shed substantial

quantities of leaves between Novernber L976 and May L977, causing

a marked drop ín biomass (rig. 7.3). By contrast the grazeð'

bushes appeared to shed many fewer leaves.
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At Lhe 50m site the unfenced saltbushes were carrying much less

leaf than those in the exclosures. This suggests that the

transpirational load on the former bushes would have been much

less. However Fig. 7.3 shows that all unfenced bluebushes and

the unfenced saltbushes beyond. 200m from Èhe trough had foliage

biomasses which were sti1l quite high. That these bushes did

not shed theiT leaves to quite the same extent as the exclosure

bushes may also indicate a lower stress on the former.

For saltl¡ush, at least some SRB values v¡ere greater than

unity for all sites other than 50m, although in Rail-way only the

600 and 800m sites gave values consistently higher than unity.

Whilst some of these were doubtless due to the complications

mentioned above, nevertheless Fig. 7.3 shows that growth may

indeed have been stimulated by moderaLe qrazing levels at

d.istances further from the trough, especially after effective

rainfalls (e.9. SRB values for Novernlcer L975). Such grazj-ng-

induced vigour was reported by Osborn e't aL (1932) and was

discussed in Section 3.7.4.3. Some evidence of time-lags can be

seen in Fig. 7.4. The peak of November 1975 was ¡norly expressed

50m and IOOrn from the trough, presumably because of the high

grazLng pressure there (as judged by eÇesta deposition, Fig. 6.4)

but it was high 20Om from the trough. However one yea-r later

all tlrese sites showed. a marked. reduction in SRB by Nove¡nber L976,

after another growth period.

Fig. 7.4 gives a similar picture for bluebush. Sites 50 -

400 show a decreasing trend with time, if allo\^¡ance is made for

the effects of leaf shedding between lrlovernlcer L976 and Ì,lay L977.

The only site vrith values consistently at or above unity was

600m (with the exceptíon of August 1976) and this was the site

wíth the highest SRB values for saltbush.
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The 60Om site lay within a very open bullock-bush grove and

aerial photographs subsequentty showed. it to be in a minor

drainage line. These factors may have made this site more

favourable for shrub growth. Overall the fluctuations in SRB

were less for bluebush than they were for saltbush. The decli¡re

in SRB at the 50m to 40Om sites occurred even though there was

no overall decrease in bluebush biomass in the quadrats (FiS. 7.3) .

The SRB data are replotted for each time over distance from

the trough in Fig. 7 -5- The corresponding linear regressions of

SRB on distance are also shown. Saltlcush showed an increasing

trend in SRB with distance from water at aI1 times, notwithstanding

that this \¡ras accentuated. by the high value at 6OOm especially

during the first year. This trend was established immediately

and., as judged by the slopes of the linear regressions, it

became mcre pronounced \nrith tine. By contrasÈ, bluebush did not

show an increasing trend until August 1976, 15 ncnths after the

inception of grazing. The trend, as jud.ged by the slope of the

linear regression of SRB on distance, was never as strong as that

for saltbush.

3 ReLatíonship beh¡een SRB for saLtbush and. egesta deposítion

Comparison of the changes in SRB val-ues (FiS. 7.4) ancl sheep

egesta de¡nsition (rig. 6.3) suggests that there might be a

relationship between these two variables. This might be expected

since egesta delnsition is an index of grazing pressure

(Section 3.2). For example, between May and August 1975 the

increase in SRB was greater at the 200m site than at the 10Om

site, and sheep egesta deposition at the 10Om site was about

twice that at the 20Orn site. Betvreen November 1975 and

February 1976 the converse applíed. Compared to the 100m site

there was a big reduction in SRB and about twíce as much egesta

deposited at the 20Om site.
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Further, tJle rnarked increase in SRB at 60Om between May and

August 1975 coincided with a very low amount of egesta d.eposiÈion

there. This was examined. more closely as follows. For each

collection tÍme, the difference between the change in SRB from

the previous time was plotted against the ratio of t-he egesta

deposition values for each pair of sites at successive distances

from the trough (with the exception of the 5Om, 100m comparison

on account of the very high egesta deposition there). It was

expected that they would be negatively correlated (i.e., a

relative increase in SRB would. be associated with relatively

low egesta deposition val-ues). However, no clear relationship

was evident because the magnitud.es of the relatíve increases and

decreases varied considerabty. To try to overcome this, the

difference (for SRB) and ratio (for egesta) were scored

respectively ¡nsitive or negative, and. greater or less than

unity. The 2 x 2 contingency table for the (100,2OO) r (2OO,4OO),

(400r600), (600r800)m comparisons for all times, i.e.,

Egesta ratío

>I <1 çL

Change in
SRB

3 I1

2 16

L22527

was noÈ significant. (Fisherrs Þ<act Test, l-Èailed, P = 0.316).

However the dominant diagonal was of a negative relationship,

as predicted.

L00m t-narrceet N.E. fnom the txough

The methods used to obtain these data are given in

Section 5 -3 -4 .7 .

For each tíme and for each species (saltbush and bluebush)

the biomasses of all bushes in ædr successive lOrn interval were

¡noled to reduce the effects of very smal1 bushes on the

calculation of SRB.

I

74

+

7.L.2
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Neverthel-ess the biomasses of both species varied. considerably

between intervals as can be seen from the initial biomass

values (Fig. 7.6) . SRB values vùere calculated for each interval
*and time, and are ptotted for each time along the transect in

FiS. 7.7a (saltbush) and Fig. 7 -7b (bluebush) . The corres¡nnding

linear regressions of SRB on distance are also sho-wn.

For saltbush there was líttle grazing effect after three

weeks (12th June 1975) save a drop in SRB between Om and IOm,

and between 4ûnand 5Om. After three months there was a marked

increasing t end with distance, caused by a lowering of SRB

values near the Èrough, and this trend of increase with d,istance

was maintained thereafter. It hras accentuated by an increase

in SRB to values above unity beyond 5Orn from the trough after

the heavy rain and light grazíng from August to November 1975.

High values were maintained until l4ay L976. Thereafter, values

were not greater than unity at any tíme. The rains in October L976

(FiS. 7.2') caused the bushes to grow such that SRB was everlruvhere

increased, and the trend of increase with distance was then only

slight.

Bluebush (FiS. 7.7b) is an interesting contrast. By three

weeks there was a marked drop in SRB for the first lOm only.

By August 1975 there was a marked stead.y increase with distance

from water, and the slope of the linear regression \¡ras

significantly non-zero. By Nove¡ìber 1975, after rains, this

trend disappeared. A slight increasing trend vras apparent again

in February and l4ay 1976, but by August L976 a bush in the first

lom interval had resprouted from the base, obscuring the trend.

By this tìme grazing had reduced the value of SRB to less than

unity over the whole transect. AfÈer the rains of October 1976

the bushes grew such that the SRB values increased everyvzhere,

and the trend was horizontal thereafter. At no time did any

SRB values greatly exceed unity.
*,a,.' q 50ø exelosrlre dqta l^" "-Çonno,l"
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Discussion

There are ttrree main aspects of these results which

deserve further discussion at this juncture; first the differences

between the tr,t¡o species; second, the relationship between the

resurÈs for the main site and. the results for the rOom transect;

and third, grazíng-induced vigour.

First, both sets of data (main site, lOOrn transect) show

that of the two species saltbush reacted more extremery Lo grazlng

(greater depression of SRB near to the trough, greater increase

in SRB at distances öf more moderate grazing.pressure) . Even

at the 5Orn main site, SRB for bluebush for May 1977, two years

after the initiation of grazLng, was 0.89, compared to 0.68 for

saltbush. At this time at the 5Om site there was a marked

difference in the appearance of saltbush between the fenced and

unfenced areas, whereas there was almost no discernible difference

for bluebush. The reason for this lies in the diff erence _in

habit between the two species. As described in Sectíon 5.3.4.g,

salfJcush has relativelyunlcranched stems. It is híghly palatable

and. easily damaged by grazing because it does not re-shoot freely.

Severe defoliation results in mortality (Leigh 1974). In

contrast, bluebush is much branched, not- so palatable, ancl able

to re-shoot repeatedly even from stumps. A bush in the first

lOn of the 100m transect is'an example.

Second, comparison of Figs. 7.5 and 7.7 shows that the

values of SRB at the end of the 10Om transect vrere approximately

the same as the values for the 10Om maín site for saltbush and

stightly higher from Augrust 1976 to l"Iay 19'77 f.or btuebush.

Com¡nríson of the linear regressions (Figs.7.5 and 7.7,and

tabulated in Table 7.2) sholvs that for saltl¡ush the intercept

was larger änd the slope considerably smaller for the main site

regressions than for the transect.
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Bluebush showed the same relationships until the bush near the

trough resprouted in August 1976. Thus for both species SRB

decreased more steeply from I00m towards the trough, than over

the range to 800m. This accords with the average patterns of

sheep egesta de¡nsition. (Section 6.I.2) .

Third, both species exhibited grazing-ind.uced vigour as

evidenced by SRB values greater than unity. However it appeared

to be flþre pronounced in saltbush since SRB values for that species

attained values markedly higher than unity. It r,rras noticeable

also that, in the 10O¡n transect at Novernber 1976 after the

October rains (which as well as triggering planÈ growth probably

also gave the bushes a brief respite fuom grazing), the SRB for

both species increased most for the most heavily grazed bushes

closest to the trough. As a result the trend of increase with

distance from the trough was much reduced at that ti¡ne.

Sutmnaz,y anã. concLusions

There \ñras a wide weather-induced variation in biomass vaLues

ttrroughout the experiment for both species. lVhen the unfenced,

biomasses were corrected for the fenced. biomasses and scaled to

a common basis (SRB), grazíng-induced trends with distance from

water were discerned clearly. In general these became more

pronounced with time.

Saltl¡ush showed more response t¡ grazíng both in decrease

close to the trough (5Om) and by increase further al¡Iay. The

increasing trend in SRB with distance v/as visible after the

first three months, but the 1O0rn transect showed that Ít Èook

more than three weeks to develop. For bluebush, SRB was also

considerably lowered at the 50m site after the first three

months, but it took at least 15 nronths for an increasing trend

with distance to show up in the main sites.
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However, there was a marked increasing trend along the tOOm

transect after 3 months, but this became less well-marked over

time, mainly due to growth effects. Comparíson of the mai¡r

site and transect trends showed that the d.epression in SRB was

greater within IOOm of the trough than was predicted from the

main site trencl. Thus, in short, biomass for both species

suplnrted the general piosphere hypothesis.

These data reinforce the ¡nint made by Lange (I97I) that in

arid rangeland "events other than stocking can drastically alter

plant biomass" and that such data must be analyzed carefully to

díscern stocking effects from background variability.

Pencentage of saLtbushes fLouerirry

The methodology for Èhese results is given in Section 5.3.4.8.

The results (z nøt flowering) are plotted over distance in

Fig. 7.8. For both November 1976 and September 1977 the maximum

values (unfenced) occurred 5Om from the trough and decreased with

distance from it. In September 1977 this trend was much more

strongly developed due to an increase in values 5Om, 10Om and

2OOm from Èhe trough, and resulted in a slope of the linear

regression beÍng 2.7 x nore negative. For the same ttrree sites

there was al-so an increase in the excLosures, although much

smaller. CIearIy this variable supports the piosphere hypothesis,

in a very obvious and convincing manner.

Dimensions of Chernpodiwn uLieirun

The methodology for these results is given in Section 5.3.4.9.

For each bush the "linear velume" (LV) was calculated from

three measured. variables by the formula:

LV height * length *' width

The dâta for both "bare" and "grassy" unfenced quadrats at

each main síte were pooled
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The results \^rere expressed as means per bush for each of the

fenced ard unfenced areas at each site to overcome the problem

of the different bush densities at the sites. These results,

together \,ùíth 95e" confidence limits, are plotted in Fig. 7.9 and

the associated sample sizes are also shown. These are not

necessarily the exact number of biologically-separate bushes,

for the following reason. Some bushes, especially those large

and sprawling, had much apparently dead stem between several

Iiving extremities. These extremities \47ere subjectively treated

as individual bushes. The confidence limits shown in Fig. 7.9

refer to the error of measurement and not to the inherent

variability of the C .uLícínium population. The standard

deviation of the measurement was calculated as follows for each

bush in the quadrats which could be uniquely identified fron the

quadrat naps, The standard deviation of the difference in the

readings (calculated over all such bushes and all time comparisons

was divid ú, by ,121 . The standard, deviation of measuïement was

apptied to both quadrat and exclosure bushes, and at all times.

The results for the 10Om site are not shown because of the

virtual absence of bushes there (I unfenced, 7 fenced). There

were no bushes at the control site.

Bush mortality over the two years was trivial- one bush

died ín the 5Om "bare" quadrat, and one in the 80otn exclosure

by ¡4ay L977. Both were scored zero fot all variables.

Eíg.7.9 shows that the absolute changes over the two years

for both grazed and ungrazed bushes were not large and were

usually less than 1O%. For all variables the mean values for the

excl.osures tended to increase or remain constant over time,

whereas the grazed quadrats tended to decrease or remain constant.

This follows from a statistical theorem that the variance
of the difference is the sum of Èhe variances.
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The Scaled RelaÈive Linear Volume (SRLV) ' was calcufated in an

analogous way to scaled Rel-ative giomasEf (sRB) (Section 7.L.I.2),

and the results are plotted against distance in Fig. 7.10. This

shows that there was no strong increasing or decreasing trend

with distance by either December 1-975 or r'Iay L977, (slopes of

linear regressions: 3.4 x lds per m., 5.5 x 1O-7 per m-

respectively) . I{ov¡ever the values of SRLV Were ever)zwhere lower

for May L977, although the mean values over all sites (0.966,

0.916 respectively) were not significantly different-

These results sup¡nrt my fietd observations- C .ulici'rum

appeared to be very tittLe grazed and such grazing as took place

did not appear to reduce substantially the lengths of the stiff'

almost spiney branchlets, and damage by trampling did not appear

to be significant. This can be seen by close examination of the

photographs in APPendix E.

Thus, on the results of the first two-years of stocking,

C .Uliciywm reminds us that some species do not reflect the

direct grazíng consequences of the piosphere hy¡nthesis. This was

pointed out also by Fatchen (1975) . Changes in d .uLicirtwn

poputatíons will probably occur only in the long-term, mainly as

a secondary consequence of the piosphere effect on other

varÍables.

Bí.orm.ss of shot't-Liued g?q.sses

The methodology for these results is given in Section 5.3.4.I0.

Stratificatíon of the data

Inítiatly (May 1975) the grass was old and dry. By

Novsnber 1975 rainfall from May to october (Fis. 7.2) produced

substantial green, flowering grass' both from the old tussocks

which had resprouted and from new tussocks which had grorrn from

germinations. By February L976 all grass was clead and dry, but

it was easy to distinguish that which had been green in November

tellow) from the original dead material (duII grey).
*see p.tor i p. Q3
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There was no further growEh of green grass up to May 1977.

By May l-976 iE was not easy to distinguish quickly between the

original dead material whi-ch was then very sparse and the now-

weathered., recently-dead naterial. This sequence of events

can be seen in Appendix E. The dominant species r{ere Danthonia

caespitosa and Stípa nitída. other species (mainly Schisrrus

batbatl,ts ) occurred in only trace amounts.

The data were collected as follows:

- May 1975 : (June 1975 for exclosures): "dead" -

standing dry

- August 1975 : "green" - a tussock with green shoots

: "dead" - a tussock wiÈh no green shoots

- Nove¡nber 1975 : "green" - a tussock with green shoots

(including ne\¡¡ tussocks which were then

mature)

: ttdeadtt - as above

- February 1976 : "green" - dry grass which was green in

ttrovenrber

: ttdeadtt - as above

- ¡4ay 1976, : total "dead" grass
August 1976

- Novembæ 1976 : no readings due to sparcity of grass
et seq

OnIy standing grass (i.e. not litter) was measured. Additionally,

in 1üovenber 1975, the biomass of. Stipa anð' Dant?nn'La were scored

separatelYi *his was oot Troc(tc".ble qb o{hn r lirtes'

For each site the biomass data were pooted for the "bare"

and ttgrassy" quadrats of each of the fenced. and unfenced areas.

Unlike the shrubs there was no constant basis for com¡nrison due

to changes in tussock density and growth of green grass.
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The following bracketed groups of data \^¡ere compared [uay I975,

August 1975 (gr:een + dead)], leugusl' 1975 dead, November 1975 dead,

February 1976 deadl , laugust 1975 green, Iüovember 1975 green],

lNovember 1975 green, February l-976 green] , [February L976 (green +

dry), l"Iay L976, August L9761 . The results for these groups of

data are plotted in Fig. 7.11 for the main sites in Railway

Paddock. The control site data did not provide a good comparison

and is not given. The grass there was more rank, and showed

small differences in the pattern of biomass over time, probably

as the result of slightly different weather.

Results

The raw data (FiS. 7.11) show trends which are generally

consistent between sites. The growEh period l4ay - November 1975

clearly shows up in the exclosure data for green grass, and

within the limits of measurement error, the quantity of dead

grass did not increase.

The gross effects of grazing and trampling can be seen in

the ¡noled data of Table 7.3. Before grazíng the biomass \^las

the same inside and. outside the exclosures. By February l-976

at the end of the growth period, the "green" biomass in the

exclosures was slightly higher than the original standing dead

of May I975t but the biomass in the unfenced quadrats was

markedly reduced by 60%.

The maximum biomass recored was 34 gnn-' for the 5Om exclosure

in February 1976, and maximum average productivity for the

exclosure as judged by the change in "green" biomass over the

three months between Auqust and Novernber 1975 (ef. Noble 1971)

-2 -lwas ¿¿.5 9m yr
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The biomass values changed so markedly with time everlrwhere

(FiS. 7.LL) that no clear piosphere pattern can be seen in the

raw data. Therefore the Scaled Relative Biomass, analogous to

that for shrubs (Section 7.I.I.2) was calculated between

comparable data for successive collection times" The results

are graphed in Fig. 7.I2.

Between May and August 1975 (green + dry) (FiS. 7.L2a)

there T¡ras a marked reduction in SRB near the trough which became

less as distance from the trough increased until it was

effectively unity at 80Om. This was due-both to a reduction in

dead grass biomass and an increase in biomass due to some new

growth. The trend of increasing SRB with distance h¡as maintained

for dead grass between August and Novernber 1975 (FiS. 7.l-zb)

although the values were flìore erratic due to the low biomasses

(FiS. 7.11). Between ttovernbet L975 and February 1976

(FiS. 6.I2c) the lowest value in SRB was at the 5Om site, but

there was no marked trend of increase with distance. This is

not surprising in view of the low biomasses present and the

abundance of alternative, more palatable forage (e.g. green

grass) .

Between August 1975 and November 1976 there \^ras substantial

growth (FiS. 6.1f) coupled with very tight sheep graz:-ng pressure

(as judged from the amount of egesta de¡nsited, Fíg. 6.3).

Fig. (6.12d) shoÌ4¡s that the trend in SRB was completely and

markedly reversed during this ti¡ne so that it became one of a

continued decrease in SRB with d.istance (r' for the linear

regression of SRB on d.istance = 0.806). This was caused by a

relative increase in growEh compared to the exclosures up to 40Om

from the trough and a relative decrease thereafter. The

relationships between this SRB and each of egesta deposition and

openness of the grass corwnunity were examined.
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The relationships between SRB and egesta accumulated to

November L975, and SRB and the natural logarithm of the same

egesta were each a poorer fit to a linear regression than that

for SRB on dístance (t' = O.7L6 and 0.712 respectively).

However the relationship between SRB and the degree to which the

pre-existing biomass in the unfenced quadrats had been destroyed

(as indexed by the SRB: August 1975 lgreen * deadl / vtay 1975) v¡as

strikingly linear and decreasing (FiS. 7.L3, 12 = 0.940).

Consistent with this, the biomass per green tussock in

Nove¡nber L975 Lor the unfenced quadrats (using the density data

of SectÍon 7.6) was I.399 for the 50m site compared to an average

of only 0.489 (range 0.299 - 0.589) for the otLrer sites.

Between llovember 1975 and February 1976 frirther growth

occurred (Fig. 7.L2, exclosures) before the grass dried. In this

three-morith period substantial sheep-grazíng was resumed.

(Fig. 6.3). Fig. 7.I2(e) shows that these t'do effects (growth'

grazing) largely cancel-Ied each other out so that there was only

a slight increasing trend of SRB witJl distance (lowest value at

5Om but this was confounded by the high value at 10Om).

Ho\¡/ever, as judged by egesta cleposition (FiS. 6.3) there was

less sheep-grazíng at the 10Om site than the 20Orn site, although

more at the lO0rn than at sites more distant.

For the total dry grass (¡4ay,/February 1976, Àugust/May 1976)

there was no strong trend in SRB. The raw data (FiS. 7.f1)

shorv that betvrTeen February and }4ay there were only small changes

in biomass in both fenced and unfenced quadrats, giving rise to

targe fluctuations in SRB. Between May and August 1976 there

were large reductions in biomass in the 50' 100 and 200rn

exclosures, which corresponded with intense kangaroo activity in

them (Fís. 6.5).
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Kangaroos eat mainly (green) grass (Leigh \974). Çrazing or

trarnpling by kangaroos in the exclosures r,rculd cause the SFB

values for these sites to be higher than otherwise. The effect

of kangaroo grazing was adjusted for as follows. Since there was

little kangaroo activity in the 400, 600 and 8OOm exclosuresf

the mean realtive biornass decline in them from May to August 1976

was taken as the background decline and applied to the May 1976

biomasses for the 5Om - IOOm exclosures, so as to calculate the

biomasses which would have been expected in them had they been

only IighEIy grazed by kangaroos. New SRB values v/ere calculated

for this adjusted data and are plotted also in Fig. 7.L2(g)

(dotted lines). They show that when allo\dance was made for

kangaroo grazi-ng there was ind.eed an increasing treird in SRB with

distance from the trough.

The results for the two d.ominant grass species ("green")

for Novembæ 1975 are plotted in Fig. 7.L4. As judged by the

exclosure d.ata. Dantlnnía was the more abundant. The results,

expressed as relative biomasses (FiS. 7.14c), are provocative.

The four sites at which Stipa biomass was higher outside the

excfosures were the same four sites with most kangaroo egesta,

arxl for each there \^¡as more egesta in the exclosures than

outside (FiS. 6.5) . DantLtorrín biomass was consistently higher

inside the exclosures. This suggests lJnaE Stipa may be more

preferred by kangaroos, but witÌ¡out fr¡rther data this must

remain a very tentative conclusion.

Swwnary ard, concLusiovß

When the field situation was free from the complications of

growth, kangaroo grazíng, trivial biomasses and relative

unpalatabitity, there \das a clear trend of biomass reduction

nearer to the trough. This trend was evident after the first

three months of grazíng.
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As in Fatchenrs (1975) study the trerd was obscured in periods

of sr¡bstantial grass growth, and when gtazíng was minimal in a

growth period, the trend was markedly reversed by disproportionately

large growth close to the trough.
t

Thus a piosphere gradient was evident both in the reduction

of a non-growing forage supply, and in the growth of forage under

Iow sheep grazi.ng pressure.

There was some evidence also tk¡at the biomass of J-i-ve Stípa

was more reduced by kangaroo grazing than that of Live DantlnrrLa.

Marubium uuLgaz, e intsasion

The methodology for this Section is given in 5.3.4.1I.

The total number of plants surviving at each time, and the

natural logarithm of this nr¡mber, are plotted against time in

Fig. 7.15. This shows that the number declined logarithmically

until Augnrst 1976, ard if this trend had continued, all but one

of the plant.s would have been dead by May L977. The six plants

remaining then were well-establíshed by August 1976 and had been

for about a year. Their average linear volume (see Section 7.3)

increas-ed from 20.07 cm in June 1976 to 24.17 cm in August 1976

lo 27.66 cm in l4ay 1977. Some of these plants were so placed.

that they were irrigated whenever the trough was drained during

the course of normal station management, and this no doubt

contributed to their survival. Apart from these bushes the

survivorship curve was of Type II (pe.rf 1928 quoted in Krebs

1972, p.158) i.e., with a constant rate of mortality with age.

The significance of these results is not the particular

nature of the survivorship curve pe? se. Rather it is the very

fact that Martþíwn üuLgare, an "invader" species (Barker L972,

using the terminology of Dyksterhuis L949) invaded the most

heavily-stocked area of the piosphere(within 13m of the trough)

and nowhere else, within the first six months of grazing, and that

many plants survived for some time under this extrerne stocking
pressu.re.
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This represents the initiation of the piosphere gradient with

respect t.o ÌtI .UuLgare densíty. The establishment of the see<llings

may have been aided by the tight stocking pressure near the

trough during the preceding ttrree months, although it was the

heaviest of any site at that time (see Fig. 6.3).

Density of sLnrt-Liued speeies

' The methodoloqy for these results is given in Section 5.3.4.L2.

As d.escribed in that Section the individuals of most taxa were

mature in Novernlcer 1975, and as there was little rain between

Nove¡nber l-975 and February L976 no more séedlings were establisheC

between those times. Therefore the density data gathered at

these two times permit an examination of the stock-induced

changes in the density of a non-increasing ¡npulation of nature

individuals.

The results for each tjme for the unfenced quadrats ("bare"

and "grassyl pooled) are given in Table 7.4. The majority of

species were present in low densities with much variation between

sites. This made it almost im¡nssible to l-ook for piosphere

trends in the data for every specíes. The results for those

species sufficiently abundant everlruuhere to enable the calculation

of the relative density February l976/November J-975 are given in

Fig. 7.16. These relative densities are not corrected for

exclosures since data was not gathered for the exclosures in

Novernber 1975. This should not be a serious drawback since no

individuals germinated between Nove¡nbèr and February. Fig. 7.16

shows tÏrat only for Bassia obLiquicuspis was there a notj-ceable

trend of increasing relative densíty with distance, and that

three of the four species showed a peak in relative density at

10Om. Fig. 7.12 shows that the reductions in both "grqen" and

t'dead" grass biomass were also least (i.e. sRB was a maximum)

at this site at these same two times.
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There ',¡'as clearly something d-iff erent about the 1OOm síte,

Thís may be explained in part by the fact that the sheep egesta

deposited there was less than that at 20Om, though more than

that for the morediSant sites (FiS. 6.3).

In view of the smal-l sample sizes for each species, what was

needed r¡ras a multivariate measure of the similarity (or difference)

between two times for the unfenced quadrats át each site, and to

look for a gradient in this measure with distance from the trough.

Such measures are discussed by Orloci (L972). The measure chosen

was Chord Distancel (Cn¡, which is a normalized. and bounded

(maximum value =JT ) version of the classic E¡c1 id,ean distance

(Orloci 1972, p.28). CD has the property that if the specíes are

present in the same proportions at the two times its value for the

comparision is zero. Thus providing the various species \^Iere

reduced in different proportions, the value of CD \^7as expected to

be a maximum at the 5Orn site (i.e. greatestdifference in the

pro¡nrtions of the reductions of species densities). The grass

density data were not included because the comparatively high

density values (average 77.3 individuals rn'2, see Table 7.3) would

have masked the effects of the other species. The deletion of

the grass data should not have invalidated the analysis because,

apart from the I00m site, the grass density ¡¿as reduced by a

constant pro¡nrtion everywhere. The data for the fourteen other

species in Table 7.3 was used to calculate CD.

Its formula (2.2 ín Orloci L972) for the comparison between
time j and time k for the same quadrat is

jk njj 9Lt

h = 1, ...p

cD (j;k) = [z(t-q
where

t\

qjË = ä \i *hk' njj = I *'nr t %r = ï "'nn'
where there are p species and the Xrs are the density scores-
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CD is plotted against distance from the trough in Fíg. 7.I7.

As predicted the maximum value occurred at the 50m site. The

minimum value occu.rred at the 10Om, coinciding wíth the re-latively

small destruction there of particular species populations as just-

discussed. The CD for 20Om is intermediate between that for the

SOrn site and. the CD's at sites further from the trough. Thus,

to this extent, the prediction that the destruction of short-

lived species ¡npulations would decrease with distance from the

trough was supported.

SeedLirry emeÍ,ge7lce of stnrf-Liued gra.ss anå. Erodiun

The methodology used to obtain these results is gíven in

Section 5.3.4.13.

The raw data for each site (individuals per m2, pooling "bare"

and t'grassy" quadrats in each of the fenced and unfenced areas)

together with the relative densities (unfenced + fenced) are given

in Table 7.5. The raw data show that there was considerable

variation in seedling density for each species between sites.

The relative densities for Eyod'Lt'ttn seedlings are plotted against

distance ín Fig. 7.18 (a, b). At both times there was an

increasing trend with distance and since grazing had not yet

commenced in l4ay L975, this trend was clearl-y natural background

variation. However, the cumulative effect of stocking between

May 1975 and SepÈember 1977 can be investigated by comparing

by ratio the relative densities of the two times. This ratio is

plotted in Fig. 7.18c. Everlnuhere the relative densities were

lower after 2.3 years of stocking (except for the 20Om site

where c.,ensities were trivial), but there \4¡as no strong trend in

the value of the ratio with dístance from the trough. Jessup

(1951) re¡nrted that E. cAgnorwn decreased under grazíng in the

north-west of South Australia.
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The foregoing shows that very litt1e support was found for

this Ín the present study.

Since no data could be gathered for grass seedlings later
ín the experiment to compare with those of Augmst 1975, and so

enable the backgrourd variati.on to be controlled, these data

cannot be Ínterpreted for stocking effects.

In summaryr Do evidence was found. on the limited data-set

which could be gathered that the seedlÍng emergence of Erodíun

supported the general piosphere hy¡nthesis within the first few

years of stocking.
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CÍ]APTER B

ResuLts: }ueroiøa 0f rhe Erpeníment

fntroductíon

The overview was obtained using both aerial photographs

and data from the grid quadrats, as described in Section 5.4.

fn the following account the various aspects of the overview

are discussed using the data from the grid quadrats, supported

where practicable by observations from aerial photographs.

The results are presented largely as backplots of d.ata

onto a map of the area, with isotels drawn by eye to demonstrate

the patterns in the data. The exact location of each isotel

is subjective, and the spacing of the sites means that the

isotels cannot be drawn very accurately. Therefore the general

patterns only, and rrot the fine d.etails, will be discussed.

fníü,a,L situation íwnediateLy before eæper,í-menfntion

Rau da.ta

The denÈity and frequency data for the 50 quadrats scored

for all taxa except thoæwith trivial abund.ances are given in

Tab1e 8.1. Comparison with species lists for other ¡nrts of

Middleback (e.9. Barker L972) shows that this vegetation v¡as

tlpical of the Station. The low occurrence ot Rhagodia

spinescenscerrs var. deLtaphyLla and. EnehyLaevn fnmenfusa reflect
the fact that the under-tree and water course vegetation \^¡ere

not sampled. As with the main site quadrats, egesta abundances

were Iow. Taking the average weight per pellet of 0.39, 1.O9, and

0.18g for sheep, kangaroo and rabbit egesta respectively, the

average densities tuere about the same as recorded in the main

sites for sheep, about 2-3 x for kangaroo, and. about I-2x' for

rabbit (FiS. 6.1).
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The high average frequency for the algaI/Lichen stain (97.4"-"¡

reinforces the point that the site was essenti.ally undisturbed,

although the larger sub-quadrat size (0.5m x 0.3m for the grid

d.0.25m x 0.3m for the main sites) will give higher frequency

values.

fnfLuence arnLysis

MethodoLogg

As d.iscussed in Chapter I, it was important to determine

whether there \4,ere any underlyíng environmental influences which

might confound the direct interpretation of the data in relation

to the piospherepatterns. Although reconnaisance showed no such

obv,ious influences at the experimental site, the grid data

enabled a mcre discerning examination. The Influence Arralysis

strategy (Lange 1968) r^¡as used to do this. This strategy

involves the identification of groups of taxa (nodes) which

mutually associate and dissociate consistently as judged by

pairwise contingency tables. For each node, every guadrat is

rated by a simple formula according to the degree to which it

conforms to one or other extreme case of this mutual interaction,

and tJ-e underlying patterns are detected visually by back-

plotting these values on to a map of the quadrat locations.

Barker and Lange (1970) and Lange (1971) gave good examples of

the methodology.

All data were divided by their median value into two

classes (high, low). The triangular matrix of pairwise taxa

assocíations (signed probability levels for the 2 x 2 contingency

tables, via Fisherrs exact test if necessary) v¡as obtained using

a library prograrune (LAI$GE 3, written by I.R. Noble).
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The pairwíse associations significant at the 1% level are

listed in Table 8.2. T'he associatíon between Rhagodia

spinescenscens var. deLtephylLa and. EncLtyLaern tomentosa was

al so detected by Barker (l-972) in Two-mile and in Barber's

Paddocks, several kilometres south. Since strong patlerns

exclusively were being sought, only nodes of three or more

interacting taxa were investigated. Only two such nod.es emerged

from the interactions in Table 8.2. Thrywere:

Node I

AtnipLe*
oesícanía

ZygophyLLwn
durantiacl,tln

Ch
UL

en2podium
icinwn

Maiv,earn
scLer.oLaerpides
(totaI)

+

C .uLicínwn

Stipa pLatychaeta

M. seTeroLaenoides(total )

short-Iived grass

+

and Node 2

+

+

(Sígn indicates ¡nsitive or negative interaction). Each

quadrat was rated as follows. For Node 1, low /.uesdear'ía arÊ'

high values of the other two (one extreme) was rated 3, the other

extreme (hiqh A.uesícaría, low for the others) was rated 0.

For Node 2, the joint occurrence of high values for all was

rated 3, and the converse was rated 0. For both nodes intermediate

values were scaled accordinglY.

Diseussíon of Node 7

Frg. 8.1 is the backploÈ of quadrat ratings according to

Node 1. There was a considerablg conftuence of similar ratings

which suggests a mosaic pattern of scale approximately 50om.

8.2.2.2
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The eastern part of the paddock with low val-ues corresponds

wíth a saltbush-dominated treeless plain, and there vtas a

broad. band of low saltbush/high Stípa and, Chernpodiun running

diagonally S.W. - N.E. through the experimental site. Thre

variatíon in influence rating between quaclrats occurred at a

smaller scale than the guadrat spacing sínce the change in

ratings was not every,vhere grradational . The trough site was

in a reratively high sartbushr/low Chernpodium and' Stipa area'

OveraII, however, tþere htas no strong radial pattern emanating

from the trough site witJ- respect to this node.

Discußsùon of Node 2

Fig.B.2isthebackptotofquadratratingsaccordingto

Node 2. overall there was a broad band of low values running

N-S through the site with higher values East and V'Iest. Again

the change in influences was not eve::lrurhere gradational. For

this nod.e also there was no strong radial pattern emanating

from tl¡e trough site.

Discussíon

Neither influence reflected the principal features of the

topography which involved elevation trending downward.s in a

south-westerly direction from the trough site across the Randell

Fault (see Fig. 2.3), and it was not clear from my knowledge of

the site what the influences underlaying these nodes \^/ere.

Hoh¡ever, it is not uncommon in botanical-ecological studies for

¡ntterns to emerge which have no obvious ex¡rLalation (Noy-Meir,

LgTl).Hadthesurveybeenofthewholepaddockforexample'

then the strong influence of the water course would have been

expected to show up (see e.g. Barket L972). The fact that only

two nodes of three species, and none with morer emerged, is

indicative of the relative uniformity of the experimental site'
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Densíty of saltbush, bluebush anã. grass

The patterns of the density quartiles for the three major

forage taxa (saltbush, bluebush and short-lived grass) are

plotted in Fí9. 8.3 a - c respectively. Saltbush was most

abundant on the S.E. of the si!e, and the density graded

irregularly down to low values ín the N.!f. and S.!ù. of the site.

For both bluebush and grass tJre patterns h¡ere more complex.

For grass the complexity would have been increased by the

presence of the "bare" areas (see Chapter 10). For no species

was the pattern strongly centred on the trough. Those interested

in native background patterns may care to consider the isotel

maps further.

DeueLopment of pq.tterns ole? ti'me

Egesta

Egesta frequencies \47ere recorded in May 1975 and

February 1976 (Section 5.4.21 .

The mean frequencies for sheep, kangaroo and rabbit egesta'

based on the quadrats which were scored on both occasions, are

given in Table 8.3. The frequency scores over these quadrats

were divided into quartiles and are plotted for both times in

Fig. 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, for sheep, kangaroo and rabbit egesta

respectively.

The mean frequency for sheep increased significantly by

almost 300% between May 1975 and February L976, as would be

expected with the onset of sheep stocking. Interestingly there

\¡ìras no change in average kangaroo or rabbit egesta frequency durinE

this time. On both occasions, rabbit egesta was the most

unevenly distributed, as judged by the large standard deviations

compared with the means.
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The patt-ern of sheep egesta abundance was almost

completely reversed during this time. In May most dung

occurred in ttre south and. south-west of the site a¡rd frequency

at the trough site was low. By February the dung was highest

around the trough, and generally low in the south-west. The

bank of high values extended approximately east-west from

the trough. This accords irr general terms with the egesta

results in Section 6.L.2. Bet$/een November l-975 and

February 1976 sheep egesta deposition was slightly higher to

the west of the trough than to the south beyond 200n. The

February grid egesta pattern wou1d. have largely reflected the

pattern of egesta depostion after November, since the egesta

deposited by August would have largely decomlnsed und.er rains

Èhen (FiS. 2.4) , and litEle egesta was deposited between

Aug-ust and November (FiS. 6 .3) .

Comparison of the May and. February patterns for kangaroo

egesta (Fig. 8.5 a,b) sho\¡Is that they were more consistent than

those for sheep. However there was more egesta on the saltlcush

plain to ttre east, less west of the trough and more south and

south-wesL within 200m of it.

There was little change in the rabbit egesta patterns

between these times (Fig. 8.6 a'b). The high frequency scores

to the south-easÈ of the trough were maintained, but the

scores north-west were slightty higher.

If egesta freqr:encies are taken as an index of animal

activíty, and if the pattern of the May 1975 data is a reliable

reflection of the pre-existing useage patterns before

experi:nentation, then the introduction of sheep resulted in a

dramatic change in sheep egesta abundance and pattern, as

e><pected.
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Thís had no effect on rabbit abundance or pattern of activity,
as might be expectecl in view of the fact that rabbits are

restrícted to home ranges around \^rarrens, ancl are not dependent

on stock-water for survival. The introd.uction of sheep did not

alter the abundance of kangaroos at the site, as judged by mean

egesta frequency, but their useage of the paddock may have

changed- First, kangaroo egesta became more abundant to the

south-east of the trough where the sheep tend.ed not to graze,

and this is consistent with the resulÈs of Lange and willcocks
(pers. com.) for !{ertigo paddock rokm south. second, kangaroo

egesta became more contrnon around. the trough, since it was used

by kangaroos as a source of water. However, without knowing

what the annual pattern of useage of the paddock was before

experimentation, the changes in pattern between May and February

cannot be taken as conclusive effects of sheep grazing.

Sheep ty,acks

The aerial photographs showed that after only a fortnight,
there \4ras a clearly-defined, radial- track pattern up to at least
20om from the trough (see Frontispiece), and major tracks were

observed from the aircraft to extend much further. By

August 1975, when an extensive pattern of aerial photographs

was taken, the network of tracks was clearly discernibte up to

60Om from the trough. Comparison of the verticle rBHp,r

photographs of both ApriL L976 and ApriÌ 1977 with Fig. 2 of

Lange (1969) shows that the track pattern aÈ the experimental

síte was never as dense as that described. by Lange, even 2oom from

the trough. I$ot every discrete obstacre was circumnavigated (as

in Lange's píosphere), as can be seen also from the photographs

of the 200m "grassy" quadrat in Appendix E.
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This accords with the conclusion drawn from the main site

samples í.e., that the sheep lrack pattern was far from mature

after two-years of stocking. Lange (pers. com.) assures me that

the flock on the water of his study was about 3.5x bigger than

mine.

In February 1,976 the direction was measured by compass of the

predominant sheep tracks at each grid quadrat, and these are

plotted in Fig. 8.7. The effects of the down¡rcur of rain

(Section 2.5.1) prevented measurement at some sites in Tlansects

I and II. Nevertheless the marked radial-pattern is clearly

evidenË. As predicted in Section 3.3, the radiality was distorted

near the fences. Tro examine this pattern for radial bias (sensu

Lange 1969), the data for the sites near fences where sheep

tracking was constrained were deleted (namely sites II-1, IIf-l'

Iv-l, V-1, vr-I, VII-I,2,3), and for each site the angle of

devíation of the predominant sheep track direction from the

radius from the trough was calculated. The deviation averaged

5.850 to the left (o.oK P <0.02). This accords with the 2.5o

left deviation for Lange's (1969) piosphere in similar country

4Okm north. The basis for this left deviation is not known to

me

Forage biomass

Introduetí,on

The mean biomasses for each of saltbush, bluebush and short-

lived grass at each measuremenÈ date (calcul-ated over the

lacAest subset of comnon quadrats [¿g]) are gíven in Tàb1e 8.4 -

The mean values for each of the main site fenced and unfenced

areas are also given for comparison. To examine grazing-induced

patterns it was necessary to correct for the fact that the

densities and hence biomasses of each of these taxa were not

constant over the sites due to background variation (FiS- 8.3).
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Therefore for each taxon the data for each guadrat were

scaled by divid-ing by the initial biomass of the quadrat in

tr4ay 1975. These relat-ive bíomasses were divided into quartiles

and the quar,tile scores backplotted onto the map of grid sj-tes

(Figs. 8.8, 8.9, 8.I0 for saltbush' bluebush and grass

respectively) .

SaLtbush

For saltbush the initial mean biomass of the grid quadrats

was higher than that for the main sites (table 8.4), since the

density at the main sites \¡/as lower than:taverage (FíS. 8.3a).

The mean biomass of the grid quadrats increased throughout the

experiment to l.4x the original value. By contrast the mean

of the main site quadrats remained constant, as the result of

the decline near the trough (<40Om) being compensated for by

an increase further away (>400m) (see Section 7.I.1.2). The

mean exclosure biomass declined stightly over this period.

Sínce the majority of grid quadraÈs v/ere more than 40Om or so

from the trough, tt¡e biomass trend for them is consistent with

the main site results. This biomass increase is evidence of

increase in vigour due to moderate gtazíng as reported by

osborn et aL (L932), and Leigh (1974). This trend of increase

at a distance can be seen clearly in Fig. 8.8. In February the

low relative biomass values occurred. around the trough in a

broadly north-south axis, and the high values occurred further

av/ay. The only exception to tJ.is pattern was the small area of

rating 1 in the S.E. corner of the site. However' since the

saltbush density there was high (Fig. 8.3) and the grazj-ng

pressrlÏe there was low (Fig. S. ) little grazíng-induced vigo¡r

would have been exPected"
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The low values near the trough and. to ttre North of it

coincided with high sheep egesta levels in February (FiS. 9.4),
but biomass was also low'south of the trough and high to ttre

east where egesta leve1s were corres¡nnd.ingly 1ow and high

respectivery. Thus the correspondence of relative biomass with

recent sheep stocking (as judged by egesta) was not good.

The pattern was further developed by ¡4ay 1971, with slightly

more lorór varues near the trough and slightly tess high values

westerly from it. This accords with the pronounced westerly

grazlng behaviour of the sheep introduced. in March L977

(Section 6.I.2) .

BLuebush

Table 8.4 shows that all three mean biomasses (grid, main

site quadrats, main site exclosures) increased over the two

years. The inítíal mean biomass of the grid quadrats was 20%

lower than that for both the main site quadrats and the

exclosr:res, as a result of the higher-than-average bluebush

densities at the main sites (Fig. 8.3). The initial mean

biomass of the exclosures r^/as highest, and probably reflects the

number of large bushes which happened to be contained in them.

However after two years the mean biomasses for both grid and

main site quadrats were the same, and the ratio of the mean

grid biomass to the mean exclosure biomass increased from 0.650

to 0.731. fhis may j¡rdicate a slight increase under light

grazíng.

For both times the backplots of relative biomass quartiles

(fig'. 8 9) show a much more complex pattern than for saltJ¡ush,

with no clear concentricity around the trough. The May 1977

pattern \^¡as somewhat diff erent from the February 1976 pattern, but

the band of hígh values - lítt1e relative reduction in biomass -

N.E. of the trough and in the S.W. corner of the paddock

were still maíntained.
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Two sites immecliately west of the trough (Transect IV - 3,4)

dropped one quar:tile rating.

Shayt-Liued grass

Table 8.4 shows that there \^tas, on average, much more grass

in the gri.d quadrats than in the main site quadrats (both

fenced and unfenced). This reflects the fact that the grid

quadrats tended. to be in grassy areas since these were more

extensive than the bare haloes, (Section 2.3.4) whereas main

site quadrats deliberately were placed equally in both. In

February J-976, the "green" biomass (i.e. the biomass which had

been green ín the previous November) of both grid and main site

unfenced quadrats was about 4O>" of the original "dead" biomass

present in May 1975, whereas for the exclosures it was 9B%.

t'Dead" bíomass was 18"< for both grid and exclosure quadrats

and only 8% for main site unfenced quadrats, rvhich reflects

the greater stocking concentration at the main sites. The

details of the stocking effect are harder to assess with respect

to the "grreen" grass because of the growth effects (Section

7.4.2) .

Fig. 8.10a shows ttie relative biomass quartile pattern for

dead grass. Although low around the trough, other low and.

high areas do not correspond well with either the sheep egesta

delnsitíon (Fig. 8.4) or kangaroo egesta deposition (Fig. 8.5).

This is not surprising for two reasons. First the large

reduction in dead grass (Table 8.4) would give rise to relatively-

large errors when these low relative biomasses were divided

into quartiles (note the scale on Fig. 8.10a). Second, the

average biomass reduction was the same as that for the

exclosr:res and ít was probably due largeJ-y to background

effects.
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The ¡ilay J975 "dead.'r biomasses r^/ere used to scal-e the

February L976 "green" biomasses since the exclosure data showerf

that the fenced. quadrats produced. "green" biomass in

February L976 Ln the same proportion as the original "dead"

biomass (Section IO.2-1; Fig. 10.1). The quartile backplot

(Fig. 8.10b) corresponded better with the sheep egesta pattern

(FiS. 8.4). Low values of relative biomass corresponded with

high values of sheep egesta frequency N.l{. of the trough, and

hígh values with low sheep egests frequency in the S.E. part of

the site. The area towards the S.!ù. of the site had lower

relative biomass values than would have been expected from the

sheep egesta frequencies alone, but kangaroo egesta frequencies

were highest in this area. Differential growth effects

(Section 7.4.2) may have confounded the interpretation of the

pattern.

In sunrnary, the relative biomass of green grass showed a

weak radial pattern around. the trough, and seemed to reflect

the combined effects of both sheep and kangaroo stocking.

Frequen^eg of upz'ooted gz'ass, anå. frequencA of 'tsignificantLy-
grazed't gra.ss

The frequencies of uprooted grass (FU) and siqnificantly-

grazed, grass (FG) for February 1976 were divided by the initial

grass frequencies (May 1975) to correct for inherent quadrat

differences (FiS. 8.3c), and the quartile scores are back-

plotted in Fig. 8.1I. The patterns for both were broadly

similary and showed a trough-centred pattern, similar to that

for saltbush biomass. High values occurred north west and to

about 6OOm south of the trough. With only two exceptions (for

FG), all very-Iow values occurred on the eastern saltbush plain.

The high values extended further south and further north-east

than would have been expected from the pattern of sheep egesta

frequency, but there v/as presumably some effect contrilcuted by

kangaroo grazíng also-
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Surrtnøry and ConcLueiorn

Tlre lichen and egesta data for l4ay l-975 ad<l to l-he already

impressive list of evidence that the site was only lightly

grazed, by sheep before experimentation. Further, the Infl-uetlce

Analysis showed. only two nodes of three or more species, arrd

the patterns revealed by them were not focused on the trough

site. Similarly the patterns of density of each of the three

major forage taxa and of the egesta of the three prJ-ncipal

animal species were not concentric around the trough. Thus the

trough was not located. at the centre of any major, pre-existing,

environmental pattern.

There was a marked increase in sheep egesta frequency in

the first nine months of stocking, and the pre-experimental

pattern of its distribution was reversed to become markedly

concentrated around the trough. There were no major effects

of sheep stocking on the mean frequency of both kangaroo and

rabbit egesta or on the d.istribution-pattern of the latter' but

the pattern of kangaroo egesta deposition changed slight]y, and in

a Írrnner consistent wíth that reporÈed in a previous study,

i.e. towards sheep avoidance.

The sheep track pattern was radial, and the radiality was

evid,ent from the very inception of stocking. After nine n¡cnths

the pattern was well-established, and displayed a significantly

left bias from true radiality (5.85o). Thís was consistent

with a previous study in the same area and, having been verified

by me, poses an interesting question for the animal behaviourist.

In February L976 the pattern of saltbush biomass was

strongly trough-centred. This \¡las caused by a decrease in

relative biomass near the trough and an increase more distant

from ic. This was even more pronounced in l4,ay L977. Bluebush

bíomass showed no strong trough-centred patterrrat either time.
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"Green" grass was the only grass biomass category present in

sufficíent quantÍtj.es to gÍve relíable ratíos. It showed. a

trough-centred pattern which l¡vas more pronounced than for

bluebush but less clear-cut than for saltbush. Both the

frequencies of uprooted grass and of 'bignificantly-grazed"grrass

(direct indicies of animal activíty) showed a marked, trough-

centred distribution similar to that for saLtbush biomass.

For the grass variables, the effects of kangaroo grazing and

differential growth of grass v;ith distance from the trough

probably confounded the interpretation of the pattern. The

correspondence with sheep egesta frequency was not perfect. It

was best for the relative biomass of green grass, and was much

poorer for that of saltbush and for both the frequency of

uprooted grass and. of 'bignificantly-grazed' grass.
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CHAPTER 9

Inuestigations ilíthín the llea Piospheræ
Av,ounã" The Chinntey Iands

Introduction

The Chimney Yards are a pair of adjoining holding pens

located at the junction of Depot, !{haler and Overland Paddocks'

about 0.9km S.E. of the trough site (see Fig.2.2). The yards

were used for holding sheep during shearing and crutchíng

operations. As would be expected tJ:e vegetation type v¡as

similar to tl¡at at the experimental site. fhe yards however

r^rere surrotrnded on the North, East and South by an open

blackoak (Casunrirn cristata) grove. A dominant topographical

feature is the scarp and associated swale óf the Roopena fault

Iine which runs North-South along the boundary of Overland and

Railway Paddocks, about 200m lrl of the Chimney Yards (see Fig. 9.1).

Ttre density and vigour of the saltJ¡ushes in the swale was

noticeabfY higher than elsewhere.

In February 1976 a tank and watering trough was installed

in these yards (at the end of the pipeline on which my trough

was located) , and sheep from Overland and lrlhaler Paddocks began

to \^¡ater there. Before this the area around the yards was only

very ligh|uly grazed although the adjacent area in !ùhaler Paddock

probably had a history of heavier grazing due to its position in

the south-west of the paddock.

The south end of Depot Paddock was fenced by the lessee to

form a small holding paddock. This was used onJ-y during

shearing and then only for short peri::ls. Thus, while the area

near the yard in Depot remained lightly gtazed', the adjacent

areas in Overland. and in V,Ihaler were heavily used by sheep even

though these paddocks had other sources of stock water.
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Casual observations showed that marked changes rapidiy

ensued in both Overl-and and l¡lhaler Pad.d.ocks ad.jacent to the new

trough. By comparison Depot Paddock remained virtually ungrazed.

This situation thus afforded an interesting comparison with the

experimental site.

Methods

- In l4ay 1977, 15 nronths after the sheep were depastured at

ttre Chimney Yards, a survey of the adjacent areas in Overland,

Depot and Whaler Paddocks was undertaken to yield a maximum

amount of key information in the short time avaílable (two days).

Three transect lines were laid from the reLevant entrances

to the yards (see Fig. 9.1) as follows; at 2420 into Overland

Paddock, through the swale, up the scarp and onto the crest

(sampling at 34, 60,90, L2O, 150, 180, 2l-O and 24Om¡ aL 2820

into Depot Paddock where samples were taken at three points which

matched particular shnrb vegetations across the fence in Overland

Paddock, and thus served as lightty-grazed. "controls"; and at 630

into l,lhaler Paddock through the blackoak grove (sampling at

60, 100, 2OO, 300, 400 and 600m).

At each sampling point a 30m x 1.5m quadrat was laid

perpendicular to the transect. In it the following were

recorded: sheep track intensity (the number of sheep tracks

intersecting the 30m quadrat baseline), percentage lichen ctlver

over the quadrat (estimated by eye), and for saltbush and

bluebush, tJle number of d.ead plants and the number, height and

biomass (Adelaide technique, Method 3) of líve plants.

ResuLts

The results are graphed for each transect in Fig.9.2 and the

results for Depot Paddock are plotted against the sites in the

Overl.and transect which corresponded in vegetation and topography.

The positions of the fault line and the blackoak grove are also

indicated.

9.3
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Sheep track íntensity and Lichen cn'æt coDer

For both Whaler and overland. Paddocks the sheep track

intensity decreased (FiS. 9.2a) and lichen crust cover increased

(Fig. 9.2b) wi.th increasing distance from the trough. The trend

in both was steeper in overland tt¡an in !ÙhaLer as can be seen

in the slopes of the linear regressíons: for sheep track

intensity , -0.036 tracks intercepted per metre from the yard

for Overland compared with -O.026 for Whaler; for lichen cover'

0.2742 cover per metre from the yard compared with 0.076 from

whaler. consistenÈ with this sheep track intensity was lower,

and lichen cover higher, at the end of the overland transect,

even though this was less than half the distance from the trouqh

than the end of the !']haIer transect. In bot]. transects the

lichen cover v¡as approximately the same 60m from the yards.

However, tJre sheep track intensity aÈ tl¡is distance was lov¡er

in Overtand, probably as a result of the quadrats there not being

aligned perpendicularly to ttre main direction of sheep grazing.

Sheep grazj-ng was noticiJcly southerly in Overland, and thus

across, rather than along, the direcÈion of the transect as in

lrthaler Paddock.

In Depot the sheep track intensity was markedly the highest

at the point near the yards but not as high as the corresponding

value for Overland. Tlris reflected the brief use of the paddock

during shearing three montÌ¡s prior to my survey. Tfhe track

intensity at the two points further away were lora' and of the same

order or slightly less than the values for the final two samples

Ín the Overland transect. The lichen cover v¡as everlruhere high,

and highest on the crest where it was judged to be about the

same as for the corresponding location in the Overland' transect.
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Shtub (saLtbush and bluebush) uariabLes

The densities of bottr saltbush ancl btuebush varied

consiclerably along each transect, but in all transects saltbush

\¡ras more dense than bluebush (FiS. 9.2c). This was background

variation and was not due to recent stocking. The high density

of saltbush in tlre swale (Overland transect, I20m - 1B0m) '

referred to in the Introducti.onr cân be seen clearly. For this

reason the vegetation data have been reported as averages per

bush for each quadrat.

The percentage of saltJcushes dead (FiS. 9.2d) was

considerably higher near \nlater in both grazed. paddocks, and more

so in Overland. By contrast, only one bush was dead in the Depot

samples, and tJlis was at the site closest to the yard.s. In total,

only one dead bluebush was found (Overland, 120m).

The mean height per live saltJcush (fiS. 9.2e) was lowest

closest to the yard, and. increased with distance from it in both

Overland and Vfhaler transects. The increase v/as steeper in

Overland (slope of linear regression = O.1O7cm bush-l,/m from the

yard compared with O.O37cm bush-l /m for lnlhaler, but the values

for the nost distant bushes \^Iere similar for both. In Depot

Paddock the mean height per live saftbush was nearly constant'

but all were hiqher than for any of the overland or Vlhaler:

sites, and showed a slight increasing trend with distance from

the yard.

For bluebush (FiS. 9.2e) the values \'\tere more subject to

sampling error in view of the low bluebush densities (e-9. only

one bluebush in each of two of the swale quadrats and each of

these had a height much greater than average). Nevertheless

there \^Ias no íncreasing trend for bluebush along either transect

as there was for saltbush.
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In fa.ct, there was a slight decreasing trend with distance ill

Whaler, but in view of the sampling errors just mentioned, this

was probably not significant. The values for Depot were the

same or slightly lower than the corresponding values in Overland.
'fn both overland and Whaler transects the biomass þer live

saltbush (FiS. 9.2f.) increased wittr distance, from símilarly low

values initially (ca. 29 bush{), but the final vafues in overland

though much higher than initial, vrere considerably less than the

final values for tr¡Ihaler (ca. 1Og bush{ cf . ca. 22g bush-l). The

values in Depot \^/ere approximately constant and were everlrurhere

much higher than correspond,ing values in Overland. and of the

same order as those at the end of the Whaler transect. Again

there \^ras no such consistent and increasing trend for bluebush

(Fig. 9.2f) . Ttre values for Depot were within the range of the

values for the Over1and. transect.

ùLseussion

5'hese results accord with those for the experimental site

and, with the exception of the bluebush variables, demonstrate

the general piosphere trends" ln particular, lichen cover, and

average height and average biomass of saltlcush increased with

distance from the yard upto the transect limits, and sheep track

intensity and the percentage of saltbushes dead d.ecreased with

dístance. As at the experimental site bluebush showed much less

response to grazing in these variables.

Ttre gradient of change for the stocking affected variables

h¡as generally greater for the Overland than for the Whaler

transect. In Overland the sheep tended to graze southwards av/ay

from the direction of the transect rather than westwards along

ir.
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In lfhaler the d.irectíon of the transect corresponded much more

closely to the rnain direction of grazíng. Thus the rate of

change of stocking pressure with distance from the trough vras

much greater along the Overland Transect. Consequently a

si-milar1y more extreme gradient was reflected in ttre stocking-

rate-affected varial¡les along it.

Ttre results for saltJoush death are particularly interesting.

The stocking pressure would have been much higher along the

initial parts of the Overland and Whaler transects than at tJ:e

experimental site for two reasons. First, there were two flocks

watering at the yards (one per paddock) compared to the síng1e

flock at my trough. Second, each flock was constrained. by fences

and the respective entrances to the yard (see Fig. 9.1) to

approach the water from one quadrant only whereas there was no

such restriction at the experimental trough. Tttis higher

stocking concentraÈion in bottr paddocks was sufficient to cause

a much higher saltbush mortality in a shorter time than at the

experimental site where saltJoush death after two years was

trivial (Section 7.1.1) .
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CIIAPTER 10

tBarett and. ttGrassytt areas

In'troduction

The bare and grassy areas were briefly described in

Section 2.3.4. The bare areas \dere essentially imperfect halos

extending for 3Om or so from the myall trees and black-oak

groves. The abund.ance of gra.ss was markedly reduced in the

halos which were thus easily discerned both from the ground and

from aerial photographs (e.9. Frontispiece). The bulk of the

sampling for this thesis was stratified over the bare and grass)'

areas so as to make the sampling more comparable between sites,

as described in Section 5.3. The results from both areas Í¡ere

¡no1ed in Chapte::s6 and 7 since the differences between, rather

than within, the main sites were central to the aims of the

study.

Although this study \'ras not concerned with elucidating the

nature and causes of these bare areas, and indeed no detail-ed

studies were undertaken specífically for this purpose, the

stratified design permits an examination of the differences

between these areas in the variables measured.

Bare anã. grassA dí,ffenerrces

Short-Liped gnass biomass

The bare areas were díscerned by their obvious lack of

grass. This subjective impression was confirmed by the initial

gïass biomass measurements of laay 1975 (Table 10.I). Pooling

fenced and unfenced quadrats, there \Á/as a large and highly-

significant difference between the two areas. This overaLl- mean

difference \¡iras maintained in these same quadrats in the "glreen"

(i.e. freshly dead) grass biomass in February L976 (Table 10.1)

even though much of this biomass tüas contributed by new
individuals.
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In fact, Fig. l-0.1 shows that each exclosure quadrat prorluced

grass biomass in approximately the same proportions at the tlvro

times. Bare and grassy quadrat biomasses varied greatly

between sites, as can be seen by the range of values in

Fig.10.I and the relatively large standard deviations in

Table I0.1. However for each fenced or unfenced pair at a site,

the bare guadrat biomass was always less than that for the

grassy quadrat. Further, fenced quadrats tended to have less

extreme values than unfenced quadrats (Tab1e 10.1 - compare

all quadrats pooled with fenced guadrats only) since the

exclosures straddled a bare-grassy boundary (Section 5-3-2).

Densítg of s\ør't-Liued tana

The difference in biomass between the two areas was also

reflected by the difference in mean grass tussock density

(Table IO.2). Several other species showed a substantial mean

difference between bare and grassy areas, but only that for

Vitfudinia sppl was significant. This was due to the low

densities present, high variability between sites, and the small

sample size. Much more extensive sampling would be needed

to quantify density differences for the short-lived specj-es,

which I believe to be real.

S'lwubs

There was a símilar variation between sites and quadrats

in the densities of saltbush and. bluebush (Fig- 7.1). For both

species; the mean values were less for the bare quadrats (by

6.17 saltbushes and by 2.00 bluebushes) but the difference was

not significant in either case (n = 6).

V.euneal;a, V. euneata var . híz'suta., and V, ce:t'uicuLat'is
At the start of the project they were still regarded by
authorities as one taxon¡ viz. V.t:z,iLoba.
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Despite these differences (albeit non-signif,icant due to the

small sample size) the mean biomasses of each species in May 1975

were the same for each of the "bare" and "grassy" quadrats

(saltbush: bare = 5.5 ç¡;iz, grassy = 5.4 gni2¡ bluebush:

bare = 13.7 gm'2, grassy = L4.1 Srn-'), which implies that bush

síze compensated for bush d.ensity, at least for these quadrats.

For Chenapodiun uLieinwn, there lras an average of. 4.5 more

bushes in the bare quadrats, but again this was not significant

in view of the smal-l- nurnber of quadrats involved..

The foregoing emphasizes. that nore samples would be needed

to convert these comparisons to significant differences. Six

sites are far too few.

SeedLings

There vrere striking differences between the two areas in the

densities of both Efodíun and short-Iived grass seed.lings

(table 10.3). For Efodiun the more than 7-fold difference in
areas

favour of grassy/in I{ay 1975 was maintained as a more than 6-fold

difference in Septemebr L977. For grass the difference in

August 1975 was 6.5-fo1d. Further, for Erodiwn, Ej.g. 10.2 shows

that the densities for each quadrat were consistent at both

times. No such direct comparison could be made for grass

seedlings since they were scored only once. However, for each

quadrat there was a close relationship between "gireen" grass

biomass ín l{overnber 1975 and the nunûcer of grass seedlings in

August L975, (FiS. 10.3) and since Fig.I0.1 shows that grass

biomass was produced consistently by each quadrat, it is

there'cre very likely that grass seedling densities were

consistent.

However, the density of grassseedlings (August L975) and

density of EVodiwn seedlings (May 1975) bore no relationship

to each other (riS. f0.4).
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Thus, in short, although each piece of ground, whether bare

or grassy, produced a consistent density of EYodium seedlings,

a consistent grass biomass, and by inference a consistent

density of grass seedlings, the number of grass seed.lings

produced was quíte írdependent of the number of E?odiun

seedlings produced.
- It¡is held for both"bard'and 'frassy"quadrats.

SoiL properties

In May 1975 the number of sub-quadrats not under bushes

and with no lichen (Section 6.4.I) was higher f.or the bare

quadrats (mean difference = 3.79, 0.01< P <0.02), as was the

number with no Diploschistes sp. (mean d.ifference = 23.50,

0.00r< P <0.01).

The erosion stake data (FiS. 6.9) showed. that for the grourrd

surface not occupied by sheep tracks, the difference in the level

of the soil surface beth/een May 1977 and August 1975, although

small (i = 0.O28 cm) was greater for bare than for grassy in 5/7

sites, but the overall mean difference was not significant.

Both these sets of results suggest that the soil surface was

less stable for bare areas.

Discussion

On the data collected, the bare and grassy areas were

different with regard to density and biomass of short-lived

grasses, grass and. EYodiwn seedling densities, and lichen cover.

Each was greater for the grassy areas. The seedling data show

that for grasses at least the differences evident in the

densities of the adults were due in large measure to the

differences at the germination level, rather than greater

mortality in the bare areas before maturity was attained. It is

interestÍnq that most seedlings established ín the grassy area'

which were also the areas of greater líchen cover (as measure,l

by frequency).
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Fletcher and Martin (1949) claimed that similar crusts in an

American desert context aided seedling establ-ishment. Thus the

present results suggest that this might be the c¿¡se at

Mi-ddleback also.
a

There h¡as a strong ind.ication of differences between bare

and giassy areas in shrub density, and. in the differences in

densities of short-lived taxa other than çtrasses and Erodíwn.

The lack of statistical significance vras not surprising in view of

the snall sample size and. background. variation.

The areas were geographically stable in ttrat their boundaries

as observed either from the ground or from aerial photographs

did not nove over the two years. The boundaries were still

visible, although less distinct, in April 1977 even though there

was nearly a complete absence of grass then. (See Appendix E).

This ability,.to see differences between bare and grassy

areas when aII grass was effectively absent must be due to

associated soil surface differences.

lfhe areas were functionally stable since the different

grass biomass and. Erodiirzzl seedling densitíes were produced

consistenlly at different times. Closer analysis showed that

this held for each quadrat. The quadrat values in fact formed a

contínuum from extremely t'bare" to extremely ttgrassY"..,

There are numerous reports in the literature of bare-zone

Þloesand ¡þsy have been attribuËed to several causes. Muller

et aL (1968), McPherson and Muller (1969), Muller (1969) and

lilaveh (1960) showed that bare zones in chaparral , and

particularly around chamise (Ad.ertostorna fascieuLatarn), Iñtere

caused allelopathically by toxic leaf-leachates. Reid (1965)

came to a símítar conclusion for bare zones in sagebrush.
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However Bartholomew (1970) arrd Halligan (1974) showed that the

activities of the small animals which sheltered. in the sagebrush

and chaparral were very im¡nrtant ín maíntaining, and perhaps

creating, these bare zones. Rood (1970) attributed the

ex{stence of bare zones around shrubs in Argentina to the social

bel¡avionr of the desert cavy (MaerocaÐia australis). Grazirng

by various marine animals has been shown to be the cause of

bafoesarourrf the underwater reefs (DahI L973, ogden et aL 19731

Vine 1974).

Other ¡nssible causative factors migtttbe microhabitat

differences (e.g. in another context Moore and Vfilliams I976

fourul strong evidence that low temperatures prevented tree

seedling growth and so caused treeless sub-alpine grasslands

ín N.s.w.), and soil moj.sture differences (perhaps caused by

the roots of the trees). No consistent or significant d.ifferences

were found in soil moisture between bare and grassy areas in

May L977 (data obtained but notpresented here). However, the

soil was very dry then (ca. 9% moisture oven-dry weight).

No evidence of smal1 animal grazj-ng IÂlas seen, even though

the quad,rats had to be examined closely to determine seed.ling

densities. There r^Iere no sma1l mammals (besides rabbits) coÍìmon

at the site, so the agents would have had to have been

invertebrates, reptiles or birds. It seems likely that the

phenomenon is caused by a soil-related factor, at least in

Railway Paddock.

The quantification and. explanation of these halæs is an

interesting problem which warrants further study.
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C|-IAPTER 11

EinaL discussion anå. corrcLusíons

Intz,oduetLon

The aims of this project \^rere to examine the generaÌ

piosphere hl4nthesis with respect to many variables, (includingr

some never before studied in the context of cheno¡rcd rangelands)

over the first two years of stockíng, and to elucidate the time-

course of the development of the patterns, at least for the

particular case studied in detail.

These aims have been achieved by the detailed discussions of

the results in Chapters 6, '7, 8 and 9. Most variables were

shown to d.snonstrate the hy¡nthesis within the first Èv/o years,

and, for Èhose measured over this period, the time-course of

the developmenÈ of the patterns was evident in the graphs and

was dealt with in the text. These details will not be reiterated

here. Instead I shall draw together the results for the

different blocks of data, and, in the light of this' will

discuss the results ín respect of some general features of

piospheres.

Synthesis of ITIA resuLts

In so far as could be judged the results for the main sites

and grid quadrats at the experJmental site l^Iere consistent.

Sheep egesta d.epositíon, saltbush and, non-growing-grass biomass

(when corrected to control for background effects) strongly

displayed the piosphere trends. By contrast' trends were only

weakly displayed by bluebush.

ïn turn, the results for the experimental site were

consistent wíth those gathered around the Chimney Yards. Lichen

cover and saltbush biomass increased with distance from water,

and sheep track intensity d.ecreased.
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Further, although the saltbush mortality was different between

the experimental site (íncípient mortality only at 5Om from t-he

trough) and the Chimney Yards (narked piosphere trend) this

difference reflects only the different degrees of stocking

concentration.

The results for the experimental site are also consistent

with those of previous workers as vtere discussed in the relevant

sections. Maz't"ubium ouLga¡a invaded and saltbush density began

to decrease adjacent to the trough; sheep tracks hlere essentially

radial with small bui statistically significant left bias, and

their di:rections were distorted from radiality near the fences;

lichen populations were dest-royed less, and sheep egesta

deposition decreased with increasing distance from the trough.

The rernaining data were the first for tlre chenopod piosphere

context, and so such comparisons cannot be made for Èhem-

The píosphere gradient

In thís thesis distance from water \â¡as used as the principal

ordinator for examining the piosphere patterns along transects in

the variables measr:red. This was consistent with previous

workers (osborn et aL 1932, Barker and Lange I97O, Lange 1969,

Rogers and Lange 197J-, Fatchen L975). Distance is easily and

accurately measured., and Èhe originaì- work of Lange showed it

to be a reasonabfe index of stocking pressure for piospheres for

which nothing is more central than the marked attenuation of

grazi-ng pressure with distance from water.

The results obtained in the present study showed that the

trends ín the values of many variables wíth distance from water

up to the range studíed were a reasonable fit to a linear

regressio¡t (as juilged both visually and by the 12 values).

Given the background variation encountered, there vtas no

justification for fittinq a more complicatèd relationship.
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Examples are percentage floweríng of saltbush, frequency of the

two cornmon líchen taxa and frequency of bare ground (once the

effects of grazíng became pronounced), sheep track intensity,

and Scaled Relative Biomass for saltbush and, on some occasions¿

for grass.

llowever, the rate of sheep egesta deposition did not decl-ine

linearly with distance over the whole range studied. Bey-ond 200m

the decline h¡as effectively linear, and this accords with

Lange (1969). From 10Om to Om the rate of sheep egesta depositj-on

increased extrernely rapidly to a value nany times higher than

would have been predicted from the linear trend from 800m to

200m. This accorded with Hilder¡s (L964) data. These results

imply that stocking pressure also increased very rapidly near

the trough, since egesta deposition is an index of stocking

pressure (Section 3.2) . Indeed, a closer examination of the

trends within this range, namely the analysis of

Scaled Relative Biomass of saltbush and bluebush over the 10Orn

transect, showed that the gradient 'Ì¡/as more steep tt¡an over the

range to 80Orn. Further the measurable effects of soil

compaction were línited to about 4Om from the trough, and within

this range the values of the soil compaction variables increased.

rapidly towards the trough.

The foregoing suggests that the best ordinator for these

variables might be egesta deposition. For the purposes of

piosphere study, the best ordinator is defined as that which

give the most linear trend, since this is the sirnplest case to

deal with. Ares and Leon (1972) used egesta de¡:osition as a

grazíng índex to ordinate vegetation samples for a cattle-grazed

grassland, ín Argentina. However attempts to ordinate on egesta

de¡nsition'l.ates met with results scarcely superior to, and in

some cases poorer tl¿un, those for distance, as judged by the

co-efficíent of determination (r') for the appropriate linear
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This is not surprising since the linearity of the trends with

distance just discussed would be reduced by the disproportionately

high egesta deposítion values near the trough. Thus the

regressions for dust fallout on mathematical functions of egesta

de¡nsition were scarcely superior to those for functions of

distance (Section 6.6). Both egesta and its natural logarithm

were poorer ordinators than distance for the SRB of green grass

during the growth period from Augrrst to Ìüovember 1975 (Section

7 .4.2). The attempt to relate changes in saltlcush SRB with sheep

egesta de¡nsition ratios was not successful (Section 7.1.1.3).

The correspondence, as judged by eye, between sheep egesta

frequency and several very stocking-affected variables (relative

saltbush biornass, relative frequencies of uprooted and

significantly-grazed grass) in the grid qr.radrats was only fair

(Section 8.3) .

There are several possible causes for the superiority of

distance over egesta in this regard. There l^Iere errors of

measurement for egesta de¡nsition, particularly at a distance

from the trough where sampling errors became im¡nrtant. The

response of a variable may not be exactly linear with stocking

pressure, or with egesta abundance wtren this itself may be having

an effect (e.g. grass growth, Section 7.4.2). The details of the

pattern of egesta d.epostion varied over time, but other

variables may take longer to react to these changes in stocking

pressure. For dust, the coincid.ence of the collection periods

for the dust traps and the corresponding egesta quadrats was not

perfect. However where the abundance of egesta accumulated

over a long períod at a site it is used as an ordinator (e.9.

Ares and Læn L972) rather than the three-monthly rate' these

effects would be very much reduced.
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It must be stressed that most of my comlnrisons were along

particular transects from the trough. Distance will not be as

good an ordinator when all directions are pooled because of the

departures from perfect radiality of the stocking pressure due to

the effects of wind direction (for example) on sheep behaviour.

Thus, it would appear that close to the trough, the

magnitudes of the variables were not affected by stocking to the

extent that r¡ould have been expected from the very high stocking

pressure there, and since average stocking pressure (egesta

de¡nsition) declined. Iinearly with distance beyond 200m, distance

from water emerges as the best ordinator, at least along

transects.

Another ¡nint regarding gradients needs to be made. The

general piosphere hy¡nthesis predicts that there will be a

gradient in the vafues of a variable with distance from water.

The unstated assumpÈion of this is that the various mechanisms

causing the stocking effect do not interact so as to mutually

counteract their effects. My results show that for most

variables this was the case. However, for 'g'reen" grass between

Novernber 1975 and August 1976 the growth effects cancelled the

grazi-ng effects, so that, even though in isolation each of

these mechanisms was observed to be yielding a piosphere gradient,

the overall effect was of a slight gradient only. This point

must be recognised before it can be said unequivocally that a

particular variable does not support the piosphere hypothesis.
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The effect of stock'Lng concentna.tíonr

It ís possible to draw some inferences about the effect of

stocking concentration on the píosphere gradient by comparing

the resul-ts obtained for the experimental site with those for

Chimney Yards and other resul-ts in the literature.

As predícted there was negligible bush death within the first

two years of stocking at the experimental site. Thus there was

no piosphere gradient exhibíted by this varjable. sycontrast, there

was marked saltJcush nrortality in both grazed paddocks close by

the Chimney Yards, 15 nonths after grazi-ng (Section 9.3.2) which

resul-ted in a strong piosphere grad.ient in this variable in both

paddocks there. As discussed in Section 9.4, the stocking

concentration in both paddocks adjacent to the Chimney Yards was

much greater than that near the Railway trough. Ho\^¡ever my

prediction is that marked sal-tbush mortality will- ensue at the

experimental site within the next two years of grazi-ng, judging

from the degree to which the saltlcushes there had been defoliated.

The tlrree deaths recorded in the 5Om grassy quadrat (Section

7.1.1) represented the initiation of this mortality.

By contrast, even the stocking concentration around the

Chimney Yard.s was insufficient to cause signíficant bluebush

mortality.

Osborn et aL (1932) re;nrted much greater sa1tJ¡ush mortality

than that obtaíned in the present study with much higher

numbers of sheep per water (unknown, but probably up to 10.\' the

level of this study) . Their sacrifice areas (A zones) extended

up to 3O0m from water- They also mention that 6,000 sheep

denuded an area of saltbush up to one mil-e from water in the

first three n¡cnths of grazíngl

The term "stocking concentration" is used in preference to
"stocking rate" since the latter usually refers to the number
of sheep per unit area rather than number of sheep per water
point, as in the present study.

I
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Wilson et aL (1969), in a carefully conducted grazing

experírnent using small paddocks reported a marked drop in

saltJcush mortality over three years of grazing from IOO% at

2.5 sheep ha-I , 98% at 1.2 sheep ha{, and alrnost zero at 0.6

sheep Ïr,a-l .

Clearly these effects of stocking concentration are of the

greatest consequence to pastoralism. Further study of particular

aspects, such as the relative merits of intermittent heavy

stocking (as advocated by Osborn et aL 1932) or tight continuous

grazíng (as practised by the Middleback lessees) for bush

survival and productivity, is well warranted.

Sheep tracks provide another interesting and direct

comparison. At the experimental site the regressions of [number

of tracks intersecting 6Om of baselines] on [m from the trough]

for May 1976 and l4ay 1977 were, respectively,

y = 22.01 - O.O25x, and

y = 22.59 - O.O23x, (rig. 6.8)

Around. the Chimney Yards, the regressions between the same

variates were:

for Overland, y = 43.62 - O.I72x, and

forlVhaler, y=40.57 - 0.052x

(Fí9.9.2, co-efficients doubled to bring thern to a "tracks per

6Om" basis).

Clear1y the track intensity immediately adjacent to water

around the Chimney Yards was approximately double that at the

experimental site, and declined more rapidly with distance.

The equation for May L977 for the experimental site predicts

equal track intensities between the experimental site and the

Overland transects at 14I.Im and between the experimental siÈe

and Whaler at 620 m.
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This reflects the much steeper gradient in Overland due to the

more rapíd attenuation of stocking pl:essure compared with the

Whaler, as discussed, in Chapter 9. Thus the intensity at rvhich

sheep tracks were laid initíally was dependent on stocJ<Íng

concentration. Stocking concentration probably increased more

rapídly as the trough I^Ias approached in Whaler and Overland than

at the experimental site because of the constraints of the

fences at the Chimney Yards - hence the steeper gradients there.

Uttimately, sheep track intensíty is probably dependent on the

density of discrete obstacles, i.e-, the sheep tracks will be

cut in until each discrete obstacle is círcumnavigated, as \¡ras

the case in Lange's (1969) piosphere. Even though the water

points at Middleback have fewer stock on them than at Lincoln

Gap (Lange's study), well-established troughs at Middleback

seem to have mature track patterns atthough these probably took

Ionger to lay in.

Rate at uhieh the pí'osphez'e effeet is registeted

The piosphere hypothesis can be applied generally to all

stocking-affected variables by the argument developed in

Section 1.3. The results of this thesis show that some

variables did not show up the piosphere pattern in the first

two years of stocking (e.g. the dimensions of Chernpodíum

uLieirann). This concurs with the conclusions of Fatchen (f975) .

However, this is not necessarily evidence of the faíl-ure of the

hl4nthesis, rather it shows that some variables will take

longer than two years to register the piosphere effect. In

fact, this thesís shows that there is a continuum in the

rate at whích the varíous variables register this effect.
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Some display the piosphere pattern ímmedíately after the onset

of stocking (e.g. sheep track intensity, sheep egesta depos.ition,

reductíons in saltbush and in grass bionrass); others take a

longer time to give consistent patterns (e.q. reduction j-n

bluebush biomass); and others showed no effect in the first two

years (but are predicted to display the effect some time in the

future) (e.g. dimensions of Chernpodium uLicinum, emergence of

Erodium seedlings). Thus C .uLicirLun is likely to maintain

íts primal pattern for a long time after the commencement of

stocking, compared tor say, saltJcush which is grazed out

relatively quíckly (incipient mortality at 5om at the Railway

Site; substantial mortality around the Chimney Yards).

The piosphere patterns which emerged were not necessarily

mature, in that they would be expected to become more

pronounced in time (e.g. sheep track intensity). The monitoring

of these developments r^¡ould be a worthwhile exercise.

The spatial extent within which the patterns could be

discerned differed. Thus for infiltration into dry soil after

an abrupt rainstorm the piosphere effect was minimaf beyond

about lorn from the trough, and, at the other extreme, sheep track

intensity and percentage of saltbushes flowering showed an

increasing trend over the whole SOOm range, with no attenuation

at that limit.

There are obviously a myriad of factors affecting the degree

to which the various variables reflect the piosphere patterns.

some of the more obvious factors (Iike bush habit for the

differences in response between saltl¡ush and btuebush) have been

discussed in the text, but it is beyond the scope of this thesis

to discuss all these factors. suffice to say that the rnany

ínteresting matters raised by present results provide a basis

for further studies.
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SeLectiue grazing oz' physi,caL destruetion?

The guestíon of whether vegetative change under stocking is

primarily due to selective grazíng-out of the more palatable

plants, or to direct physicat effects like trampling, soil

erosion and compaction, ís of wide interest. Several of my

results bear on this question. There is no doubt that rnarked

physical effects do set in and demonstrate the piosphere

hypothesis (soil compaction, sheep track intensity, lichen crust

cover, sheep egesta de¡nsition and, to some extent, dust

fallout) .

Marntbium oulgare invaded im¡nediately next Lo the trough,

and individuals survived there îot a considerable period even

though this area was very heavily trampled. Close inspection

of the plants indicated that most of them had been chewed back

rather than trampled. The di:nensions of C .ulicínum did not

ctrange significantly even though this species was gtazeð. little

and therefore was su.bject rnainly to trampling damage. These two

facts indicate Èhat some species can survive and show Iittle

change when heavilY tramPled.

By contrast the degree of disturbance seemed to be a major

factor in the stimulation of green grass growth in the period

of 1ight grazirng and high rainfall between August and Novernbet L975

(Sectíon 7.4.2\ .

SaltJ¡ush showed a marked response to stocking in both

biomass (sRB), mortality (especially around. the chimney Yard,s),

and in percentage of bushes flowering. This species was heavily

grazeð., out it is also very sensitive to trampling damage

because of its fine, brittle stems. simil-arly the biomass

reduction of short-lived grass when not growing also suffers

from the effects of both trampling and grazing.
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Thus, as in Fatchen's (1975) study, these results do not

shed. much light on this problem, largety because neither

studies were designed specifically to examine it. 
t

, "o* 
Osborn et aL (L932) and Ratcliffe (1936) claimed that

trampling was the major cause of bush mortality, particularly

for saltl¡ush (bushes "knocked out by sheep" - Osborn et aL¡

t'the bush has been trampled out, not eated out" - quote by

Ratcliffe of a frequently-heard comment of the pastor:alists).

Both these articles however referred to very high stocking

concentrations.

El-lison (1960) , GraeLz and !'lilson (1978) and Fatchen (1975)

all concluded that vegetation change could not be expJ-ained

by selectíve grazíng alone, and in view of the interactions

between a species' biology and stocking pressure (e.9. saltbush

versus bluebush) this must be the case for Middleback also.

Some generdl contnents

To certain readers some of the results of this study may,

at first sight, appear trivial, either because the results

seemed to belabour the obvíous or because they do not go very

far. An example is the soil compaction data. No apology is

made for them. The aim of this project was to study the intial

impact of stocking in chenopod shrublands, a task never before

attempted on the lines tackled here. Each of the results

reported is therefore ne\^r, and highly significant in this

context.

Similarly, no apology is made for the aims of the study

whích might have seemed too acad.emic to those more familiar

with applied, pragmatic rangelands research.



t.52.

As the result of its particular franework, ttris study has

shown up nany fundamental issues. lfhat is more, it is like1y

that more narrowly-directed, applíed studies would have missed.

much of this information. A basís is here provided for many

further studies.

Ilhen all is said and done, rangeland science, like any

ottrer science, needs periodíc injections of unirrtribited'

fundarnental research free from the pressures that beset applied

researchers. It is the author's sincere hope that to some

extent at least, this study will Ue regaraed as being in this

category.





TABLE 2.1

Stockíng history of Railway Paddock

from
May 1975 to }4arch 1978

Date on which
sheep were put in

Elzpe of
Sheep

19 month-old
maiden ewes

Nr¡niber of lambs
at lamb-marking

Number
of sheep

23rd, May, L975 2L4 21 nonth-old
maiden ewes

51

end March, L976 200 53

end March, 1977 165 5 year old ewes r08

September, L977

a íncludes lambs. Railway and Extension Paddocks were mustered
togettrer, and the sheep were then divided between the paddocks.

2324



TABLE 3.1

Density (mean area) of plant species
at the e:<perimental site

Species

AtripLeæ uesícaria (saltbush)

Maireana se&ifolia (bluebush)

M, tuybirøta

M. scLeroLaenoides

Chenopodimt uLicínwn

Bassia obLiquiscuspis

Stþa eLegantissima

Short-lived grasses

(Stípa n|tida and
Danthonia eaespítosa)

DenÈity (individuals n-2 )
(mean area, mt. ind.ividual-r )

o.2L

0.39

0.02

o.28

0.08

1.98

o.18

1 4r.76)

( 2.56)

(s0.00)

( 3.s7)

(t2.so)

( 0.51)

( s.s6)

18.68 ( o.os)



TABLE

Paired t-test
of sígnificance of the relative difference

between Tam and Tprn

4.r

Species Mean Standard Sample t-value
error size

Significance

-2.78 sig.at 1% level

-5.24 sig.at 0.13 level

Saltbush -O.0229 0.008

Bluebush -0.0384 0.007

478

469



TABLE 4.2

Summary of regressions: S = ßo + ßt * Tav

for the reference bush data for each d.ay

Total number of regressions (days)

Nunber of days such that:
ßo is significantly non-zero aE

53 leve1

Number of days such that:
ßo is sigrnificantly non-zero at
1% Ievel

Number of days such that:
ßo is significantly non-zero aE

0.18 leve1

Average r2 value over all days

Number of days such that:
T' < o.9oo

Minímum r2 value

Saltbush Bluebush

44

0.955 0.958

o.84I 0.853

42

5o

30

10

35



TABËE

Conversion data corresponding to the four days graphed in Figr:re 4.1.
These are selected from a total of 44 regressions for saltbush and,42 for bluebush.

4.3

Method I

1.900
2.990
3.690
2-650

7.740
5.950

l'4. -q20

10 .200

Method 2 Method 3

Saltbush
20. 6.75
24.8.76
29.J.L.76

29-30 -5 -77

Bluebush
20. 6.75
24. 8.76
29.1!-76
29-30 -5 .77

clOUUd
ËcJdfluq).d q{
(+]q¡
--t ..1
Éø
Eì..1 rt{(,oÉ

O1
cq

c
d

pa

tH c)oo
H(u(nogc).o a).cEl! oJA5214,4É

oOUoÉ
Éq)rd t{o0).r{ ql
l+-l tt-.t..{ ..1
Éd
U't.,t q-.t(no

Ê
O{U

É
rú

U

t?oqo+é
r+{ rd

ogc)()¡
-oøEE5'dZa

o
€ r+l
trO
rd.dtlÉodrlÐt{Cno

o
+J
rdo

10

11

10

12

10

11

('

U

t.970
2.740
4.856
2.€30

7.010
6.929

L4.827
10 .180

0 .090
O.14I
0.171
0.120

0-180

0.173
o.434
0 -450

12

12

16

12

2.010
2.808
4.985
2 -942

7 .130

6.968
15.510
9.467

1. 880

2 -672

4.726
2 -7r7

6 -770

6 .890
14. 150

10.900

2.645
5 -224
7 -461
3.529

7.168
7 .778

18. 080

10.588

n
f4
(n

0.114
0 .131

o.2L4
0 .086

o.290
0.038
a.652
o.278

2.646
4.7IL
7 .794

3.709

7.4t8
7.57E

18. 369

10 .668

2-674

5 .851

7 .105

3.357

6.911
7,908

17 .73L
LO.41A

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

N.S .

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

N.S .

N.S.

N.S.
N.S.

ttc

**
N.S .

ììc

T2

L2

16

T2

** Ba¡n and Bpm a:re sigrnificantiy different at Èhe 13 level

T2



TABLE

Test, of difference from zero for the mean relatÍve differencea
between B and U and betv¡een B and C.

4.4

Saltbush
Mean Standard n min. ¡nax. t-

error value value value

0.181 0.037 39 -0.579 0.s05 4.892
P < .001

o.2t6 0.o22 36 -0.070 0.475 9.818
P < ,001

0.120 0.026 4L -O.264 0.389

0.113 0.019 38 -O.L77 0.2e7 5.947
P < .001

Mean

Bluebush

Standard n min.
error value

nìax.
value

L

value

4.6L5
P < .001

B and U-

BandC

relative difference = (B _ U(or C) )
B

a



TABLE 4.5

Details of regressions of form:
S=fu+ft*p linear

S=ßo+ßr*p+$2*p2 non-linear
for bushes needing only one placement of the probe

r'linear 12non-Iínear fusE tu ßr SE non-linearítya
ßt,

Auqust 1974

bluebush
fresh
dry

September 1976

salilcush
fresh
dry

bluebush
fresh
dry

no. of
bushes

19

19

42

43

.749

.749

.838

.83I

-728

-733

.789

.789

.854

.834

.764

.7 33

to2.2
L9.9

56 .8
11.1

6.0
3.2

***
5698

***1II1

***
L409.9

***
740.6

***
2085.6***

760 -9

801

156

98.1
52.2

232.6
82.0

N.S.
N.S.

*

N.S

*

N.S.

***22.I
***

L4.7

31.9
L7 .4

32

36

18. 9

6.6

Difference from zeroi N.S., no'E sigmificant; *, sig. at 5? level; ***, sig. at 0.1% level
a the significance of the difference from zero of $z .



TABLE 4.6

Relative difference between 3 (d.w.)
for the multiple-placement bushes

calculated from the linear regressions of Table 4.5,
- and the true values determined by stripping,

for Septe¡nber 1976

Samp1e
size

Mean std.dev. Minimum
value

Saltbush

Bluebush

**18 0.274 0.365 -0.306 L.225
***23 0.47L 0.459 -0.145 I.469

Significantly non-zerct aE the LB level

SígnifÍcantly non-zero at the 0.1% level



TABLE 4.7

Details of the appropriate regressions of the form:
S = fu (or fo * ¡¡ + ßr * P -.. linear

and

s = ßo (or fu * n) + ßr * p * 3z * p2 (or ßz * ! p') ... non-linear
i=1

for all September 1976 data.
Íhe choice of regression model was d.etermined from the results of Table 4.5 as described. in the text.

no. of
bushes

61

46

59

zàT
linear

zdT
non-1ínear

tu ßr ßt

160.1

80 .9

r27.9

83.1

SE SE
tu

non-Iinearityb

Saltbush
fresh

dry

Bluebush
fresh

dry

59
*** ***

o.775 o.775 45.3 12.7 736.7
*** ***

o.829 0 .866 28.O 6-4 408.7

**tr
0.886 0 .887 5.9 18.7 2365 -5

***
0 .8I2 0 .835 t -3 6.9 758.1

*** Significantly non-zero aE the 0.1? level.
ê values are from regressions not forced throught the origin.

b ttr" significance of the difference from zero of Bz.

N.S.

**tt

N.S.

N.S.



TABLE

Details of the linear regression
for the Pechanec-Pickford tectu:ique

of form:

s=fu+ßr*T

4.8

f tu tttu & tuß, riåïiitv"

SaLtbush

T, Run-I

T, Run-2

Tav

BLuebush

T, Run-I

T, Run-2

Tav

(n = 61)

o.93I 7 .54

(n = 59)

0.958 4.

* 3.74 3.07 0.11 N.S.

0 .894 I .2A 4. 89 3 .27 0 .15 N.S

o.924 3 .49 4.03 3 .2L O .L2 N.S

40 3.59 7.18 0.20 N.S.

o.903 4.269 5.42 6.81 0.30 N.S

0.950 4.44 3.92 7 . 15 0 .22 N.S.

t

ê

Significantly non-zero aE Èhe 5å Ievel

The significance of the difference from zero

of 92 of the non-linear regression:

S=fu*ßr*t+þz*ú
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TABT,E 6 .I

Air dry weight of dust fallout ( g ni2 mth'l ) in dust traps

Distance (m)
and direction
from trough

50 sw

50 NW

50 NE

50 SE

100 N

200 N

100 s
200 s
400 s
600 s
800 s
100 E

200 E
300 E

100 w

200 w

400 w

600 w

800 vÍ

Mean Value

Control

2r/12/75-
Lo/ 2/76

LO/ 2/76-
15/ 8/76

L5/ 8/76-
14/ r/77

L4/ r/77-
4/ s/77

25/ s/77-
26/ e/77

5.07
4.64
2.06
1.38
1.55
0.09
2.06
1. 38

o.60
1.81
0.60
I.L2
0 .86

o.34

2.06
1.38
2.32

r.72

o.26

o.28
o.23
0 .45
2.TT
o.2L
o.28
0.00

o.47
o.12
o.28
t.69
0 .80
2.L2
1.43

o.77

0 .82

L4.34

3.79

6.90
3.99
1.63
3.95
3.51
r.55
3.71
3.87
L.44
2.7I

I.28
1.48
r.04
4.O7

3 .95
2.5t
2.I9
o -52

2.19

0.08

8"98
r.27
o.46
L.70
0.81
r.17
3.68
1.45
0 .81

o.46
0.88
3.85
I. 13

3.61
3 .04

2.62
3.43
1.13
1.56

2.24

a.46

5.77
5.68
9. 81

7 .67

0 .95

9.64
4.47
4.56
6.40
4.L2
7 .50
7.O7

7 .10
9.4L
5.48

6.69

4.44



TABLE 6.2

Pearsons correlation co-efficient (sample size) for
dust fallout values from the same traps

for different times

Lo/ 2/76 -
t5/ e/76

Ls/ 8/76 -
14/ r/76

14/ L/76 -
4/ 5/77

2s/ s/77 -
26/ e/77

2L/L2/7s-
ro/ 2/76

.L922
( 13)

*
.5506

( ls)

***
.7743

( re¡

*
.4696

( 17)

ro/ 2/76-
rs/ 8/76

. 1814

( ls)

-0.0I14
( 14)

.-0 .1670
(Is)

Ls/ 8/76-
14/ L/77

**
.6722

( 16)

**
.5845

(17)

14/ L/77-
4/ 5/77

tr*
.5523

( rB)

*

**

***

: significantly positive at 5% Ievel

: significantly positive at 1% level

: significantly ¡nsitive at 0.1% leve1



TABLE 6.3

t' (rIop.) for linear regressions of dust fallout on distance
l,/distance, ln (sheeP egesta) ,

Gñeep egeffi-respectively for locations with both a dust üa¡>
and an egesta guadrat

n

2r
Distance

r"
1rlDistance

2r
LN (Dung)

a
T

SQRT (Dung)

2r/r2/75 -

ro/ 2/76

to/ 2/76 -
L5/ 8/76

L5/ 8/76 -
14/ r/77

14/ r/77 -
4/ 5/77

11
o.r29 o.657 0.644 0. 838

** **(-0.00212) (2O4.44) (o.774) (0 .852)

0.000

( -0 .0ooo 3)

o.o24 0.001 0.015
L2

(-2O.4e) (-o.o22) (-o.o2s)

0 .081 o.417 0 .396 .54 3
13 .*(-0.00346) (¡es.grF* (1.568) (1.097)

o.282 0.581 0 .619 o.648
11 ** **

( -o . oo4 31)* (265 .60) (1.040) (1.006)

Slope significantly different from zero at *5? leveI, **1% Ieve1,
***0.1% level

***

**

**



TABLE 7.7

Comparison of biomass of major forage taxa with those given in
Nol¡le (1977) for similar chenopod shrubland

Saltbush
This study, Nob1e

35.7 , 43

Bfuebush
This study, NobJ-e

32.5 , 45

2r.9 20

l"faximum biomass
(g *-')

Spatial average
biomass (g *o)

5.7 , 16



TABLE 7.2

Comparísons of linear regressicns: SRB = A * B:t(m from trouglt)
between main sites and I00 m transect

A B

Main sites Transect Main sites Transect
SaLtbush

June 1975

Augiust 1975

l{overnber 1975

February 1976

May 1976

August 1976

November 1976

May 1977

BLuebush

June 1975

August 1975

Novernlcer 1975

February 1976

I{iay 1976

August 1976

Noveriber 1976

l4ay L977

0,966
I.L54
0.895
0.959
o.549
0.531
o.742

o.979
I.O42
o.872
0 .906
0 .560
o.646
0.843

0.995
0.066
0 .685

-o.071
0 .010

-0.005
0.302
0.114

0.000565
0.000457

0 .000466
0 .000463
o.001267
0.001080
0 .001185

-0 .000r00

-0.000258
0 .000104

-0 .000075

0.0004I8
0.000395

0.000150

0 .00514

0.01108

0.01162
0.01991
0.01866

0.00519
0.00399
0 .00654

0.00128
0 .00796

0.00348
0 .00679

o.. Q06Ér3

0.00009
0 .00306

0.00233

o.a74
0.087
o.7L4
0.330
0. 356

o.442
0.866
o.926



Unfenced

Fenced

Sca1ed (unfenced /fencedl,
sell:iag fûay lQ15 vqlue lo ua;[y

TABLE 7.3

Average grass bi-omass (g m4 )

for the main sites in Railway Paddock

May 1975

"deadtt

20.4

19 .9

1.000

February 1976
ttgreentt

8.6

2L.2

0. 398



TABLE 7.4

Density (individuals per 6Om2 ) of taxa used for calculating "Chord Distance",
and of "gtreen" grass, fot unfenced quadrats in November 1975 and. Fe-bruaty 1976

50m 10Om 200m 400n 6OOm 800m

N75 î76N75 F76 N75 P76 N75 F76 N75 î76 N75 F76

"green'o gta=='
Maír,eanø. se LeroLaenoide s

Bas si.a. obLiquieuspìs
Sonchus asper'

Vittadini,a. sPP -

CaLotis hispdduLa
Te tz,agonia tetragoídes
Cassía seedlings
Datrcus gLochídiatæ
)nrphaL o Lap puL a c oneaua

Seneeio gLossanthus
Herniari.a, Vtirsuta
Bna ey'ty scom e LineariL oba

llahLenb e'rg ia g raciLenta
H eLipt erurn s tz,ic turn

L290

L4L

54

13

200

51

35

1

22

I
1

0

11

0

T4

622

70

39

6

16

I6
13

0

7

0

I
0

L2

0

L4

I469
86

L46

13

29

28

L4

I
1

0

o

0

0

4

0

IO79
48

I01
5

18

L2

L2

1

I
4

0

0

0

3

0

2L25
31

93

5

5

45

42

0

2

7

0

0

0

0

0

1030
25

88

I
I
7

2

0

0

1l-

0

0

0

0

0

L2LI
24

59

35

58

45

105

I
¿)

7

18

14

46

48

4

581
L7

52

29

28

24

52

0

I3
3

10

1

46

35

4

740
5

59

T7

11

43

57

0

3

L4

5l
4

40

63

0

356 15 16

145

4¿

7

63

2L

66

I
15

16

5

0

z

0

n

838
iI5

45

2

24

5

13

t
I
2

J

û

2

0

1

6

54

3

?
15

26

0

I
IO

30

o

39

50
't

a plants which were living in Novesrlcer i975



TABLE 7.5

Density (índivjcluals ma),
for unfenced (U) and. fenced (F) quadrats,

I and relative density (unfenced * fenced)] ,
of seedlings

Erodium Short-Iived grass

5Om

10O m

200 m

400 m

600 m

80O m

0

2I.3
34.7 [0.614]

4
9

4
6

[0.138]

27 -I
74.9 I o .362]

2

3:3 '.-

U
F

U
F

u
F

U
F

U
F

U
F

Iqay L975 September 1977 August 1975

5
lo " s:olI

l9.4
22.4 [o.8sr]

!'f to.or,.t

!'l to.,.r't061

2
9

19
36

22.2
22.8 Io . e74]

L4
20 lo . oggl 19.3

39.7

36.7
58 .8

lo.¿eol

lo.ez¿l

9.7
t7 .5 Io . ss4]

34.9
33.1 lr. os¿l 46

56 [o.8r2] IL.444l

Io.azel

3
2

9
15

9
7

27.8
28.7 lo.sosl 7

5



TABLE 8. ].

Summary of data for grid, May 1975,
(50 quadrats)

Sheep egesta
Kangaroo egesta
Rabbit egesta
Atz,iplæ uesicaz,ia
Maír.earw sedifoLía

Density (s. d

3.s6 (4.87)
5.61 (4.61)
9.29 (e.44)
0.38 (.41)
o.28 ( -e2)

Maì,reana pyranidnta 0.008(o.031)
Maiv,eana twbirnta 0.10 (0,1.2)

Chernpodim ulcinim 0.08 (.09)
Ch.desertorm 0.01 ( .04)
Rhanodi¿ spinesciîáïåiüttv urtwoeêrts var' o.o06 (o.ole)
EnehgLaena, tonentosa 0.004 (.0I1)
ZygophyLlum awantiaeium o .o2 (0.053)

Lyciun austraLe o.o3 (0.06)
Stipa pLatyc\øeta o-o2 (o.22)
Maiz,eana scLez,oLaenpídes - .-
- alive I.48 (2.11)
II.scLez,oLaenoid.es - aryd 1.og (1.41)
u^1"r1,""" obLiquLcuspis - o -49 (.54)

âr.räu" 
obLiquLeuspis - 3.42 (2.36)

Vittadinia spp. o.o5 (0.16)
Erodiua cwrnrLm var . 17 . 11 (25 .ar)gLanduLesun
Grasses I4.O2 (9.38)

algal/lichen stai¡r
DipLoschisúes Iichen
PanneLia lichen

a
.)

bFrequency(s.d.)
10.12 (7.44)
17.86 (8.93)
18.38(1-1.ss)

cOccurrence
50

50

50

43

45

6

36

35

T2

I
7

13

2-2

18

33

45

4I
49

10

47

50

50

49

27

7.64
6 .18
3.52

L6.96

(e.2s)
(6 -2e)
(3.77)
(e .16)

23 .e4 ( 17 . ss)

39 .3r (l4.s7)
58.46 (2.169)
25.72(14.s0)
2.32 (4. so)

a--2r_nctl-vrduals m
b ao*t of incidences in tJ:e 60, 0.5* x 0.3* sub-quadrats of each quad::at

c number of quadrats wíth at least one ind.ividual " Quadrat size is
3Om x O.3m for species with frequency valuesi 3Orn x 1.5rn for the rest.

d .br.r"" of green material; not necessarily dead
e short-lived grasses; mainly Stipa nitidn and. Danthonia caespitosa



TABLE 8.2

Pairwise associatiorrs signj.ficani: at the lå level-, usinq all- da'Ìra
(densi-ty, D; fz:equency, F; biontass, B).

Associations bet\,reen differ:ent measures of a]¡undance
for the one taxa are not included.

'Iaxa Sign of Associati.on

Sheep egesta (D), Stipa platychaeta (D)

sheep egesta (D, F) , Maíz'eana twbinøta (D) +

sheep egesta (D) , Bassia obLiquLcL,tßpis - total (D) +

sheep egesta (E) , Maír'eann pArdnidøta (D) +

Kangaroo egesta (D), short-lived grass (F) +

Kangaroo egesta (F), short-Iived grass (D,FrB) +

Kangaroo egesta (t) , Ez'odím (D,F) +

Rabbit egesta (D,F), B.obLiquLcLgp¿s - total (o,r¡
Rabbit egesta (F) , B. obLiquicttspi.s - dead (o,r)
B,obLiqúeuspis - live (D) , lfiaireana selenoLaernìdes (D) +

B.obLiquicuspis - live (D,F), lvl'scLeroLaernides (F) +

B.obLíquLcuspís - live (D), B.obLíquLcuspis - totar (D) +

lrl.scLerolaenoides - live (DrF), M.scLez'oLqerloides - dead +
(DrF)

M.scLeroLaenoides - live (D,F), ZygophyLT.wn awantiacm +

M.scLeroLa,ernides - live (D,F), M.scLeroLaeno¿des - total +
(D)

M,scLeroLaenoídes - dead (D,F), M.scLeToTa.enoides - totaf +
(D)

short-lived grass (D,F), Z.awantiacum (D) +

short-fj-ved grass (D), I|.scLeroLaenoides - total (D) +

blue green aLga/Iíchen stain (F), Rh.sp¿nescens var
deltaphgLLa Þ)

DipLoschístes sp. (l-ichen) (F) , Rh. spinescens var
deLtaphyLLa (D)

AtripLæ tpsicaria D,B), Stipa pLatychaeta (D)

A.uesicarí.a (D,B) , Chenopodiun uLicinra (D)

Stipø pLatychaeta (D), Ch.uLicinm (D) +

S.pLatgcVneta (D) r Z.atæantiaez'm (D) +

Rh.spinescens var. de.Lta¡*ryLLa EnchyLaertrz tonentosa (D) +

Z.auyantiaetm (D) , M.scleroLaertoídes (D) - foFol +



TABTE I ":l

- Mean frequencya (standard deviation)
for the egesta of sheep, kangaroos and rabb-its,

based on the largest coÍtnìon set of quadrats for the two times

May 1975 FebruarY 1976

Sheep 8.6 (6.3) 23.7 (7.0) P<0.001

It(angaroo 17 .0 (8 .8) 15.e (7.s) n. s.

Rabbit 18.4 (12.0) L7.5 (12.5) n.s

a Total incidence in 60, O.5m x O.3m subquadrats for each quadrat

Significance
of

Difference



TABLE 8"4

Mean biomass (standard devlation¡ 19 tnt ) ,
based on 49 common quadrats

May 1975 February 1976

BLuebush

Grid quadrats 11.13 (7.33)

SaLtbush
Grid guadrats
Main site
fenced
Main site
unfenced.

Main site
fenced
Main site
unfenced

Grass

Grid quadrats
Main site
fenced
Main site
unfenced

7 .96 (7 .7 2)

5.661

5 .836

17 .13

13.86

4L .7 s ( 2e .81)

19.93

20.37

I . 32 (9 .04)

5.662

5.869

10 .28 (6 . 18)

18.66

13.68

17 .10 ( ls.28)

16 .55

8.64

lrlay L977

11.3r(r3.12)

4.608

5.877

i8. 14 ( 11.7s)

24.82

t8.27

ttd.eadtt

7 .so(7 .42)

3.64

L.64



TABLE 10.1

Difference in short-lived grass biomass (g*t)
between "bare" and "grassy" quadrats

May 1975
"deadtt

February 1976
"green"

À1I
quadrats
pooled
n= 12

Fenced

quadrats
only
n=6

Grassy
Bare

Difference
Grassy,/Bare

Grassy

Bare
Difference
Grassy/Bare

3r.5
8.8

22.7
3.6

29.9
10.0
19. 9

3.0

( 6.qa
( 7.0)
( 11.4)

( 7.2)
( 6.0)
( e.6)

30 .6
11.9
18 .8
2.6

( 10. r)
( 8.3)
( 8.4)

***

** **

a

**

***

standard. deviation

0.00x P <0.01

P<0.001



TABI,E 10 .2

Density (standard deviation) (indiyiduals m-2),
of selected short-lived taxaa fort'bare" and t'grassy" fenced quadrats,

February 1976

(n=6)

"Green" grass species
Stipa nitidø, livingb
Mair eana s e Lez,oL aenoide s

Bassia obltquicuspis
Erodiwn cAgnorwn var

gLanduLoswn

Vítta&Lnid spp.
Bassia germinations
CaLotis hispiduLa
T e trag onía te t rag ono í de s

Mucus gLochídiatus
OnrphaL o L appuLa con caÐa

BracVty s come Linear,íLoba
WahLenb ev, gia graeíLenta

Grassy

37 .2 (16.7)
0.17 (0.19)
1.7s (I.92)
1.71 (1.12)

Bare

t.27 (7.0)
0.02 (0.04)

r.24 (1.20)
r.66 (0.8e)

Signif i.cance
of

Difference

.002<P <.01
n. s.
n. s.
n. s.

n.s
.0l<P <.05

n.s
n.s
n.s
n.s
n.s
n.s
n.s

2.70
o.23
0 .02
0. 30

0.34
o.26
0 .09
0.14
0.09

( 2.80)
(0. rs)
(o . o3)

(o.22)
(o .18)
(o .23)

o .09)

1.00
0.08
o.82
0.18
o.49
0 .09
0.10
o -r2
0.18

( 1. 36)

(0.04)
(0.e3)
(o . 17)

(0.46)
( 0 .08)
(0. rr)
(o .17)
(o .33)

0.10)
0 .10)

a rnost plants were dead and dry at this time

b still green



TABI,E 10.3

Density (standard deviation) (individuals m¿) of seedlings
for fenced and unfenc:ed quadrats pooled.

(n = 14)

May 1975 Septernber 1977

;a
E;?Od1,Um

GrassY

Bare
Difference
Grassy,/Bare

Short-lived grass
GrassY

Bare

Difference
Grassy/Bare

**
o.oo2< P <0.01

***
P<0.001

August 1975

9.26
l.-2r
8.05
7.7

(7 -45)
( 1.83)
(7 .30)

14.36
-2.25

T2.IL
6-4

( 13 .02)
( 3.os)
(11.63)

** **

9.20
1.41
7.79
6.5

***

(4.7r1
( 1 .4e)
(4.43)

a mainty E. cygnonnn var . gLanduloswn
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Figure 2.1 - The experimental site before experimentation.
(a) 29th l"larch, 1975, looking S.E. across the

trough site before the trough was installed.
Note dense grass (tnis is a "grassy" area -
Section 2.3.4, and absence of sheep tracks.
The dominant shrubs are saltbush (AtxipLeæ
oesícaria) and bluebush (lulairearn sedífoLia) -
The trees in the backgrouncl are myalls
(Aeacia soudenii).

(b) 22nd November, 19'74, 200m S.W. of the trough
site. Note the well-developed lichen crust
(dark carpet is blue-green alga/Iichen stain,
the white splotches on it are the DípLosehistes
sp. - see Section 3.4). There is a bluebush
in the lower R.H. corner, and a saltbush in
the middle foreground- The trees are myalls.
The white bags are aerial markers (Section 5"4-1-l. "
Leaf litter can be seen beneath the saltjcush
in the left-middle of the photograph -
probably due at this time to locust grazíng.
The absence of grass marks it as a "bare" area.
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Figure 4.I Scatterdiagrams of S against Tav for
four abitrary days: (a) saltbush;
(b) bluebush
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Figure 5.3 - Map of 200m (South) site. The lbarer,
rgrassy', 'extra' (not used at this site),
and regestar quadrats are shown, both
unfenced, and fenced (within the exclosure -,,excl ."). Also shown are:

o : dust trap, -: erosion stakes,
+ : site rnarker p.g,M, nyatl tree c'lump,

z HeterodenÅxon oLeaefoLiwn (Bullock bush)
clump;

: dead tree.
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Fig. 5.4 Impact penetrometer in use. The sliding dr:rnb-
bell-shaped haruner is resting on the stop.
The 5.Icm (2") graduations can be seen on the
shaft. The trough and tank can be seen in the
backgrround. Note the disturbed ground, the
sheep tracks, and the abundance of sheep
egesta.
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Figure 6.5 - Fresh kangaroo egesta deposition rate for
sites along the North-South and the East-
!Ìest transects, for each collection time.
Solid histograms - fenced quadrats;
open histograms - unfenced quadrats. The

position of the trough is marked by (A ),
missing values by ( o ).
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Figure 6.L2 - Frequency (out of 24O, O.25m and O.30m

sr:b-quadrats) and Scaled Frequency for
. (a) blue-green alga/Líchen stain, and

{over page}
(b) ftipLoschístes sp. plotted for each

main-site over ti¡ne - ttlay (M),

November (N). For frequency'
o=unfenced, x =fenced.
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Figrure 6.15 - Average depth profiles of impact penetrometer
readings (number of blows required to,drive the
¡Þnetrometer for each successive 5.lcm (2")
interval, September 1977 ¿

(a) exclosures (n = 66);
(b) 2m from the trough (¡ = I4);
(c) 10m from the trough (n = 32);
(tl) 20¡n SII from the trough (n = 17) ;
(e) 50m egesta quadrat (¡¡ = 24) ¡
(f) 5Om "grassy" quadrat (n = 2Ll ¡
(g) wheel ruts west of the turning point (n = 4);
(h) wheel ruts east of the turning point (n = 4);
(i) between the wheel ruts (n = 7). See text.
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Figiure 6.20 - Dust fallout for four of the five colrectíon
periods on a geographic map of the sites. ftre
trough is at the point of intersection of the
transects. The data for the period 10/2/76 -
L5/8/76 are not shown because the dust fallout
then was very sma1l (see text):
(A) , 2r/L2/7s - 10/2/76, (B) 15/8/76 - L4/r/77 ¡

'{over page}

(c), L4/L/77 - 4/5/77¡ (D) 2s/s/77 - 26/s/77.
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Figure 7'.3 - Biomass of saltJ¡ush (o) and bluebush (x) for
each main site over time:

(a)

(b)

sites 50n - 200m,

{over page}
sites 4O0m - 800m + CONTROL.
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Figr:re 7 .5 - Scaled Relative Biomass (Sns¡ for saltbush and

bluebush for each time over distance from the
trough along the main North-South transect
(a) Augrust L975 - May 1976, and

{over page}
(b) August L976 - May L977.

lfhe corresponding equations of tÏ¡e linear
regressions between SRB and, distance (m) are
shown.
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Fígrure 7.9 - Dimensions of Chenopod¿wn uLieinum, unfenced ( ¡
. and fenced ( X ) for each main site over time

(May 1975, December L975, May L977), together
wittr t]¡e sample sizes (fenced {n-f} and unfenced
{n-u}) and the standard d,evíation of measure-

. ment. For each fenced or unfenced triplet, the
vertical bar represents the 95È confidence
inÈerval, and applies to the data for the
three times.
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Figure 7.L4 - Biomass of the two dominant short-lived grass
species agaínst dístance from the trough
along the nain NorÈh-South transect:
(a) Stipa n¿tí.d.a.,
(b) Danthonia caespítosa for fenced (X )

andunfenced (o) guadratsr and
(c) relative biomass (unfenced * fenced)

for each species.
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Figtrre 8.1 - Isotel map over the gricl quadrats for
Node 1 of the Influence Analysis (May 1975).
Transect I sites not scored.
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Figure 8.2 - Isotel map over the grid quadrats for
Node 2 of the Influence Analysis (May 1975).
Transect I sites not scored.
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Figure 8.3 - Isote1 maps of density (individuals per
quadrat) quartiles over the grid quadrats for
(a) saltbush,
(b) bluebush,
(c) short-lived ('dead') grass,
for May 1975. Transect I sítes not scored.
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Figrure 8.4 . Isotel maps of percentage sheep egesta
frequency quartiles over the grid quadrats
for (a) May L975t and

'{over page}
(b) February 1976.

Quartiles determined on the data for those
quadrats scored on both occasions. Transect
I sites not scored in May 1975¡ Transect I'
Transect II sites 3-10 and Transect IV síte
10 not scored in February 1976.
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Figure 8.4b
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Fígure 8.5 - Isotel maps of percentage kangaroo egesta
frequency guartiles over the grid quadrats
for

' (a) ttay L975, and

{over page}
(b) February L976.

Q,trartiles determined on the data for those

çtuadrats scored on bottr occasions. Transect I
sÍtes not scored in May 1975¡ Transect I,
Transect II sites 3-10 and Transect IV site 10

not scored in FebruarY L976.
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Fig-ire 8'5b
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Figure 8.6 - Isotel maps of percentage rabbit egesta
frequency quartiles over ttre grid quadrats
for
(a) May 1975, and

{over page}
(b) February 1976.

Quartiles determj-ned on the data for those
guadrats scored on both occasions. Transect I
sites not scored in May L975¡ Transect I,
:Iransect II sites 3-10 and Transect fV site 10

not scored in February 1976.
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t

Figure 8.8 - Isotel rnaps of relatíve bíomass quartiles
for saltbush,
(a) February I976/May 1975, and

[over page ]
(b) May l;977 /May 1975.
Transect I sites were not scored in May L975,
Transect IV site 10 was not scored in
February J-976. Biomasses at Transect II
sites 1, 2, 6 and,8, and Transect III sites
4, 6, 7 and 10 were trivial.
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Figr:re 8.9. - Isotel maps of relative biomass quartilês for
bluebush:
(a) February L976/May L975, and

{over page}
(b) MaY L977/MaY 1975.

Transect I sites were not scored in May L975.

Transect IV site 10 was not scored in
February L976. Biomasses at Transect II sites
3, 4 and 9 and Transect III sites 8, and 9 and

TransecÈ VI site 2 were trivial.
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Fig-ure 8'9b
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Figure 8.10 - Isote1 maps of relative biomass guartiles
(February L976/May 1975) for short-lived
g:rass:
(a) "dead" and

{over page}
(b) t'greent'.

Transect I sites not scored in May 1975.

Transect rV site 10 not scored in February L976.
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Figure 8.10b
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Figure 8.I1 - Isotel maps of relative frequency quarliles
(February L976/May f975) for:
(a) uprooted grass, and

{over page}
(b) r'significantty-grazed" grass.
Transect f sites were not scored in-May 1975.
Transect II sites 3-10 and Transect IV site IO
hrere not scored in February L976.
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Figure 8.1lb
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Figure 9.1 - Location map of Chimney Yards showing the
surrounding paddocks, the transects radiating
from the yards into the paddocks and sarnplíng
points (+ ), and the Roopena fault scarp and

"ï":""::::.,r;= *:":; 
and rroush.
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Figuqe 9.2 - Results for Overland and !{haler Paddock transects,
with the data for ttre Depot Paddock transect
( X ) plotted against the corresponding sites ín
Overland:
(a) sheep track intensity;
(b) percentage lichen coveri
(c) numþer of saltbushes and bluebushes in each

45urz quadrat;
(d) percentage of saltbushes dead;

{over page}
(e) mean height per live bush of saltbush and

bluebush;
(f) mean biomass per live saltl¡ush and bluebush.
Ttre positions of Èhe swale, scarp and crest (in
Overland,/DePot) and the blackoak grove (Whaler),
are indicated.
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Figure 9.2.
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APPENDTX A

Species recorded at the experimental site
Railway Paddock

ch:ring the course of the experimenÈ

Species Vernacular Name Description

POACAEA

Danthonia edasp¿tosa
Gaudich

Hordeum morinwn Huds.

Schísmus barbattn (L.)
Thell.

Stipa erenophíLa
Reader

Stipa wLt¿dn
Surmnerh. ¿ú Hubbard

Stípa platychaeta
Hughes

Lþiodia inr'itans R.Br.
Wisetwn pwniLwn (oesf .)
Kunth

LILIACEAE

thysanott*s baueri R.Br.

CASUARTNAGAE

Casuayina eristata trng.

SANTALACEA

Eæoeazpos apVtyLlus R.Br .
San taLtnn acwrLnatwn R.Br .

A.DC.

IORANTÍIAæAE

Amyema qudndang var quøndøng
(Lindl.) Teish.

Lysiana eæocarpi (eehr)
Tiegh.

CIIENOPODIAGAE

AtripLeæ s tipitata Benth .
Atz"ipLeæ oesiearia

Heward ex Benth.
Bassía bifLora R.Br.
Bassia obLíquieuspis

And,erson

short-lived grass

short-lived grass
short-Iived grass

short-lived grass

Spear-grass short-lived grass

pererurial grass

Porcupine grass perennial grass
short-lived species

Fringed Iily short-lived forb

Blackoak clonal tree

Native cherry
Quondong

I'listletoe

tl

small tree
tree

parasite

low shrub

short-lived species

tl

Bitter saltJ¡ush perennial shrub
(Bladder) saltbush perennial shrub
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Species Vernacular- Name Degcription

CIIENOPODTASEAE ( eontdnued)

B as sia p atenti ct t^spís
Anderson

Clt enop o diwn de s ertoz'um
(Black) Black

Clternpodiwn uLieLnwn
Gandoger

EnehyLaern tomenbsa R. Br.
Itraì,v,earn eæeau.ata

Ma'ùrearn pyratnLdnta

Maire ana s cLev'oLaerni de s
(F.Muell.) P.G. Wilson

Inlcirearø sedifoLia
(F.Mue11.), P.G. Wilson

Maineana turbinata P. G.wilson
RhagodLa spineseeræ R.Br .

var . d.eLtaphyLLa F.Muell .

AIZOACEAE

Ie trag oni a t etrag o Yni de s
(PaII.) Kuntze

CARYOPHYLI,ACEAE

Hermiæía hirsuta ¡..

BR,ASSICACEAE

Hanms io dpæa bLenno dio de s
(r.uuell.) Sch-uIz

SísyntbrLwn orientale t'.

PITTOSPORACEAE

Pí tto s p o nwn phy LLiz' ae o i de s

CR,ASSUI,ACEAE

Cvassul'a eoLorata (Nees)
Ostenf.

CvassuLa pediceLlosa
(r.Muell.) Ostenf.

MIMOSACEAE 
.

Acae\a ost¿aLdíi' F.Muel1.
Aeaeia soadenii l4aiden

Native apricot tree

short-lived forb

perennial shnrb

perennial shn:b

perennial shrub

low perennial shrub
pererueial shrr:b
short-Iived species

peiennial shrub

Iow perennial shrub
pererurial shrr:b

short-lived forb

short-lived forb

short-lived forb

short-lived foib

snall short-lived
species
small short-lived
species

low tree
tree

B1ack bluebush

Bluebush



APPENDIX A (Continued)

Speçies Vernacular Name Description

CAESALPINACEAE

Cassia nemophiLa var. eorí,a,cea,
(gent]¡. ) Symon

Cassia nemophila var. nemophíLa
A.Cunn. ex Vogel

Cassia nemophiLa var. pLatApodn
1n.nr . ) Bentfi.

GERANTAæAE

Erodíwn cVgnon)n Nees var.
gLanduLosLÍn caroLi-r.

Erodíwn eícutayíwn (t)
L'Hêr. ex. Ait.

OXATIDACEAE

1æaLís eovmieulata t.
ZYGOPHYLI,ACEAE

Zy gophy LLum antrantiacwn (Lindl . )
F. Muell.

ZygophyLLwn biLLoy&ieri DC. var.
sternphyLlwn e. Muelt.

ZygophyLLttn opatwn Ewar:u et
lfhite

SAPINDACEAE

Hetez,odendmn oLeaÊfoLíwn Desf . Bullocl< bush

EUPHORBIACEAE

Etphorbia drwmnor¡åLi gois

FRANKENIACEAE

Frarú<enía senpyLLí foLia
Lindl.

APIACEAE

Danteu,s gLochidiatu,s (Labill. )
Fisch. Mey et Av6,-LaLL.

tall shrub

tall shrub

taII shrub

short-lived forb

.short-lived forb

short-lived forb

perennial shn:b

climbing pererurial

short-lived forb

clonaI tree

short-lived species

low perennial shrub

ñative carrot short-lived species

shórt-lived forb
BORAGINAGAE

)nrphaTn LappuL a eoncaua
(F. Muell) Brand

SOLANAGAE

Lyeiwn austraLe F. Muell. Native boxthorn perennial shrub



APPENDTX A (Continued)

gpeçies Vernacular Name Description

IT,IYOPORACEAE

Myopom,rn pLatyearpún R.Bt. False sandalwood

ErenophíLa LongifoLia (R.Br.)
F. Muel1.

EremophiLa oppositifo Lia R.Br .
EremophiLa seopaa'í.a. 1n. er.)
F. Muell.

IÄMIACEAE

Ilayrubiwn DuLga"e L. Horehound

PLÀNTAGINAGAE

PLantago drwrnon&Li nene

CAI\,IPANULAGAE

Wahlenb er gia graeiLenfu.
Iothian

GOODENIAGAE

ScaeooLa spineseens R.Br.

ASTERAGAE

A etin ob o L u utr: g r), o 
", 
*,

(A.Gray) Eichler
Bnacltyseome LineaviLoba (Dc.)

Druce

Calotis hispidlúa (F.Muell)
F.l4ue11.

Centanuea caLcitrapa t. Star thistle
HeLipterwn poLygaLifoLùwn æ,.

HeLipterwn strictwn (Lindl.)
Benth.

Minuyia cunnirryhønt i (Dc. )
Benth.

Podocoma Ttarla, E.urarL et v{hj-rue

Seneeio gLossanthtæ (sond.)
Belcher

Seræeio qttadridentatt*s Labill .

Soncht*s asper (L.) Híll
Soneht*s oLeraeeus L.
Vi,tta&Lrvia euneata N,.
Vittadinía eurpata var .
hirsuta N.T. Burbidge

V¿t taåínia een¡.i euL aris
N.T. Burbiclge

tree
tall shrub

tall shrub
tall shrub

perennial forb

short-lived forb

short-lived forb

perennial shrub

sessile short-Iived
forb
short-lived forb

short-lived forb

short-lived forb
short-Iived forb
short-lived forb

perennial, climbilg
shrub
short-lived forb
short-lived forb

forb.
short-1ived
short-lived
short-lived
short-Iived

forb
forb
forb
forb

short-lived forb
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

lltre Ídentificatíons were r¡ade using the "Flora of

South Austral-ia" (Black 1960, 2nd eilition and. Eichler rs

supplernent), VÍilson (1975) f.or Maiveanø and Carolin (1958)

for Erodiwn. They were checked against reference collectíons

held in the Botany Depart¡rient and verified by tJ.e South

Australian Herborium staff. Dr. D. Symon of tJ:e Waite

Institute identÍfied the specinens of Stipa. llhe assistance

of ,J. !{est in ttre initial determinations is gratefully

acknowledged.
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APPENDIX B

PreLí,nínayy lnuestègation of fnuertebpate PopuLations

Int:æodtrcti,on

Invertebrates ar.e an important component of any ecosystem,

especially one involving the grazing of domestic stock. Frith
( f970) comrnents that

"... among the insects there are very rich
groups of termiteq order Isoptera, ants,
family Formicidae, and grasshoppers, family
Acrididae, whose effect on grasslands is
probably of greater significance than that
of the vertebrate fauna."

Invertebrates are significant as herbivores (e.g. seed

harvesting ants in Australian rangelands - Briese L974, Mott and

McKeon 1977¡ grazi.ng orthoptera - Blocker 1977, Coleman 1975,

Gangvrere 1961, Mulkern 1967, Whit€ L975) and as decomposers

(Cowling L977). It is to be e:q>ected, therefore, that stocking

effects, a major environmental influence, will be registered as

a change in many invertebrate populations. Morris (1967, L968,

1969,, L97It 1973) reported changes in various invertebrate

populations wrought by sheep grazing on a British chalk grassland.

King and Hutchinson (L976) and King et aL (7976) showed. that there

was a marked reduction in the Collembola populations in the top

5qn of soil with sheep grazíng in the New England tablelands of

N.S.W., and. that the extent of the decrease became greater as

stocking pressure increased. Both smith (1940) and !{eese (1939)

found that overall there was an increase in the nr,:mber of

individuals but a decrease in number of species of various

Ínvertebrates in over-grazed Oklahorna grassland, and that the

actual effect differed between tlle orders.

llhere seems to have been little study of invertebrate

populations in arid rangelands in Australia, particularly in ttre

piosphere context.
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Itre foregoing review suggests, however, that variables associated

witJ: invertebrate populations will show a gradient in their

values along the piosphere sÈocking gradient. For this reason

a pitfall-trap sample was taken as a prelirninary investigation of

the feasibility of nrcnitoring some invertebrate populaÈions.

The use of pitfall-traps has been descrjJced by Greenslade (L9641,

Greenslade (1973) and Greenslade and Greenslade (1971).

Met\nds

In June L974 fovr lines of unlcaited pitfall-traps (7.6cm x

2.5cm d.iam., 58 glycerine in ethanol), 10q.. apart in each line,

were laid near the e:g>erimental site as follows:

(f) I0 traps in a flat, undisturbed location with saltbush,

bluebush and short-lived grass.

(21 I traps straddling a natural gutter and passing through

a barê, sloping area on either side.

(3) 4 traps in a dísturbed,, Bassìa obLíquLeu,spis-dorn:inated area

near a myall tree on ttre edge of the wash.

(4) .I2 t:aps across an undisturbed. bluebush,/black-bluebush

boundary with abundanl' Stipa nitids, at the edge of a wash.
llhe traps were exposed for 24 hours.

ResuLts

lltre t-raps were examined by Dr. Penelope Greenslade. The

su¡runarised results, and the results for four abundant taxa' are

gíven ín Table B-1.

Discussion

Itrere was wide variation in collections between traps in a

transect. The order Collembola, (spring-tails) was dorninant in

both nr¡nl¡ers of species and individuals . lltre fauna was d.iverse,

and nrcre so than would have been expected (P. Greenslade' pers.com.).

Of the 28 Coltembola species, 7 were normally found in rncre resic

envíronnents (like Kangaroo Is1and) .
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This was probably an effect of the atlpically wet season (section

2.5.1). Transect 4 seemecl to have most diversity (Collembota

species plus other orders) which may reflect the greater habitat

diversity of that transect. Allowing for the different numbers of

traps per transect, the traps in tl".e undisturbed areas (I and 4)

collected more Collembola indivicluals than ilid the disturbed

transects (2, 3).

Further, three of the more co¡nmon species, detailed in

Table B-1, seemed. to be more abundant in sorte transects than in
' others, and these differences betr¡een the transects were not the

same for the tìree species.

ConcLt*sions

Any conclusions are necessarily tentative for such a srnall

survey. However, the atypically high rainfall seemed to have

increased the diversity of tl..e fauna sampled. Further, there

was evídence that the abundance of at least some of the taxa was

dependenÈ on tt¡e local environment, which added. justification

for the hypothesis that such poputations will register the effects

of the piosphere stocking pressure gradient (which will modify

the loca1 environment) in this chenopod shrubland context.



TABI,E B-1

Sr:runary of Pítfall Trap Collections, Jr¡¡re 1974

Colleribola
IYansect Traps Species Individr¡¿ls

1 10 L2=L4 L62

2 I 14-15 56

4 7

L2 18 151

9ther
orders Indívíduals

CollemboIa
fuoisotonø, Entomobryidae

brisbøtensie

Mítes
Etqodes sp. Crlptostig specíes

9

1

0

I

2

34

74

13

94

4

4

19

4t

78

11

10

7

15

283

4

53

27

2L

L7

T7
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ÀPPENDIX C

Investigatíon into the usefuiness of
X-ray fluorescent spectroscopy (xR¡'S)

for measuring leaf dust

Intpoduction

Methods

ResuLts

Sone elements occur in soil in very insoluble forms (e.9.

Titanir¡n (as T.O^) ancl Silicon (as S.0^) are effectively'r_¿L¿
insoluable and. Alurninium (as alrOr) has a soh¡bility of only

O.OOOOgSgrmrzlOOcc cold water). Therefore the presence of them in

a rnilled teaf sample will be due almost entirely to dust, since

only small quantities will be deposited in ttre leaf as

transpiration residue. Thus the percentage composition of these

elements in a leaf sample' as measured by XRFS, should be a

ÍÊasure amount of dust on the leaf.

Matched foliage material was collected for several species

from two sites, a dusty site adjacent to an unsealed road' and a

less _dusty site 50m upwind. A sample of road sr:rface dust was

also collected. Each sample was dried, ground (50¡.t - 63p) pressed

into a tablet and analyzed by XRFS for 41, Si, Ti and also for

Èhe soluble Cl . It took 15 nuinutes to prepare each sample and

a further 5 rninutes to analyze for each element.

atd Discussion

For each sample, the percentage composition of each elenent

and a standardized value based on percentage 41, are given in

Table c-1. wittr the exception of stipa nitída which appeared to

absorb Si selectively, the standardized compositions approximated

(withín an order of magniEude) those for the road dust.
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. fhis indicates that for tfre most part these elements are present

in tltese foliage samples as dust. Ttre results for CI in the

folíage samples bear no direct relation to the composition of Cl

ín the soil, because being soIuble, it is accumulated in the leaf
as transpiration residue. (fts abundance is therefore likely to

be a function of leaf age (Hutton and Norrish 1974) ).
The results for bluebush are interestilg. TWo samples r¡/ere

taken from tÌ¡e bush at the road, edge, one on the roadside, one on

tJ:e far-side. OnIy for bluebush was the amount. of dust from ttre

edge of the road (roadside) markedly greater than for that at, 50m,

and the far-side sample had. much less dust than the roadside

. sample and slightly less than t.Ire 50¡n sample. The bluebush roadside

sample was the most d.usty of all the samples. llhus there h¡as a

narked effect of microhabitat (species of plant and ¡nsition in
tlle bush) on ilust accumulation.

If the 50m samples are taken as a control, then for bluebush

the differences in percentage composition for Si, .ê,1, Ti between

the edge of the rcad (roadside) and 50m were in the ratio:
AI : Si: Ti = I : 3.407 : 0.057 which accords with that for road

dust. The oÈher specíes showed no such agreement because of the

relatively large error of the small difference between the road,

edge and 50m sampJ-e.

The marked effect of nicrohabitat on the amount of d,ust on a

leaf would complicate the design of a sampling system, and woul-d

probably increase ttre nr:mber of samples, and. hence the analysis

tíme required.

CqneLusions

It was possible to detect the presence of dust on leaves and

to guage its arnount using XRFS. Microhabitat effects would

complicate the design of a sampling system and the technique could

be e:çensive of time, depending on the level of sampling required.
Stl',na. ni,fìån scema¿l tt-r nhq¡rrl-r si I i ¡nn qal pal-ì rra'l w -



TABLE C-1

Percentage composition by weight
(Relative Percentage Composition) of AI, Si, Ti, cl

for foliage samples from a dusty road edge
anél a site 50m upwincl from it, and

for a sarple of roail dust

Species Position 8AI ESí ETi

Maípeanø
sedùfoLia
(Bluebush)

Cherøpodiwn
uLicir¿wn

Stipa
nitidn

Bassía
obLiquieuspís

Road dust

50m

Maiveann - edge
seLeroLaenoides

50m

edge, 0.131
(road side) (1.000)

edge, 0.026
(far side) (I.000)
50m 0 .040

( 1.000)

edge 0.061
( 1.000)

50m 0.06
( l.ooo)

edge 0.I0
(1.ooo)

o.L32
(1.000)

0.153
( r. oo0)

0 .107
( 1.000)

edge 0.057
( 1.o00)

50m

5.29A
(1.000)

o.284 0.0037
( 4.e8Ð (0.06s)

sanple too small to process

o.426
( 3.2s2)

0.090
( 3.462)

0 .116
( 2.900)

o.239
( 3.918)

o .200
( 3.333)

3.11
( 31. 1)

3.539
( 26 .811)

0.961
( 6.281)

o.422( 3.e44)

20.08
( 3.7e)

0.00769
(o.ose)
o.oo227

(0.087)

o.oo249
(0.062)

o.oo27a
(0.046)

o.oo272
(0.04s)

0.00666
(0.0666)

0. 00804
(0.061)

0.01071
(0.070)

0.00638
(0.060)

0. 303
(0.0s7)

rcl
1.814

( 13 .347)

L.649
(448.038)

2.622
(6s.ss)

L.L46
( 18.787)

0.690
( 11. soo)

0.554
(s.s4)
0 .569

(4.31r)

L.295
(8.464)
0 .860

( 8.0 37)

2.46I
(43. r7s)

0.052
(o.010)
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APPENDÏX D

Formula for the conversion factor, B, and for the

confidence limits of the calculated biomass value (S) for

Method 3 of tJ:e Adelaide technigue.

$sryþeLs

n nunber of reference bushes

si bÍomass of a reference bush

average of tJ:e morning and evening estimated

total of units for a reference bush

mean of the Tav values for the n reference bushes

variance of the Tav values for ttre n reference

Tav

vs Tav

Tav

vTav

EonnuLaß

l,=
i=1

The confidence limits for S

bushes

residual mean square of the regression through

tJle origin of S on Tav

Î (Tavr* Sr) /Y r.n]
J-l-=I

(= Bt'Z) for a bush of total

of units = Z, are:

S = tlrr-t) * (standard deviation or S)

where standard deviation of S =

Z * stand.ard error of B

v/tS.Tav / L ravlIi=1
DL
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APPENDIX E - 20Om Grassy Quadrat

SaltJrush, bluebush and short-líved grass biomass (gm') and bare ground
(number of 0.25 x 0.30 sub-quadrats in the open wíthrø lichen)

L9/ 5/75 : The pair of taþes delimit the 3Ox x 3m quadrat. The stake

is on the baseline 15m from the photographer, the stake

divisions are 20cm. The exclosure fence can be seen near the

dead tree. Note the abundance of grass, and absence of sheep

tracks. The major shrr-r.b species are marked: Av = saltbush,

Ms = bluebush, ch = Chenopodiu¡n uLicirwn. a Hetz.odenåton

al,e_aefoLí;,m grove occurs to the left of the photograph. Mya1t

trees can be seen in the background. l{ote the "feathery"

tips of saltbush and the ungrazed grass - further evidence of

lack of grazi-ng before experimentation.

7/lL/75 : After rain.Note the abundance of "green" grass, and the new

shoots of bluebush with tightly clustered leaves.

28/ 5/76 : OnIy the dead grass bases left.
SaltJcush foliage still abundant,

23/rt/16

4/ 5/77

Sheep tracks (st) are visible.
although "feathery" tops are

largely renpved.

After rains in October. Slight increase in bluebush biomass

from October rains. Saltbush heavily gtazú-tips absent.

Loss of soil lichens becoming more obvious. _Practically all
grass bases renpved.

Marked sheep tracks evid.ent. Saltbush heavily grazed., whereas

bluebush and C uLí,cirtun not greatly dífferent than initialty.



DATE

19

7
NOV
,75

r2,8 20,2

SALT- BLUE- GRASS BARE
BUSH IlUStl GROUND

MAY 6,9 11, g 33 ,9 o

DEAD

GREEN

19,2

DEAD

1, -q

GREEN
+

DEAD

17,6 i3,r 2

0

23
NOV

'76

28
MAY I0,2
'76

4, ¿t 20 ,7 4

4
MAY 4,2 I7 ,3
'77

aaLL
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APPENDfX E - 50m Exclosure, SW Corner, Looking IIE

Biomass (gm') of saltl¡ush, bluebush, short-lived grass species, and

bare ground. (number of 0.25 x O.3m sub-quadrats in the open with no

lichen ).

The salient ¡nints to observe are:

- the "feathery" tips of saltbush persist over

the two years, and lichen cover is essentially

unchanged

- the abundance of grass is less initially than

the 20Om quadrat since the foreground is a

rbarett area

- the abundance of grass declines markedty after
bþvember 1975, but the elimination is not

so rapíd as in the 200m quad.rat

- a dust trap (5On SE) can be seen to the left
of the stake in 28/5/76
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